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Management Summary
In 1984, the United States Department of Energy instituted the
study of thermal mitigation measures in order to mitigate the
environmental effects of the heated effluent discharged from the "c"
and "K" Reactors Area. Among the alternatives being considered is
the construction of two cooling ponds for Pen Branch and Four Mile
Creek on the Savannah River Plant. The potential construction would
result in the impoundment of the two watersheds north of SRP Road
A to an elevation of 210 I above mean sea level. At the request of
the Department of Energy, Savannah River Operations Office, an intensive
archaeological survey was conducted by the Savannah River Plant
Archaeological Research Program, South Carolina Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology, Columbia, from May 16 through August 17, 1984.
This intensive survey located, collected, tested and recorded 65
discrete archaeological resources within the impoundment areas. The
analysis of the data recovered during the survey revealed human
occupation from the Early Archaic through Mississippian Periods and
from the l780s through the 1950s. All 65 sites are in the direct
impact area of the potential cooling ponds. Of these, 23 were
considered archaeologically significant and, therefore, potentially
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places.
Eighteen significant sites have prehistoric components. 38BR7l,
38BR97, 38BR299, 38BR3l8, 38BR53l, 38BR535, 38BR539, 38BR540, 38BR54l,
38BR542, 38BR545 and 38AK4l7 are relatively undisturbed prehistoric
habitation sites. Seven sites (38BR98, 38BR297, 38BR3l0, 38BR352,
38BR532 and 38AK4l8) are relatively undisturbed prehistoric
limited-activity sites. All, individually and as a whole, have
potential to add significant data to the study of settlement/subsistence
strategies along Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek, in the central Savannah
River area, specifically, and, in general, the southeastern region.
Five historic sites (38BR280, 38BR282, 38BR289, 38BR292 and
38BR305) are considered significant. 38BR280 and 38BR282 are historic
dwellings associated with Ashley Plantation. Known features (e.g.,
privy and well at 38BR280) and as yet undiscovered features will add
significant faunal and floral data to the study of plantation dietary
habits. Three historic sites are mill dam remnants. Two of the dams
(38BR289 and 38BR292) were documented by Mill's Atlas (1825) of the
Barnwell District. Although neither- site exhibited structural remains,
the earthen dam structures are significant. The third dam site
(38BR305) has architectural and earthen structural remains. Although
not documented on Mill's Atlas (1825), archaeological investigations
of the architectural remains will provide significant information
to the study of mill and mill dam construction. All three sites will
add significant data to the study of mills and their role in the
19th-20th century economic sphere of the Savannah River area.
As a means of mitigating adverse effects on these 23 significant
archaeological sites, a two-phase mitigation plan has been outlined.
Phase I will consist of 1) intensive documentary search for and
oral history investigation into the five historic sites, 2) detailed
topographic mapping at all 23 sites, and 3) sample excavations at
xi
one historic site (38BR282) and 15 prehistoric sites. Phase II, or
data recovery, will consist of intensive excavations at 3 historic
sites (38BR280, 38BR282 and 38BR305) and 18 prehistoric occupational
sites (38BR7l, 38BR97, 38BR98, 38BR297, 38BR299, 38BR3l0, 38BR3l8,
38BR352, 38BR53l, 38BR532, 38BR535, 38BR539, 38BR540, 38BR54l, 38BR542,
38BR545, 38AK4l7 and 38AK4l8).
If the cooling ponds are considered appropriate for mitigating
the effects of heated effluent in Pen Branch and in Four Mile Creek,
the mitigation plan outlined in this report should be instituted.
More site-specific methods will be necessary, however, in order to
adequately recover the archaeological data from the significant sites,
thereby, addressing the research problems associated with the
occupational history and settlement/subsistence strategies of the
inhabitants of Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
The Prehistoric Occupation of the Savannah River Valley
Within the drainage of the Savannah River below the Fall Line,
investigations of cultural heritage from an archaeological perspective
have been focused on selected areas. For this reason, an overview
of the prehistory of the area must rely on information selectively
investigated without regard for general archaeological pattern. This
general discussion of the occupational history within the study area
and innnediate environs will be an attempt to characterize the general
prehistory of the Savannah River drainage within the Coastal Plain
(Table 1).
Archaeological undertakings of a controlled nature were begun
in the latter half of the last century by Thomas (1894) and Moore (1899)
in their studies on prehistoric mound sites within river valleys of
the eastern United States. Their efforts resulted in the location
of and collection from selected large sites within the Savannah River
area. Although these pioneer studies were of value only in documenting
the presence of sites within the drainage, these were the preliminary
efforts in the study of the region's archaeological resources.
Increasingly scientific archaeological research within the area
began with the efforts of William Claflin in the vicinity of the Fall
Line at Stalling's Island. Claflin excavated a large shellmound, the
Stalling's Island Site, on an island within the Savannah River during
the 1920s and documented an assemblage of the earliest ceramic complex
in the eastern United States (Claflin 1931; Sears and Griffin 1950;
Bullen and Green 1970). For this reason, the Stalling's Island Site
has become one of the most important cultural resources known in the
Southeast and has been subjected to intermittent investigations since
Claflin's first study (Fairbanks 1942; Sears and Griffin 1950; Bullen
and Green 1970).
In the delta region of the Savannah River, Antonio Waring was
instrumental in the initial understanding of the prehistoric
archaeological record. During his brief life, Waring, in cooperation
with various archaeologists, recorded, collected and/or excavated many
of the key archaeological sites that would form the foundation of future
archaeological research in the Savannah River area. Waring and others
were responsible for the description of the basic ceramic types and
general ceramic complexes such as the Deptford ceramic complex (Waring
and Holder 1968), Woodland and Mississippian ceramic types (Caldwell
and Waring 1939), and Early Woodland ceramic types and assemblages
(Williams 1968: 152-215). The sunnnary of Waring's work provided by
Williams (1968) stands as a major contribution to the study of Savannah
River prehistory.
Other research in the
the W.P.A. period on the
site. Conducted over the
revealed the existence of
ceremonial center (Caldwell
Savannah River area was conducted during
Irene Mound Site, a Mississippian Period
course of several years, the excavations
a long-term occupation associated with a
and McCann 1941). The excavations yielded
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the first comprehensive plan of such a ceremonial complex within the
Atlantic Coastal area and extended the known archaeological record
into protohistoric times.
Subsequent research was delayed for almost two decades, until
the 1960s when renewed interest in the initial ceramic period prompted
the work of James Stoltman at Groton Plantation (Stoltman 1974). This
research project involved the survey and test excavation of sites within
the plantation for purposes of exploring the development of Late Archaic
and Woodland cultures in the riverine area of the Coastal Plain. The
major outcome of this research was the excavation of two sand mounts,
Rabbit Mount and Clear Mount. These contained shell middens associated
with some of the earliest known ceramics in North America. In addition,
sites representative of Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian occupations
were located in the survey, and the distribution of these sites suggested
to Stoltman (1974: 229-244) radical differences in subsistence and
settlement practices at various times.
Following Stoltman's research, Drexel Peterson (1971) intensified
the survey of the Groton Plantation area in order to refine specific
hypotheses regarding ceramic chronology and cultural development.
The general result of the study was the discovery that changes in
subsistence strategies were not appreciable during the Woodland period,
as was thought by Stoltman (1974). Another result was a ceramic
chronology that included several additional "phases" during the Early
Woodland period and later times. These latter results have yet to
be substantiated from other research in the general area.
Concomitant with the latter research was the expansion of study
in other areas of the Savannah drainage. This research included survey
and excavation at White's Mound (Phelps and Burgess 1964; Phelps 1968),
Hollywood Mound (DeBaillou 1965), the Theriault site (Brockington 1971),
Mississippian sites along the Savannah River, the Augusta area (Ferguson
and Widmer 1976), and work at Stalling's Island (Bullen and Green 1970).
Thomas et al. (1978) provided an updated chronology for the Late Archaic
of the lower Savannah River Valley through their work at St. Catherine's
Island.
Works by DePratter (1976, 1977) refined the chronology of the
Early Woodland in the Savannah River Valley and Georgia coast, and
suggested changes in the subsistence and settlement patterns that
occurred within this region during this period. Trinkley (1980) made
similar contributions toward our understanding of the settlement changes
and chronology of the Woodlands period of the coast and Coastal Plains
of South Carolina.
Other works from outside of the Savannah River Valley have increased
our knowledge of the interior Coastal Plain of South Carolina. Trinkley
(1974) reported the findings of the Albert Love site. This is one
of the few Upland Late Archaic sites excavated in the Upper Coastal
Plain. Excavations at four sites tested for the Southeastern Columbia
Beltway Project (Anderson 1979);<lnd at the Cal Smoak site (Anderson,
Lee and Parler 1979) provided data useful in formulating prehistoric
chronologies for the Upper Coastal Plain of South Carolina. Brooks
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(1980) provided both survey and excavated data to suggest
settlement/subsistence patterns for the lower interior Coastal Plain.
Larson (1980) also suggested patterns of late prehistoric subsistence
within the interior Coastal Plain. The combined results of these
research efforts form the basis for the present understanding of
prehistoric development within the Savannah River Valley below the
Fall Line. Although a synthetic overview of the prehistory of the
area is yet to be written, the initial foundation exists for a general
chronological framework (Table 1).
Paleo-Indian (10500 - 9500 B.C.)
The Paleo-Indian period of the eastern United States is largely
recognizable by the presence of the fluted Clovis (or Clovis-like)
points and, in the Southeast, by unfluted lanceolate points such as
the Quad and Suwanee types. Radiocarbon dates from the Delbert site
in Nova Scotia and the Shawnee-Minisink site on the Delaware River
of Pennsylvania average 8600 B.C. for fluted point forms. Dates from
west of the Mississippi suggest earlier occupations for that area
beginning at ca. 9500 B.C. (Wormington 1957).
The subsistence resources exploited by Paleo-Indian populations
of the eastern United States are poorly known. Little subsistence
data have been recovered from Paleo-Indian sites east of the Mississippi
River. Because of the lack of data, the earliest reconstructions of
the subsistence patterns of this period were based upon faunal
information borrowed from sites located on the Western Plains. Based
on similarities in projectile points and overall similarities in tool
assemblages, it is generally assumed that most Paleo-Indians of North
America were similarly adapted to a system focusing on the exploitation
of now-extinct, large herbivores (Mason 1962: 243).
Recent data from the eastern United States have resulted in
questions being raised about the role that the hunting of the megafauna
played in the subsistence strategies of these people. Food remains
from Meadowcroft Rockshelter in Pennsylvania included white-tailed
deer (Odocoileus virginianus), elk (Cervus canadensis), nuts, and
chenopod seeds (Adovasio et al. 1977: 154). Shawnee-Minisink in
Pennsylvania produced hawthorn pits and fish remains (McNett, McMillian,
and Marshall 1977). These sites suggest that resources other than
megafauna may have played a very important role in the Paleo-Indian
diet.
In the Southeast, studies by Williams and Stoltman (1965) and
Michie (1977) suggest a strong geological correlation between the several
forms of Paleo-Indian projectile points and the margins of rivers that
are often the locations of mastodon fossil recovery. Bullen, Webb,
and Waller (1970) also produced evidence of a mastodon vertebra ,that
was apparently cut while the bone was green. These studies suggest
that areas suitable for megafauna such as wide river margins may be
closely correlated with Paleo-Indian site locations in the Southeast.
Settlement data for the Paleo-Indian period occupation for the
Savannah River Plant are rare. Prior to this survey, only two fluted
points have been recovered within the plant boundaries.
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TABLE 1
GENERAL OCCUPATIONAL SEQUENCE FOR THE
SAVANNAH RIVER BASIN BELOW THE FALL LINE
[Based on Stoltman (1974), Ferguson and Widmer (1976),
Michie (1977) and Coe (1964)]
CULTURAL PERIOD
Historical
Mississippian
Late Woodland
TIME PERIOD
A.D. 1700
A.D. 1200
A.D. 1000
A.D. 700
Phase
Irene
Savannah I
Savannah II
DIAGNOSTIC ARTIFACTS
Non-native material products
(e.g. mass-produced goods)
Irene filfot stamped, incisec
& plain ceramics, small tri-
angular projectile points anc
Southern Cult objects
Savannah complicated stamped,
plain & burnished ceramics,
and small triangular points
Savannah fine cordmarked and
burnished ceramics, and small
triangular points
1000 B.C.
Middle Woodland
Early Woodland
Late Archaic
A.D.
500
1
B.C.
Wilmington
Deptford
Refuge
Thorn I s Creek
Stalling's II!
Stalling's I!
Stalling's I
Wilmington coarse cordmarked
ceramics, large triangular
points
Deptford linear check stamped
simple stamped and check stam
ed ceramics
Simple stamped, linear puncta
punctate, punctate and incise
ceramics with sand temper
Decorated fiber tempered cera
mics & Otarre points
Plain fiber tempered ceramics
and Savannah River & Otarre
points
Savannah River points
------------------- 3000 B.C. ,
Middle Archaic
------------------- 7500 B.C.
Early Archaic
------------------- 9500 B.C.
Paleo Indian
------------------- 11000 B.C.
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Guilford, Morrow Mountain,
Stanly, and Kirk points
Palmer, Taylor & Dalton pointf
Quad, Suwanee, & Clovis pointf
Evidence for Paleo-Indian occupation has ~ however ~ been recovered
from the Coastal Plain of Georgia (Michie 1977) and from the Theriault
Site (Brockington 1971). Although complete assemblages have yet to
be found in association with the diagnostic fluted points typical of
all of the above localities ~ the presence of the points would suggest
some activity within the region during the latter portions of the
Pleistocene.
Michie's 1977 study suggests a general model for the location
of Paleo-Indian sites within the Coastal Plain based on the distribution
of fluted points. He concludes that:
The overall pattern of projectile point distribution seems to
involve the larger river systems (of South Carolina) such as the
Broad~ Savannah~ Wateree~ Pee Dee~ Congaree~ and the smaller Edisto
Rivers. When these rivers are involved with point distributions
and 10cation~ the points usually occur at the intersection of
creeks and the highest portion of land near that intersection
(Michie 1977: 92).
Due to geological conditions following this Pleistocene adaptation~
the recognition of Paleo-Indian sites is difficult. Holocene changes
in stream hydrology have resulted in the deposition of recent sediments
on many locations believed to be favored by these early hunter-gatherers
(Michie 1977). These changes may in part account for the scarcity
of Paleo-Indian remains at the Savannah River Plant. Given Michie's
data~ sites may occur at the confluences of major tributaries (Upper
Three Runs ~ Four Mile ~ Pen Branch ~ Steel and Lower Three Runs) ~ but
their presence is probably obscured by alluvial sediments of great
depths.
The two points discovered on plant property were found at locations
that do not fit Michie's model. One was discovered on Upper Three
Runs 15 miles from the Savannah River. The other point was discovered
in the xeric sandhi11s far from any large stream. Both discoveries
suggest that a much more complicated settlement pattern exists for
the Upper Coastal Plain than that potential by Michie.
Early Archaic (9500 - 7500 B.C.)
Archaeological evidence of the earliest Holocene hunter-gatherers
is composed of the presence of the Dalton-Hardaway phase (Goodyear
1974; Coe 1964) throughout the Eastern United States. During this
period ~ 1anceo1ate ~ indented-base Dalton points are gradually replaced
by small indented-base~ side-notched forms (Hardaway side-notched).
Coe (1964: 64~ 81) suggests these points to be roughly contemporaneous.
The Hardaway side-notched points are rare in most parts of South Carolina
(Goodyear 1978: 79) and do not seem to be present on the Savannah
River Plant.
Radiocarbon dates for the Dalton phase range between 8480 and
6920 B.C. Lower layers of Graham Cave in Missouri containing Dalton
points cluster between 7700 and 7000 B. C. (Crane and Griffin 1968).
Standfield Worley Bluff Shelter in northern Alabama contained layers
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producing both Da1tons and side-notched points that were dated at 6920
and 7640 B.C. Rogers Shelter in Tennessee produced dates of 8,350±330
and 8,480±650 B.C. (Griffin 1974: 94).
Associated with this temporal phase and with Paleo-Indian and
later Early Archaic phases is a variety of unifacia1 blade and flake
tools intentionally retouched for the tasks of scrapping, cutting,
and graving (Goodyear, House, and Ackerly 1979: 97). Unique to the
Dalton-Hardaway phase of Arkansas, and, perhaps, South Carolina, is
the presence of bifacia1 adzes (Morse and Goodyear 1973; Goodyear,
House and Ackerly 1979: 96).
Following the Dalton-Hardaway phase, the latter portion of the
Early Archaic is represented by a series of corner- and side-notched
projectile points. These include the Taylor, Palmer, and Kirk points
(the Kirk point is considered here as transitional between the Early
and Middle Archaic periods). Taylor points are known throughout the
Coastal Plain of South Carolina, and Palmer and Kirk points have been
recorded throughout South Carolina and adjoining states within the
Coastal Plain and Piedmont physiographic province.
Limited stratigraphic evidence from the Theriault site on Brier
Creek in Georgia suggests that Taylor points underlie Palmer points
(Brockington 1971). Materials recovered from the nearby Cal Smoak
Site in the Edisto drainage (Lee and Parler 1972; Anderson, Lee, and
Parler 1979) suggest a clear priority of Palmer occupations to Kirk
and Middle Archaic forms.
The Early Archaic represents the initial response of prehistoric
inhabitants of the Coastal Plain, and North America in general, to
the ameliorating climatic conditions of the Holocene. The changes
in climate and associated vegetational patterns and faunal populations
during the immediate post-Pleistocene provided a much more suitable
environment for human population growth. Hunting and gathering resources
were more plentiful due to this change from a cooler climate to a milder
climate with increases in deciduous nut and seed-bearing vegetation.
Although variation occurred in this Holocene climate sequence, the
present-day character of the Coastal Plain was beginning to develop
at this time.
Floral and faunal remains associated with Dalton sites of the
Southeast and Midwest include white-tailed deer, turkeys, cotton-tail
rabbits, squirrels, raccoons, fishes, mussels, and wildfowl (McMillian
1972).
Locational studies of Dalton sites have been done in several parts
of the South. The locations of Dalton-Hardaway associations in the
Coastal Plain of Georgia have been examined by Fish (1976: 22-23),
who suggests a strong association between large stream systems and
these Early Archaic types. Dalton period occupations in Arkansas,
however, are spread both along and between the large stream systems,
suggesting the first intensive human occupation of the inter-riverine
areas of the southeastern United States (Morse 1973; Goodyear, House
and Ackerly 1979: 98).
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Cal Smoak and other Palmer components from the Fall Line and Coastal
Plain (Michie 1971; Coe 1964) suggest strong associations with large
stream systems, although in the Piedmont, House and Ballenger (1976)
and Goodyear (1978) indicate an extensive upland, ridgetop association
for small Palmer components. These results may indicate a widespread
occupation and diffuse land use pattern related to a broad spectrum
subsistence base during the latter portions of the Early Archaic.
This and any other inference for the period within South Carolina,
however, must await evaluation through excavation and more intensive
analysis.
To characterize the Early Archaic period, it must be mentioned
that the evidence is minimal, at best, for the Coastal Plain.
Dalton-Hardaway and Palmer occupations are surely present based on
the common occurrence of projectile points, but associated assemblages
are as yet poorly understood. Distributional studies (Goodyear 1978;
Goodyear, Ackerly and House 1979) indicate a wide-ranging land use
pattern, which is suggested to relate to the exploitation of deer in
the uplands and riverine resources in major drainages of the Piedmont.
The general reconnaissance of the Savannah River Plant located 10, Early
Archaic components, 3 Dalton and 7 Palmer, in geographical contexts
ranging from high uplands to the river terraces of the Savannah (Hanson,
Most and Anderson 1978).
Middle Archaic (7500 - 3000 B.C.)
This period is characterized by a continuance of a generalized
hunting and gathering pattern with changes in projectile point
morphology. Four projectile point forms are typical of this period:
Kirk, Stanley, Morrow Mountain, and Guilford.
The Kirk includes a variety of corner- and side-notched point
types that differ largely from the Palmer in that the Kirk lacks both
basal grinding and straight based, serrated forms (Coe 1964).
Radiocarbon 14 dates cluster between 7500 and 7000 B. C. Dates from
sites in the Little Tennessee Valley include figures of 7,485±270 B.C.,
7,400±2l5 B.C., and 7,225±240 B.C. from Icehouse Bottom; 7,460±290
B.C. from the Patrick site; and 7,160±140 B.C. and 7,380±250 B.C. from
Rose Island (Chapman 1977: 161-162). Other dates, 6,430±130 B.C.
from the Six Toe site in northern Georgia, and 6,570±300 B.C. and
7,900±500 B.C. from the St. Albans site in West Virginia, have been
recorded for Kirk corner- and side-notched forms (Broyles 1971).
Kirk tool kits differ from earlier assemblages by the occasional
appearance of grinding tools. Two metates were reported from Russell
Cave in northern Alabama (Griffin 1974: 2). Whether these tools
represent an intensification of nut resources or the first intensive
use of small seeds is unclear (Goodyear, House, and Ackerly 1979:
103), but their presence suggests an increased exploitation of vegetation
from earlier periods.
The Kirk forms are succeeded by indented based, stemmed Stanly
points. These are radiocarbon-dated at 5,840+215 B.C. at Icehouse
Bottom (Chapman 1977). Changes in tool kits are represented by the
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disappearance of the well-made "tear drop" endscrapers found in earlier
assemblages and the first appearance of ground stone tools represented
by semi-lunate atlatl weights (Coe 1964: Table 2; Chapman 1977).
The Middle Archaic concludes with the presence of Morrow Mountain
and Guilford point types. The Morrow Mountain points consist of slightly
shouldered points with slightly tapering stems and round bases. Little
is known about associated assemblages. Burial goods from the
Stanfield-Worley Rockshelter in northern Alabama suggest the presence
of crude unifacial side- and endscrapers (Dejarnette et al. 1962:
83). Chapman (1977: 106) reports the presence of drills and scrapers
in the Little Tennessee Valley. A hearth with associated projectile
points from site 38LX5 at the Fall Line of South Carolina dates the
Morrow Mountain phase to 3,520+170 B.C. Other dates from Alabama and
Tennessee range from 4750 to 4030 B.C. (Chapman 1976: 8).
The Guilford point can be described as a leaf shaped or lanceolate
point with an excurvate or incurvate base (Coe 1964). Stratigraphic
evidence in the North Carolina Piedmont suggests 4000 B.C. as the
probable beginning for the Guilford phase. Coe (1964: 51) suggests
that this phase differs from the preceding Morrow Mountain by the
appearance of notched, chipped axes and, perhaps, the disappearance
of unifacial tools.
The common distribution and density of these point forms throughout
the Coastal Plain and Piedmont would suggest a greater population and
extensive pattern of land use. With the exception of Lake Spring (Miller
1949), Theriault (Brockington 1971) and Cal Smoak (Lee and Parler 1972)
sites, a few sites in the area of the Savannah River Plant have been
excavated and have produced evidence of the Middle Archaic. Little
is known of the Middle Archaic assemblage for the Coastal Plain region
aside from the ubiquitous hafted bifaces (projectile points).
The Middle Archaic components, 8 Kirk and 2 Stanly-Morrow Mountain,
were recorded during the general reconnaissance of the Savannah River
Plant (Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978). As in the case of the Early
Archaic sites, these were distributed in all major environments.
Late Archaic (3000 - 1000 B.C.)
Within the
the Late Archaic
its importance
technology.
prehistoric sequence of the Savannah River Valley,
is perhaps the best examined cultural period stressing
in understanding the initial development in ceramic
The most noticeable change in tool assemblages from those of the
Middle Archaic is the addition of fiber-tempered pottery. Radiocarbon
dates from White and Rabbit Mounts suggest that these are the earliest
ceramic sites in North America (Stoltman 1972, 1974). Data representing
this period have been excavated from 24 sites along the Savannah River
from the lower Piedmont to the Atlantic Ocean. These sites are discussed
by Stoltman (1972) in great detail, especially with reference to the
presence of fiber-tempered pottery. Among the more important of these
sites, because of the availability of radiocarbon dates, are Stalling's
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Island (Claflin 1931; Fairbanks 1942; Bullen and Green 1970), White's
Mound (Phelps and Burgess 1964), Rabbit Mount (Stoltman 1974), Bilbo
(Williams 1968: 152-197), Dulany (Williams 1968), and Sapelo Island
(Williams 1968). Other sites include Refuge (Williams 1968: 198-208),
Lake Spring (Miller 1949), Chester Field (Williams 1968: 208), Daws
Island (Hemmings 1972), Walthour (Caldwell 1952: 314), Meldrim (Williams
1968: 182-183), and Oem1er (Williams 1968: 182-183).
At several of these sites, both ceramic and pre-ceramic occupations
are recognizable. The presence of fiber-tempered ceramics at sites
of the Late Archaic is restricted to what Stoltman (1974: 19) refers
to as the Stallings II and Stallings III phases. Basically, these
two phases are distinguished from each other by the presence of only
plain fiber-tempered ware in the Stallings II Phase as opposed to the
occurrence of decorated ware in the Stallings III Phase. Dates of
2,750±150 B.C. and 2,500±150 B.C. at Stallings Island were derived
from the pre-ceramic occupations (Stallings 1). Charcoal from a pit
at the bottom of the ceramic horizon of that site dates the beginning
of Stallings II at 1, 780±150 B. C. Earlier dates of ca. 2500 B. C.
have been recorded at the Rabbit Mount Site (Stoltman 1972).
Associated with these sites is a variable lithic industry best
represented at Stalling's Island, Rabbit Mount, Bilbo, and Lake Spring
(Stoltman 1972: 45). The raw materials range from slate to chert
depending on the local availability of these materials. Savannah River
points dominate the assemblage with numerous unifacia1 tools, grinding
tools, cruciform drills, large nonhafted bifaces, steatite "netsinkers,"
chipped adzes, bannerstones, ground axes, and steatite bowls (Stoltman
1972: 46-47). This diverse assemblage of tool types is complemented
by various antler, bone and shell tools found at Rabbit Mount and
Stalling's Island (Stoltman 1972).
Stallings I has basically the same assemblage as the other two
phases except that it lacks ceramics. Some changes in projectile point
morphology are recognizable between the pre-ceramic and ceramic phases.
The large, broad-stemmed points of the pre-ceramic are replaced by
smaller, more contracting-stemmed forms in Stallings II (Bullen and
Green 1970: 13; Keel 1976). These later points are called Otarre
points (Keel 1976).
Stoltman (1972, 1974) has synthesized the most recent information
available on the Late Archaic in the Savannah drainage and has suggested
a riverine adaptation focused on shellfish with some upland occupation
and numerous features and diverse tool assemblages are present at some
large riverine sites, indicating relatively sedentary human populations
(Hanson 1981: 8).
Based on the distribution of sites for the Late Archaic, there
does not appear to be a major distinction in settlement patterns between
the three phases; indeed, the phases may be simply taxonomic distinctions
based on ceramics without any relevance to settlement or subsistence
patterns. As in the other Archaic periods, sites tend to focus on
large drainages and are often found within the floodplains of rivers
on alluvial rises or mounts. Shellfish were heavily utilized as were
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mannnalian fauna (Stoltman 1974). Excavation of sites has focused on
the large shell-bearing locations that may be large riverine base camps,
but little information is available for upland Late Archaic sites.
The known Late Archaic occupation of the Savannah River Plant
is represented at 10 sites, the majority (6 sites) of which are situated
on floodplains and terraces (Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978: 121-122).
These sites are generally large and high in artifact content. On the
other hand, the four upland sites contain relatively fewer artifacts
and tend to be smaller than the terrace-floodplain sites.
Early Woodland (1000 B.C. to A.D. 1)
The Woodland Period has been defined by Willey (1966) as a general
period during which ceramics, burial mounds and agriculture were connnon;
however, this definition is based primarily on artifactual traits,
the most connnon of which is ceramics. As mentioned in the description
of the Late Archaic, ceramics are known from the Savannah River area
well before the 1000 B.C. date given here. Stoltman (1974: 20-21)
simply states that the Early Woodland is defined on the basis of
sand-tempered ceramics for the region in the absence of definitive
proof of mounds or agriculture. For this reason, the use of the term
Woodland is useful only as an heuristic device for relative chronological
purposes. The discussion of the various Woodland phases that follows
will provide a general understanding of the variation in ceramic style
and settlement patterns associated with the ceramic time indices.
Determination of the exact starting dates for the Early Woodland
period in the Coastal Plains has been confused by similarities between
many of the fiber-tempered and sand-tempered wares. The major problem
arises with Thom's Creek/Awendaw types, which are sand-tempered, punctate
design types similar to the fiber-tempered Stallings III ceramics.
Other designs connnon on these ceramics are simple stamping and incising
(Phelps 1968). South (1973) has grouped these Thom I s Creek ceramics
and those of the later Refuge complex into a Formative ware group
association with those of the Stallings II and III phases. This latter
grouping may best characterize the general transition between the two
groups of ceramics since the only real basis for separation is the
fiber-temper/sand-temper attribute. Ceramics of both temper types
occur within Rabbit and Clear Mounts at Groton Plantation in similar
contexts, furthering the contention that the sand- tempered types are
transitional (Stoltman 1974: 215).
Within the Savannah drainage system, the locations of Thom's Creek
and Refuge sites appear to be similar to those of the Late Archaic.
Stoltman (1974: 215, 2l6) has mentioned that the Early Woodland ceramics
occur in both floodplain-terrace and upland associations. This general
pattern would seem a reasonable expectation for the Savannah River
Plant because of the similar environmental contexts in the two
localities.
Beyond the
Thom's Creek and
This paucity of
ceramic assemblages, little is really known of the
Refuge phases, especially in terms of lithic artifacts.
information makes any inferences concerning the first
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l'hh JHUwl ty of information makes any inferences concerning the first
offH j:lt fh",Ear1y Woodland inconclusive. The overall similarity between
~H4Hhl." III tes and Thom's Creek/Refuge sites may provide some evidence
t:q rWPIUltt lit functional similarity argument although this is only
~RR~pp~ur~ at this time.
P~pl rord Phase evidence, in contrast to the preceding phases,
h"4l:i t.~~f1 reeovered from sites on the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains
fnn" Hmth Carolina to Florida to Alabama. Milanich (1973) has provided
t:h~ m~.' <:omprehensive examination of the Deptford Phase throughout
HI:! _tlP.raphie range. This study views the Deptford Phase as a
nqn-iJlillflmll. tura1 economy dependent on intensive hunting and gathering.
H: 1.. most readily identified in the archaeological record by
s<UH1-J;tlRlIl&:Hed ceramics with linear check-stamped, simple-stamped, and
~O¢:~~-"fftmJleti designs (Milanich 1973; Caldwell and Waring 1939).
WHhtn the Savannah River region, Deptford is well represented
py fSvh1C:SlwP from the Bilbo Site (Williams 1968: 152-197), the Deptford
6Hti (Wlltillms 1968: 140-151), the Refuge Site (Williams 1968:
~Qa-aQ~), White's Mound (Phelps and Burgess 1964), and the Groton
fl'wJ:iJt lfltl Mites (Stoltman 1974; Peterson 1971). The majority of
Lnff.:lH1Iftt inn <:oncerning the Deptford Phase in the Savannah River region
~qRP"nll:l ceramics with only minimal reference to the associated
4liil:!jl:m~ lR~~"" The only general association present at these sites are
Iilffi<lU r I' Il:Ingular projectile points, small-stemmed projectile points,
Iillu: U iHllt hone ornaments and tools, and assorted flake tools. Milanich
Oa1U I however, suggests that Deptford sites have diverse lithic
4s~~m~lRM~. similar to those found in the Late Archaic with the exception
of fl~1 nl types. This limitation in the information base for assemblages
of ll~pt tord can be traced to a rather single-minded concentration of
mQliit inv$lliIllgators on the ceramic development of the Deptford waregroup
wHhUllle attention to the other characteristics of the assemblage.
li1~hnlfJh (1973) must be credited with one of the only efforts directed
at: th~ f$lconstruction of the entire 1ifeway associated with the Deptford
cefRmh, pl:lUern; however, much of his information and results are focused
on th$l <:0111'1Ia1 region and the Gulf sub-region that are far removed
frpm rh~ HAvannah River.
fl'h~ MJltltia1 distribution of Deptford sites has been investigated
at: j../nHon Plantation with the conclusion that the Deptford ceramic
IHHllplfl hi t1ll'1tributed equally between the floodplain and upland (Stoltman
j 974 i ?n). This pattern of increased use of the uplands is believed
tQ PArrpll:lte with an increasing dependence on the biotic resources
(If nqn~rtootlplain environments. Thus, one may expect to find Deptford
(;efi'lml(l "'II fHI in the areas of the plant removed from the swamp, such
as th~ 1$:IITIH'eS and banks along the major streams.
In MlIllllllllry, there is a stylistic change in ceramic design that
:l-S t.:un$lll:lled with a general change in settlement pattern during the
E<jrh Wood Illnd period. This period is one of transition from the
fli-H,Htplft In-oriented subsistence base in the Late Archaic to a more
diftuli~ Mil bId stence base in the Woodland, evenly distributed in most·
enVinmlll$llllll1 contexts. The known settlement pattern present on the
S&v&nnftl, Kfv~r Plant supports this conclusion in that sites of moderate
<H14 hi~h Int I fact frequency and size occur on terraces and floodplains
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while those of smaller size and lower content occur in the uplands.
This pattern suggests an increased use of the uplands indicative of
a more diffuse subsistence base (Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978).
Middle Woodland (A. D. 1 to 700)
Most cord-marked ceramics with sand temper are included in the
Wilmington Cord Marked (or Wilmington Heavy Cord Marked) type described
by Caldwell and Waring (1939) and Stoltman (1974). Although sherd
temper is considered to be a major attribute of this type (Caldwell
and Waring 1939), Stoltman 0974: 25) argues that sand-tempering can
be considered within the range of temper variabilty for the type since
all other characteristics of the ceramics found at Groton Plantation
fit the description. Basically, Wilmington is identified by a
predominance of coarse cord-marked ceramics within the Savannah River
area.
Sites that contain Middle Woodland ceramics within the Savannah
drainage range from the mouth of the river to the Fall Line. These
include Demler, Walthous, Meldrim, Cedar Grove, Deptford Bluff, Greenseed
Field, King's New Ground Field, White's Mound, Rabbit Mount, Clear
Mount, and several others in Groton Plantation (Stoltman 1974: 24-27).
Information from these sites primarily concerns ceramics with the notable
addition of mound associations (Stoltman 1974) in several cases. Within
the Groton Plantation survey, the majority of the ceramic sites occurred
within the upland province in contrast to the preceding periods.
Little is known of the assemblages associated with the ceramics
of this phase, but data from the Groton Plantation study allow for
some understanding of the general settlement pattern. Stoltman (1974:
214-215, 236-241) concludes that since almost 80% of the Wilmington
ceramics recovered in the survey were found in the uplands, a
concentration on upland resources was the base of the subsistence
technology, including some form of slash-and-burn agriculture. Although
this is a conjecture based on minimal evidence, the strong association
of these ceramics in the non-floodplain environment would indicate
a shift in settlement and possible subsistence patterns. If this is
the case, then the Middle Woodland should be a well-represented period
within the plant because of the large area of upland composed of terraces
and the Aiken Plateau.
Although a distinction could not be readily made between Middle
and Late Woodland sites on the Savannah River Plant because of a lack
of good diagnostic artifacts, the arrangement of these sites mirrors
the pattern at Groton Plantation (Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978).
Sites of these time peri~ds are scattered throughout the Savannah River
Plant.
Late Woodland and Mississippian (A. D. 700 to 1700)
These two general periods have been combined beca·use of a general
lack of distinction between the ceramics of the Savannah I and II phases
in the area of the study. The diagnostic ceramic type of the Savannah
I Phase is Savannah Cord Marked (or Savannah Fine Cord Marked) defined
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by Caldwell and Waring (1939), while Savannah Complicated Stamped,
Savannah Check Stamped and Savannah Burnished Plain are considered
as diagnostic of the later Savannah II Phase (Stoltman 1974: 27-31).
The problem arises from the lack of exclusiveness in the two ceramic
distributions, i.e., Savannah Cord Marked almost always occurs with
the latter types. Thus, from about A.D. 700 to 1200, the Savannah
ceramic wares predominate without a great deal of distinction.
The Savannah phases are documented at sites from the Fall Line
to the Atlantic Coast. Hollywood Mound, which was partially excavated
by DeBaillou (1965) and Thomas (1894), is located near Augusta, Georgia,
on the Savannah floodplain. The site contains all types of Savannah
Ware ceramics associated with a large, multi-staged temple mound
(DeBaillou 1965: 6-10). Although other sites with Savannah ceramics
are known from the middle Savannah River, only Lawton Field (Moore
1899) has any published documentation. In the vicinity of Savannah,
Georgia, the work of Waring (Williams 1968) and subsequent research
during the Works Progress Administration period (Caldwell and McCann
1941) has yielded several sites of the Late Woodland-Early Mississippian
period.
Deptford, Haven Home ("Indian King I s Tomb"), and Irene are the
best documented of these estuary region sites. Due to the rich cultural
deposits contained within these sites, (e.g., burials, grave goods,
whole vessels, mounds, beads, and other exotic material culture), the
information base is much better than for earlier periods. The first
two sites mentioned, Deptford and Haven Home, contain a limited series
of Savannah ceramics and are used by Stoltman (1974: 27-29) to
characterize the Savannah I Phase. Both sites contain burials and
large accumulations of artifactual debris. Only the Savannah Cord
Marked and burnished types occur at these sites, in association with
earlier Wilmington ceramics. Unlike most earlier sites, Haven Home
and Deptford contain numerous burials indicating a more concentrated
mortuary practice than was previously known for the Savannah Area.
This development appears to be continued and elaborated in the following
phases.
Research by Moore (1899) and Caldwell and McCann (1941) has revealed
the nature of development in the Mississippian culture at the Irene
site. This complex mound center documents the ceramic chronology from
Savannah phases through the Irene Phase. Within the eight construction
episodes at the Irene temple mound, ceramics of the Savannah phases
are present in all levels, being gradually replaced by Irene ceramics
in the final stages of the occupation (Caldwell and Waring 1939; Caldwell
and McCann 1941: 43-46). Associated artifact assemblages for the
Savannah phase occupation at Irene are unclear because of the
pre-excavation disturbance at the site. Thus, one is faced with only
a ceramic type description of the Late Woodland-Early Mississippian
time period consisting of the Savannah Ware of complicated stamped
and burnished sherds. Since only ceremonial sites have been excavated,
and distributional inference would be misleading except to note
Stoltman I s comment that there was a "trend toward population nucleation
(near floodplains)" (1974: 243), one may add to this the increased
occupation of the estuarine area surrounding the mouth of the Savannah.
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The Irene Phase has received greater attention in recent times
along the coastal area of Georgia (Pearson 1977; Caldwell 1971). This
phase, until most recently, has been defined by ceramics and mound
complexes (Caldwell and McCann 1941; Caldwell and Waring 1939).
Diagnostic ceramic indicators of this final Mississippian phase in
the Savannah region are Irene Filfot Stamped, Irene Plain and Irene
Incised (Caldwell and Waring 1939). Associated with these ceramics
are mounds, flexed burials, shell ornaments, and some artifacts typical
of the Southern Cult, a pan-Southeastern ceremonial complex of late
Mississippian times. Irene evidence of subsistence reflects a reliance
on corn, large mammals, fish, shellfish, and avifauna (Caldwell and
McCann 1941).
Pearson's study of the coastal Irene settlement-subsistence pattern
offers insight into the diverse subsistence base during the late
Mississippian on Ossabaw Island (1977). The general results of the
study indicates a structured settlement hierarchy composed of four
site classes that correlate strongly with access to diverse
environmental-resource zones. Smaller sites were associated with areas
of less environmental variability while the large sites were located
to provide maximal access to multiple resources (Pearson 1977: 96-98).
Although this study examines an island-estuary situation, the value
of the results is that the nature of late Mississippian settlement
is more complex than the situation suggested by earlier results. In
the context of the Savannah River drainage, Irene Phase sites must
be examined with respect to diverse settlement structure and complex
subsistence strategies. Previous work on the Savannah River Plant
(Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978) located only five sites of the
Mississippian period. Four of these occurred on the terraces of the
Savannah River while only a single site was recorded in the uplands.
Prehistoric Background Summary
Gradual changes throughout the Holocene have resulted in changes
in the resources available in the Savannah River area to prehistoric
man and thus in his strategies to adapt to these changes.
The location of Paleo-Indian remains in this area suggest the
focalization of food procurement on megafauna. Michie (1977) implies
that sites on the margins of rivers would be the most favorable for
these animals and thus a concentration of Paleo-Indian subsistence
efforts for their procurement.
The Early Archaic period is accompanied by a warming climate and
the exploitation of a wide range of plant and animal resources. A
more diffuse subsistence strategy relying on the seasonal use of a
great variety of resources scattered over a greater number of
microenvironments is reflected by the first intensive use of upland
areas within the Savannah River Plant boundaries (Brooks and Hanson
1979: 9). This environmental diversification is accompanied by a
gradual diversity of tool assemblages needed to accomplish these new
procurement tasks.
The Middle Archaic represents a continuance of this trend. Middle
Archaic components are almost evenly divided between the different
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microenvironments recognized for the Savannah River Plant (Brooks and
Hanson 1979: 9).
Evidence for the Late Archaic also demonstrates a very diffuse
subsistence strategy but with an increased emphasis on riverine
resources. Shellfish became abundant and were heavily used for the
first time (Stoltman 1974). Artifact assemblages were much more diverse
than in previous periods including for the first time large numbers
of ground stone tools, grinding tools, and both ceramic and steatite
vessels.
The presence of diverse faunal assemblages, massive shell middens,
diverse tool assemblages, and numerous features at some riverine sites
indicates the first relatively sedentary populations. Stoltman (1972,
1974) suggests a largely riverine adaptation with some upland
utilization. Sites on the Savannah River Plant do fit this pattern.
Brooks and Hanson (1979: 10) recognize that the sites of the uplands
within plant boundaries seem to contain fewer artifacts and be smaller
than the terrace-floodplain sites.
The Early and Middle Woodlands represent a gradual lessening of
reliance on floodplain resources. Hanson (1981: 12) suggests that
a relative depletion of riverine aquatic resources caused by changes
in river gradients and population growth prompted by reduced mobility
resulted in the gradual reliance on upland resources. The Early Woodland
sites on the Savannah River Plant seem to be more evenly distributed
between the riverine and upland environments (Brooks and Hanson 1979:
12) and reflect an increased use of the uplands, suggesting a more
diffuse resource base than the Late Archaic (Hanson, Most and Anderson
1978). Middle Woodland sites seem to be restricted to the uplands
(Hanson, Most and Anderson 1978). Stoltman (1974: 214-215, 236-243)
suggests a concentration on upland resources and perhaps some form
of slash-and-burn agriculture.
The Late Woodland and Mississippian periods seem to be a
continuation of the Middle Woodland settlement pattern. Use of terraces
and floodplains take precedence over sandhills, but more use of the
uplands is apparent than in the Late Archaic and Early Woodland periods.
Historic Overview
The first recorded exploration of the Carolina
by a Spanish captain in the employ of Lucas Vasques de
judge of Espanola. After several years of delays,
group of settlers to the Carolina coast in 1526.
uprising, mutiny and Indian attacks brought an end
after only a few months.
coast was in 1521
Ayllon, a superior
Ayllon brought a
Fever, a slave
to the settlement
In 1540, Hernando De Soto passed through South Carolina on an
as yet undetermined route. Twenty-one years later the French, under
the command of Jean Ribaut, tried to establish a colony in the Port
Royal Sound area calling it Charles fort . This French attempt lasted
less than a year; a mutiny brought an end to its short life. In 1566,
the Spanish erected the first of many forts on Parris Island, and a
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city, known as Santa Elena (South 1979, 1980). The settlement lasted
until about 1587 when it was finally abandoned, although there continued
to be Spanish missions along the lower South Carolina coastal area,
especially in the Edisto River mouth area.
The first serious English attempt at colonization began in 1670
at Charles Towne. By 1680, English traders were operating at Savanno
Town, which later became Fort Moore. When Fort Moore was buil t about
1715-17, the area along the Savannah River opened up for settlement.
The fort, and the rangers who patrolled the Savannah River, gave new
frontier settlers relative safety from Indian attack. Act 433, passed
in 1721, partially entitled ". . . for the Better settling the Frontiers
of this province," mentioned settling the Three Runs area of the Savannah
River. According to the act, no person was to raise cattle on the
western side of the Savannah. This was enacted so that Carolina would
become better settled and because settlers on the Georgia side could
not readily join forces for their mutual defense at Savanno Town/Fort
Moore (Cooper 1838: 122-126).
After the Yamasee War in 1715, the area between Fort Moore and
Orangeburg opened up for settlement. The settlers could not enjoy
relative safety from attack by Indians. This area became the frontier,
as did other parts of the state until about 1740 when more settlers
and townships began claiming land for more intensive farming and grazing
purposes, as suggested by Dunbar (1961: 128-129),
The most promising grazing areas were the savannas and cane swamps
west of Orangeburg in the Forks of Edisto, around the headwaters
of the Salkehatchie River, and between the Salkehatchie and Savannah
Rivers. There were cowpens elsewhere, to be sure, but this was
the "classic" cowpen area.
This area remained the
Revolutionary War, when more
became a menace to the crops.
"classic" cowpen area until after the
settlers began farming and stray cattle
European settlement of the central Savannah River area began in
the mid-1730s· with the origins of Augusta and New Windsor. The area
of New Windsor, opposite Augusta, with Fort Moore at its center, was
thinly settled.
Euro-American settlement of the Three Runs Area probably began
in the l750s. The Proprietary/Royal government considered the Savannah
River Valley as the frontier/border between Spanish Florida and English
Carolina from 1670 to the founding of Georgia. Early records show
that from 1690 English fur traders used several locations just below
Augusta as trading centers with the Indians. The earliest trading
center is recorded as Savanno Town (later to become Fort Moore), occupied
by various tribes, but specifically by Shawnee at different times.
The Proprietary/Royal government entreatied with many tribes to take
up residence along the Savannah River as a buffer to warn of approaching
Spanish, beginning with the Westoes in 1670 through Yamassee, Yuchi,
Appalachians, Appalachicolas, Shawnee, and ending about 1775 with the
final departure of the last band of Chicksaws. After the Yamassee
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War in 1715, the government set up a system of frontier forts; two
were located on the Savannah River. The first was at Savanno Town
(named Fort Moore), located where u.S. 278 crosses the Savannah River;
the second was Fort Prince George, located at Palachicola Old Town
(just NW of where S.c. 119 crosses the Savannah River). Fort Moore
served also as an Indian trading center until the development of
Augusta's Indian trading center and Galphin' s trading post at Silver
Bluff (McDowell 1955; McDowell 1970).
Fort Prince George served as an outpost for about 20 years. The
main objective of the Rangers stationed there was to guard the river.
They would sailor row a piraque up to Fort Moore and down to Savannah
(Ivers 1972, 1974; McDowell 1955).
From the time of the first English fur traders in the area,
buckskins and fur pelts became the most valuable commodities from
Cherokee and Creek traders. Obviously the furs were not obtained free;
the government, in order to keep the Indians friendly, regulated the
trade of furs for goods. Carolina Indian traders did not just trade
in Carolina, but pushed westward to trade in both French and Spanish
territories in Florida and Alabama. The Carolina fur traders were
perhaps the most aggressive traders in North America.
With the founding of Augusta, about 1735, the Carolina fur trade
began to decline. Settlers brought cattle and farming into the Three
Runs area. However, before farming could begin, the land had to be
cleared. Not to waste their efforts, the early settlers cut trees
and in turn manufactured pitch and tar. For a number of years, processed
meat and naval stores (pitch and tar) were the chief exports from the
area.
Until the formation of New Windsor township in 1733, there were
few settlers in the Barnwell/Aiken area near the Savannah River. The
Royal government used many methods to bring settlers into the area:
bounties for settlers, free land and pamphlets were written to entice
settlers. Two of the more famous pamphlet writers and those responsible
for many immigrants (mostly from Switzerland) were Johannes Tobler
and Jean Pierre Purry. Tobler helped bring settlers to New Windsor,
while Purry brought settlers to Purrysburg in the mid-to-late-1730s
and after.
Beginning in 1736, a trickle of German-Swiss moved into the area.
Johannes Tobler, with his family and 50 other Swiss families, set out
from Switzerland for Carolina (Cordle 1939) to settle the New Windsor
area. In 1752, Tobler started printing the South Carolina and Georgia
Almanac. Although not printed every year, it was the first literary
adventure in the Carolina back country (Meriwether 1974: 179). This
portion of the back country was slowly settled and had its detractions
as well as attractions.
New Windsor. .had achieved a reputation for ungodliness. Land
in the region was not productive, and New Windsor's principal
source of income was derived from the Indian trade. George Galphin,
who established a base at Silver Bluff a few miles below Fort
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Moore, carried on a thriving business with the Creeks from about
1750 to the Revolution (Wright 1976: 87).
Indian problems in the late l750s and early l760s (the French
and Indian War) detracted from the area's appeal. Creeks at times
would rob cowpens and drive away settlers and slaves (Meriwether 1974:
73). Indian treaties in the mid- and late-1760s brought a peace to
the area and settlers came in larger numbers. Settlement in the Savannah
River Plant area began along the Savannah River above the swamp on
the Sunderland Terrace. From there settlement advanced along the more
fertile zones of the Plant; the stream valleys and lowlands went first.
The sandy uplands, for the most part, would not be densely settled
for another hundred years.
The settlement of Georgia took a somewhat different turn. It
was not until Oglethorpe landed at Yamacraw Bluff in 1733 that Georgia
began to be settled (McCall 1909: 21) . In 1733, a treaty with the
Creek Indians granted the Crown "all the lands and territories as we
(the Creeks) have no occasion to use" (McCall 1909: 259). The
territories specified were "all the lands between the Savannah and
Altamaha rivers, extending west to the extremity of the tide water
." (McCall 1909: 25). Along the Savannah River, settlement was
slow; until the Treaty of 1763, people settled only slightly above
Augusta (McCall 1909: 208), as problems with the Creek Indians held
progress to a minimum.
The Revolutionary War was the next hindrance to new immigrants.
Although the Savannah River Plant area itself saw no real action, Augusta
was besieged three times by the American forces. In 1781 battles around
the plant area included Wiggins Hill and Beech Island (McCrady 1901:
552). Vince's Fort, on Lower Three Runs Creek, was evacuated by Rebel
forces upon hearing of the approach of Tory troops (McCrady 1901:
476). Rebel and Tory groups in the area surged back and forth, burning
each others houses and scaring away others (Brown 1894).
With the end of the Revolution, the area once again received new
settlers and large tracts of unimproved and unclaimed land began to
be cleared for crops. Although farming practices differed greatly,
the majority of farmers cultivated large tracts of land with little
or no thought to fertilizing or contour farming. The land quickly
became worn out and the farmer would either move on to a new farm or
open up a new tract of land (Sosin 1967: 173). Eli Whitney, near
Savannah, and Robert Watkins, in Elbert County, Georgia, improved on
older cotton gins (Watkins 1796: 1), helping cotton to become a major
cash crop in the pre-Civil War years. Prior to the regional rail system,
cotton and tobacco were transported to market by river carriers, either
poleboats or steamboats.
Immediately after the Revolutionary War, Winton County (Aiken,
Allendale, Barnwell and Edgefield counties) was formed and a court
system set up that administered the area. From 1786 to 1789, the
formative years of Winton County,' the court ordered roads to be built,
and local landowners were ordered to oversee its construction and
maintenance.
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By 1825, when the Mills Atlas was first printed, five mills were
operating on Four Mile Creek and Pen Branch (Figure 1). Four Mile
Creek supported four mills while Pen Branch had one mill noted on the
Atlas. Bush's Mill (38BR289), Pettis Mill (38BR292) an unnamed mill
(38BR293) and Dr. Bailey's Mill (38BR346) were reported for Four Mile
Creek. The lone mill on Pen Branch is Burges' Mill, which may through
research be 38BR305.
With the coming of the Civil War, agricultural production slowed,
as it did in most of the South. With most able bodied men in the army,
there were few to keep the plantations running efficiently, especially
towards the end of the war. Research to this point implies that Federal
troops were probably in the area during Sherman's march from Savannah
to Colum~ia (Barrett 1956), but whether or not they did damage to area
plantations is unknown.
The era of reconstruction .brought an end to the southern antebellum
lifestyle, as the end of slavery brought difficult times to southern
planters. Because it was no longer profitable to run large plantations
when the help had to be paid, large plantations were broken up into
smaller units for tenant farming. Better transportation and
mechanization that would make farming on a large scale by individual
landholders profitable were still in the future.
Once the railroads built tracks through the plant area, small
towns along their routes and crossings sprang up.
Ellenton was born when the Charleston and Western Carolina Ra.ilroad
was built in the l870s. The section that ran from Charleston,
South Carolina, to Augusta, Georgia, cut through Robert Jefferson
Dunbar's plantation near his big three-storied home where the
superintendent of construction, Mr. Millett, boarded. He became
so charmed with Mr. Dunbar's attractive nine-year-old daughter,
Ellen, that he requested the company to name the station near
the Upper Three Runs neighborhood for her (Cassels 1971: 3).
By 1900 the Savannah River Plant area could boast of having nine
small towns or communities (Ellenton, Dunbarton, Hawthrone, Donora,
Hattieville, Robbins, Meyers Mill, Greenland, and Bush), and seven
of these had rail connections. Population figures for Silverton township
in Aiken County indicate a population increase in 1900, but a decrease
in 1910. Fourmile township in Barnwell County decreased during that
same period. Ellenton's population rose steadily from 1890 to 1910
(Bureau of the Census 1913). Once the railroads connected stations
near enough for planters to economically transport their staple crop
to the railroad, then river transport was no longer necessary. The
railroads cut the time of transporting goods to the Augusta market.
The ease of using rail transport would have allowed these
late-nineteenth-century planters to move further from the river. Area
farmers probably brought crops for shipment to Savannah either to Point
Comfort, near Ellenton, or to Stoney Bluff Landing, near the mouth
of Lower Three Runs Creek. Once the rai lroads came through the area,
river transport all but died.
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Figure 1 Enlargement of the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek
area from Mills Atlas, 1825, showing the general
locations of the mills discussed in this report.
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plantations when their former masters were unable
food or work. Blacks, at least in Georgia, began
by the thousands (Brooks 1914: 16), and others
~y I~ I Jill{' TIlI.atha Telephone Company and the White Pond Telephone
Comp<HlY wt:::rt-i "p{'Ilillng in the Savannah River Plant area (Caughman 1912:
361, 3n~ 1 nO), The Ellenton area was served by the Cassels Telephone
Company j IlnWI:JVP I! n'/>earch has not yet determined the period and area
serveq III I tl)lJ! the town of Dunbarton signed a 30-year franchise
with ~ql" !:lllllill Cllr"lina Power Company for electrical power. In 1929,
there W<j<i !=I "IOI\VA hydroelectric power station owned by the town of
Ellen~'1fll IIRIIIl'd WI'Htern Carolina Oil and Power Company, and served
a teqlhHI/ willi II population of 620 (S.C" Power Rate Investigating
Commit Lf::l: I !.I \I )" '1'111' company existed until about 1936. The dam was
l<nown -f<i P<llHil' IrJ Pond and had a back-up gas engine generator. By 1938,
Ellentun <11111 Illltlhllrton were on the transmission line from Barnwell
(PublL qf::llIlll' COlllll11H810n Map 1938).
UIIFIII~ WIlIld Will' I, large scale migration of rural southern Blacks
to tile.; IHIIRII Nor! II resulted in large Black ghettos (Kellogg 1977:
310) . Til j I:l 1111 P, iiI I lOll was caused in part by the fact that land farmed
in the Smllil 111111 d no l.onger support them and the northern cities offered
a prOHllq;:; III Illdllfll rial employment. This migration left many southern
tenantf<illlll:i PiliI'I y and fields fallow. At this time landowners began
planting 11,l=' II I Ie Ids with quick growing pines. By the late 1920s
and ll:lHlq I Rlldowl\OrH were leasing land to lumber companies for 5- to
20-yeqf !It=llildrJ II lid allowing these companies to set up saw mills on
their fH~1Pt=1 I v" Timber harvesting became a viable alternative to cash
crops, qlll;l, .lfl corn, cotton and asparagus, which were not very
producqYI;:: AII!'r Ihe lumber company leases ran out, the land apparently
went beiel, Iii (1111 IVIlI ion.
[Jp~ j I IR· III'). the Three Runs area was visited only by English
tradeci rlllill CllllrleH Towne, seeking furs from the nearby Indian
inhabi 19IHl:i III HIlVIIIlIlO Town. As can best be deduced from available
record,;, ej! 111;11 HI'I I I ement of the Three Runs area began in the late
17308 Ly P:llIlipPilllll wi I h Royal Grants to the land. The area was sparcely
settled HilI II 1111' I'ml of the Revolutionary War. It was not until the
18208- I ~ Hjl:i "tliPIl fill' i1rea became more densely settled and most farmable
land WiiJ IIlIdpl i'1I111vaLion. With the end of Reconstruction, even the
xeric ifdqlldl:i WI'II' !wILled. At the end of World War I, a portion of
the BI H;h pliPll1 ;11 IOil moved to the northern cities seeking employment.
Recausl 'I r I 111'1 111 i p,rn L Ion north, the larger tenant- farmed plantations
began Lq Il!'"jCIIIIIP IIl1prolitable and declined. Before the Korean War began,
severCl I >II I III' ,'Irl'n' s tenant plantations were barely keeping up
agriclli~lIf41 plodlle'IIon. Probate hearings indicate that, at least
on Ashl!",· "1;1111 ;1111111, the tenant dwellings were almost beyond repair
and L1H~ IIIl:il p",d 01 pnying rent the renter was repairing the old tenant
dwelling" IJIII I P 1/11' owner was trying to grow tobacco and taking in
boardeLs TIIP HI'ill'l,'ll population and agricultural decline of the area
was Gnl: HI 111;111 V I ,'/I'( ors leading to selection of this region for the
consLnlci 1'111 ,,' 1111' :iilvmmah River Plant.
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ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND AND HUMAN ADAPTATION
Introduction
Human systems, regardless of their level of technological
complexity, have been subject to general and specific nuances of the
environments in which they have operated. In order to establish the
environmental framework within which human populations adapted in the
vicinity of the Steel Creek watershed, this background is provided.
Two types of environmental information are provided: 1) a
paleo-environmental overview, which presents the general reconstruction
of late Pleistocene and Holocene conditions within the southeastern
Atlantic Coastal Plain, and 2) a discussion of the Steel Creek watershed
in terms of specific elements of the effective environment partitioned
into microenvironmental zones. These reconstructions are not a first
attempt in the region (cf., Hanson and Most 1978), and they are not
offered as a comprehensive statement of the total environment. Rather,
the reconstructions are presented in terms of the effective environment
(Le., the variables in an environment that affect humans) .
Paleo-environment Reconstruction
This presentation of extant information of the general
paleo-environment has been drawn from research conducted in the
southeastern Atlantic Coastal Plain over the past 20 years by
investigators attempting to document the evolution of flora in response
to changing climatic conditions (Watts 1975, 1980; Watts and Stuiver
1980; Bond 1971; and Whitehead 1965, 1973). Additional information
was obtained from the work of Goodyear, House and Ackerly (1979) which
provides a general southeastern synthesis of available research within
an archaeological context. The majority of the research used to document
the trends in ancient climates was conducted in Georgia, Florida and
North Carolina, areas which offered suitable preservation of pollen,
stratigraphy and datable material to establish chronological ordering
(Watts 1975; Watts and Stui11er 1980; Bond 1971; and Whitehead 1965
and 1973). A single study based on sediments and pollen in South
Carolina was conducted by Watts (1980) at White's Pond, near Columbia.
Across this Atlantic Slope region, the general vegetational history
has been documented to be similar. To characterize the general trends
in the region, Table 2 synthesizes the key studies. The following
discussion correlates directly with the tabular summary.
Full Glacial (25,000 - 15,000 B.P.)
Pollen studies at White I s Pond, South Carolina, (Watts 1980);
Bob Black and Quicksand Ponds, northwest Georgia (Watts and Stuiver
1980); Pigeon Marsh, northwest Georgia (Watts 1975); and Singletary
and Bladen Lakes (Whitehead 1965, 1973) indicate a full glacial climatic
condition in the region, which was xeric and cold. Throughout the
Piedmont and Coastal Plain provinces of the region, cold-adapted
vegetation composed of predominately spruce and jack pine characterizes
the pollen records. These species, accompanied by less common oak
and ironwood, suggest a much colder and drier climate than exists today
(Watts 1980: 326).
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TABLE 2
GENERALIZED PALEO-ENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION
FOR THE TERMINAL PLEISTOCENE AND HOLOCENE
EPISODE
Full Glacial
(25,000-
15,000 B.P.)
Late Glacial
(15,000-
10,000 B.P.)
Post Glacial
(10,000 B.P.-
present)
CLIMATE
Much colder and
drier than
present
Warmer and
moister than
glacial; cooler
and moister
than present
Early post gla-
cial (10,000-
7,000 B.P.) was
a continued warm-
ing trend accompan-
ied by increased
moisture.
Later post gla-
cial (7,000 B.P.
-present) contin-
ued warming with
gradual dessication.
VEGETATION
Jack pine, spruce,
herbs with a small
occurrence of decid-
uous tree species.
Oak, hickory, beech,
and hemlock.
Oak and hickory
maximum. Sharp
decline in beech
and increase in
gums
Oak and pine. Pine
increases relative to
the decreasing oaks.
Modern vegetation
patterns develops by
7,000 B.P.
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DATES AND
SAMPLE LOCATION
White's Pond, S.C.
19,100-12,810 B.P
(Watts 1980)
White's Pond, S.C.
12,810-9,500 B.P.
(Watts 1980)
Pigeon Marsh, Ga.
13,000-10,800 B.P.
(Watts 1980)
Singletary Lake, N.C.
11,000 B.P.
(Watts 1975)
Bladen Lake 11,000
B.P. (Whitehead
1965, 1973)
White's Pond, S.C.
9,500-7,000 B.P.
(Watts 1980)
Bladen Lake, N.C.
(Whitehead 1965)
Okefenokee Swamp,
Ga. 5,200 B. P.
(Bond 1971)
White' Pond, S.C.
7,000 B.P.
(Watts 1980)
Late Glacial (15,000 - 10,000 B.P.)
A trend toward increased deciduous spectes marks this climatic
episode as indicated by an abundance of oakJ beech, hickory, black
walnut, hemlock, hazelnut and ironwood (Watt~ 1980). These species
reached a peak in occurrence during the period ~etween 12,810 and 9,500
B.P. at White's Pond (Watts 1980). Spruck and j4ck pine greatly declined
across all sample areas (Watts 1975, 1980; W.jJ.tts and Stuiver, 1980;
and Whitehead 1965). The oak/hickory/hem1ockVe1m vegetation pattern
extant during this period reflects a re1ati~e1y warmer and moister
climate than existed during the full glacial 'I(Watts 1980: 326). It
is during this climatic episode that the firsi~ well documented human
occupation of the region occurs.
Post Glacial (10,000 B.P. - Pr~sent)
During the early Holocene segment of th~s period (10,000-7,000
B.P.), the oak and hickory vegetation pattern r~ached a maximum density
and distribution throughout the region. Walnut:, hemlock and hazelnut
disappeared from the pollen record. By 9,500 B.P., the occurrence
of hickory and ironwood species had greatly dec1~ned compared to previous
high levels. Replacing these species were swee¢gum and b1ackgum, which
accompanied the more persistent oaks (Watts ]980; Watts and Stuiver
1980). The changes in vegetation prior to 7,OPO B.P. suggest several
episodes of rapid warming accompanied by increase~ moisture.
By 7,000 B.P. a major change in climate pro~ab1y began as indicated
by a pine maximum and concomitant rapid decr~ase in the percentage
of gums (Watts 1980). Combined with the per~istent oak vegetation,
the pine suggests an overall drier climate t~an existed earlier in
the Post Glacial (Watts 1980; Whitehead 1965 :!390). Studies by Watts
(1980) and Bonds (1971) indicate that this paqtern of mixed pine and
oak represents the initiation of both modern ~limatic and vegetation
conditions in the region. From this time ~orward, the nature of
environmental variability does not register in th¢ pollen studies.
The Extant Environment
The settlement/subsistence model used fo~ this study is based
on the environmental criteria established by Hclnson, Brooks and White
(1981; pp. 25-44). In the report a model is cJeveloped using various
environmental criteria. These included descriptions of topography,
soil descriptions, hydrology, vegetation and !the resources of four
environmental zones. These zones are I) Up1anid Sandhi11s, II) Mesic
Terraces, III) Bottom1ands and Tributaries, a~d IV) Savannah River
Swamp and Savannah Rivex (see Hanson, Brooks arid White 1981: 28-40).
A general summary of each environmental zone is ptesented below.
Zone I, the Upland Sandhil1s, is sandy up1anq, interriverine ridges.
The ridge tops are very xeric while the slopesl and ridge noses grade
into a less xeric environment (Hanson, Brooks and White 1981: 31).
Water sources are small headwaters and rank 1 br 2 streams which may
I
not be permanent. Oaks and pines are the preqominant vegetation, in
particular, the "red oak species which are ex~e11ent mast producers"
(Hanson, Brooks and White 1981: 31). The oak provides late fall and
'!
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winter fodder to the deer population which in turns provides an important
protein source for human groups.
Zone II, the Mesic terraces, gently sloping terraces between the
Uplands and slopes towards the tributaries. A wide variety of stream
rank-types are found in this zone. This zone supports a wider range
of mixed hardwoods and pines, and a highly diverse terrestrial faunal
resource base. Another important aspect to consider concerns the
accessibility of the other zones from the mesic terraces (Hanson, Brooks
and White 1981: 35). This is an important consideration for the
settlement/subsistence model building and will be discussed later in
this chapter.
Zone III, the Tributaries and Bottomlands, is a highly diverse
ecological system. Zone III is defined as the two major permanent
streams, Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek, and the swampy bottomlands
immediately adjacent to these streams. The resources of this
environmental zone, both faunal and floral, are very dense. Hanson,
Brooks and White (1981: 37) summarize the zone as "the densest and
most diverse of any other zone in the region. The potential for near
year-round exploitation would have made the zone very important as
an energy extraction location. However, due to the presence of poorly
drained soils and regular flooding it is unlikely that human groups
would have resided within the zone. Rather, by situating in the mesic
terrace zone (II) near Zone III, they would have had dry living areas
and ready access to the streams."
Zone IV, the Savannah River Swamp and Savannah River (Hanson,
Brooks and White 1981: 37-40), would not be considered appropriate
habitable places, except for islands, but the various resources, both
terrestrial and aquatic, would add an important dimension to the
subsistence base of groups living in the higher, drier zones discussed
earlier.
To summarize, the Savannah River Plant area has been divided into
four basic environmental zones: 1) Upland Sandhills, 2) Mesic Terraces,
3) Tributaries and Bottomlands, and 4) Savannah River Swamp and Savannah
River. Hanson, Brooks and White (1981) then develop a
settlement/ subsistence model based on the resources available in these
zones. This model will be the basis for this report. It should be
pointed out that the constraints of this project have limited this
study to a synthesis of the sites located in Zones I, II and III.
Zone IV, Savannah River Swamp and Savannah River, is located
approximately 5 miles south of the project area, therefore, the sites
located in Zone IV are not included in this report. The description
of the zone was included in order to allow discussion of the entire
settlement/subsistence model.
Archaeological Implications
Differences between the available resources of each environmental
zone and the seasonal variations within these zones influence the type
and amount of exploitation by the hunter-gatherer groups inhabiting
the central Savannah River area. The following then, is a discussion
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of probable site location and function as influenced by the environmental
criteria established above.
The sandy uplands (Zone I) have a highly limiting factor, the
lack or scarcity of streams. This factor would indicate that there
is low probability of hunter-gatherer groups establishing a habitation
site in this location. It is possible, however, to find seasonal camps
along these intermittent streams. The most probable site type to be
found in this zone would be temporary extractive camps utilized during
hunting and foraging forays. The prime targets for these groups would
be the white-tail deer and acorn. High artifact assemblage diversity
would not be expected for these temporary, extractive sites. Specific
tasks associated with hunting or foraging would include butchering
activities and floral procurement, both activities involving low artifact
assemblage diversity; however, the possibility of buried features
the remains of processing activities (Le., leaching pits for acorns),
should not be excluded.
The mesic terraces (Zone II) on the other hand, could support
habitation camps due to the availability of water, resource diversity,·
and the location between the resources of the sandhills and Zone III,
the bottomlands and tributaries. These criteria establish Zone II
as the most highly visible archaeological zone. The sites, as more
permanent locations, would have the highest archaeological visibility
as artifact diversity and quantity and featural remains. It is not
certain that only habitation or base camps would be found in this zone,
but that the criteria discussed previously establish Zone II as the
most likely to support more permanent habitation sites. Additionally,
the probabilities are high that a logistic settlement/subsistence
movement (Binford 1980) would have developed within this zone, supporting
not only habitation sites, but also specialized extractive sites
associated with foraging activities or hunting forays. The
archaeological visibility would vary between the more permanent
habitation sites and the temporary extractive-type sites. Artifact
assemblage diversity and artifact counts would be relatively higher
for habitation sites than for extractive camps. Using these criteria,
the site function for each site located in Zone II can be appropriately
determined.
The low-lying Zone III represents a highly productive zone with
the availability of water and terrestrial and aquatic fauna and flora.
The problem of flooding in this zone would preclude any long-term
habitation sites, but would allow seasonal base camps (Le. summer,
fall) and specialized, discrete activity loci utilized year-round.
Again, relatively higher artifact assemblage diversity and artifact
counts would be associated with the longer inhabited base camps compared
to the specialized activity loci.
Zone IV (the Savannah River and associated swamplands) is included
in this discussion in order to properly evaluate the
settlement/subsistence model potential in this report. This zone
possesses various key aquatic and terrestial resources that would
probably be extracted during the spring, summer and fall. Islands
located in this region could support habitation of base camps, but
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the predominant site type in this zone would be of the extractive type.
These low-visibility sites would be very difficult to locate
archaeologically, since the sites have probably been buried as a result
of flooding sequences of the Savannah River.
In summary, the model described above suggests that Zone II (mesic
terraces) would be the area most utilized by hunter-gatherer groups.
Logistic mobility (Binford 1980) criteria suggest that this zone would
be utilized both for habitation and temporary extractive sites. Also,
the location of this zone suggests that this area would provide excellent
access to the sandy uplands and the bottomlands and tributaries of
the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek watersheds. Artifact assemblage diversity
and artifact counts would help to determine the site function of sites
located in this zone. Less visible sites, archaeologically, of
specialized, extractive camps would be located in the sandy uplands
and along the tributaries and bottomlands of Zone III. The xeric
conditions of Zone I and the flooding conditions of Zone III make these
areas less condusive to long-term habitation sites. The aquatic and
terrestrial resources of these two zones establish them as areas for
extractive activities. These activity loci would have low archaeological
visibility, but add an important dimension to the understanding of
the entire settlement/subsistence strategy of hunter-gatherer groups
found in the Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek watersheds, specifically,
and the central Savannah region, in general.
The proper evaluation of the research potential for each site
located in the impact areas of the potential cooling ponds is based
on the model criteria established above. This evaluation allows the
establishment of research potential and eligibility status of each
site described in a subsequent section.
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METHODOLOGY
Field Methods
Over the past ten years, various archaeOl~giCal surveys have been
conducted in the Pen Branch and Four Mile C eek watersheds. Prior
to 1984, three archaeological surveys were con ucted by personnel from
the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology land Anthropology. Two
general surveys of the Savannah River Plant, I Aiken, South Carolina,
were conducted in 1974/1975 and 1979. In 1982, I a stratified, unaligned
sampling strategy was used to sample 40% ofl the area in the two
watersheds.. These surveys located various sit1s, ranging in age from
the Early Archaic to Mississippian periods, i, prehistorically. The
historic sites located range from the 18th to 20t~ century.
In 1984, the United States Department of En~rgy initiated a thermal
mitigation study which included the potential con truction of two cooling
ponds (Figure 2) as vehicles for mitigating the effects of effluent
discharging into Pen Branch and Four Mile Cre k. The South Carolina
Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology I(Savannah River Plant
Archaeological Research Program) was asked to 'I determine and evaluate
the cultural resources located in the potential impact areas. The
two potential pond areas were defined as the ~reas around Pen Branch
and Four Mile Creek north of SRP Road A to an lelevation of 210 I above
mean sea level (a.m.s.l.). An inspection of a~chaeological site maps
of the region revealed that 38 previously locatedl sites would be affected
by the potential ponds. Areas which had not b}=en investigated during
the previous surveys were targeted for pedestri~n inspect ions in order
to properly evaluate the entire potential impa~t area. An additional
27 sites were located using the methods describedlbelow.
"
I
The predominant survey technique consisted of shovel tests with
the soil screened through 1/4" mesh screen. M~st of the areas along
the floodplain edge required shovel testing b~cause of the lack of
surface visibility. Where possible, dirt road;, open plowed fields,
fireplow lanes, fallen trees, and animal burr ws were inspected for
surface finds.
When artifacts were found, either surfaqe or subsurface, the
location was noted on the appropriate U.s.G.sl. topographic map. A
South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and ~nthropology site form
was completed to the extent that was possiblel in the field, (e.g.,
sections on location and description). The ~ther sections, (e.g.,
UTMs, soil type, etc.) were left to be complete~ at a more appropriate
time. A site map was drawn (indicating majo~ features, locational
information, site extent and the testing gr~d) and, if possible,
photographs were taken of the site area. '
Once a site was identified, an arbitrary I, datum was established
and shovel tests dug in order to ascertain s~te size and content.
A cruciform system of shovel testing was utili!zed to best cover the
landform on which the site was located. For iexample, shovel tests
were lined up along the north, south, east and west axes. If the due
north alignment could not adequately cross-cut the landform, the shovel
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Pen Branch
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tests were lined up off due north (e.g., northeast, southwest, southeast,
and northwest). The intervals used between shovel tests ranged from
5 meters to 20 meters, depending on the expected site size. If testing
at small intervals indicated a large site (e.g., over 100 meters),
a determination would be made to increase the shovel test interval
to 20 meters. Otherwise, test intervals would remain constant at any
particular site.
Shovel testing proved to be quite useful for locating sites,
establishing site extent, depth, integrity, and site content. Artifact
densities were determined via shovel testing, which indicated areas
for further testing. Areas of densities indicating features or other
activity areas within a site were further tested with excavation units.
These units ranged in size from 1 x 1 meter, 1 x 2 meters or 2 x 2
meters, and were excavated in 10 cm levels. All the soil from these
units was screened through 1/4" mesh.
The excavation units further defined site stratigraphy, integrity,
and depth, ultimately allowing for proper evaluation of site eligibility
for the National Register.
Overall, the survey and testing methods used for this project
proved very effective in site discovery and the determination of site
content, integrity and size.
Laboratory Methods
Prehistoric Lithic Artifact Analysis
artifacts found on the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek survey
into six major artifact categories: debitage, hafted
bifaces, unifaces and utilized flakes, fire-cracked
tools. The specific types of artifacts included in
and the methods used to analyze each type, follow
below.
All lithic
were separated
bifaces, other
rock, and other
these groupings,
in the paragraphs
Debitage
Debitage includes the waste by-products from the manufacture of
chipped stone tools. Six categories of debitage were used for this
survey: thinning flakes, cortical flakes, broken thinning flakes,
broken cortical flakes, cortical chunks, and noncortical chunks.
Thinning flakes are small flakes of stone resulting either from
the removal of flakes from a core to be used as blanks for stone tools,
finishing these tools, ,or from resharpening these tools. These flakes
are recognizable by the presence of striking platforms and scars on
the ventral surface reflecting the direction of percussion needed for
detachment. Only whole flakes without cortex are included in this
category (cortex being defined as the natural surface of the stone
as it existed before human modification). Whole flakes with cortex
are included in a separate class known as cortical flakes. Flake
fragments are broken thinning flakes. Broken cortical flakes are
separated from broken thinning flakes. Chunks include angular pieces
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of debitage without the platforms or scars that distinguish flakes.
They are distinguishable from cores by lack of scars of detached flakes.
These artifacts are also divided into cortical chunk and noncortical
chunk categories. Categorization is based on three properties possessed
by each artifact that may provide information about the function of
the site where it was found: presence or absence of cortex, size of
the artifact, and material from which it was made.
The presence or absence of large amounts of debris retaining cortex
may be very important in determining the function of a site. Large
amounts of cortical debitage indicate that the site was the locus of
initial stages of tool production and that it was very near to the
original source of raw material. A lack of decortification materials
on a site suggests that later stages of tool production were the
predominant lithic activities. Assuming that the cortex would be removed
from partially finished tools to make them more portable, the lack
of cortical flakes might suggest that the site is far away from the
original source of stone. Such distinctions will allow us to recognize
better the types of activities carried on at each site and the
availability of lithic resources.
Because of these relationships, cortical flakes (both whole and
broken) and chunks are separated into different categories than those
used for their noncortical counterparts. It is assumed that cortical
debitage represents a different behavior than does noncortical debitage;
simple percentage comparisons of these categories detect these
differences.
Previous work by Hanson and Most 0978: 44-45) on the Talatha
Unit of the Sumter National Forest suggested that flake size curves
may be useful for determining site function. Larger debitage (thinning
flakes) may be expected at those sites nearest quarries and may represent
the initial stages of raw material reduction. These sites with finished
or resharpened tools as the predominant lithics would yield smaller
thinning flakes than those sites where initial tool production occurs.
House and Ballenger 0976: 94) suggest that many sites in the South
Carolina Piedmont are represented mostly by butchering tools and related
resharpening debitage. Evidence from the upland sandhills of the
Savannah River Plant suggests that a similar relationship occurs there
(Brooks and Hanson 1979: 15): there would be differences in flake
size between debitage from the largely single-function sites found
in this region and the debitage from the multifunction sites of the
terraces.
A ranking system was applied to measure debris (Hanson and Most
1978). Only whole flakes were measured. Chunks were not included;
these are expected to occur in the earliest stages of tool manufacture
(House & Wogaman 1978: 59) and to represent different human behavior
than do the thinning flakes. Nine flake size ranks were used for this
survey. The smallest rank consisted of those flakes fitting into a
0-100 mm square area. Each subsequent rank was 5 mm larger on a side
than the preceding one. For example, the upper limits of rank 1 were
represented by a 10 x 10 mm square; the upper limits of rank 2 were
defined by a 15 x 15 mm square, and the upper limits of rank 3 were
defined by a 20 x 20 mm square.
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The types of raw material used on a site may provide information
about the movements of the inhabitants and their trade relationships
with groups outside of the region. In the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek
survey, only very local Coastal Plain chert was found in large amounts.
This stone occurred both in thermally altered and unaltered forms.
Small amounts of quartz, quartzite, slate, argillite, and rhyolite
debitage were also collected.
Categories of raw material distributions throughout this survey
include: thermally altered chert, unaltered Coastal Plain chert, quartz,
quartzite, and other. Only the chert categories produced large enough
samples to make detailed statements about intersite variability within
those raw material types.
Hafted Bifaces
Hafted bifaces are defined as any bifacially (i.e., flaked on
both sides) manufactured artifacts with basal modification with which
to facilitate the mounting of the tool on a handle or shaft (e.g.,
stemmed, notched). This artifact category represents one of the better
temporal period markers available to archaeologists. Hafted biface
types found during the survey are described below (Figure 3).
Palmer: This is a roughly triangular biface with well-defined
corner-notches. The base is usually ground and is straight to slightly
concave. Basal auricles or "ears" are typically rounded. This type I s
temporal association is with the Early Archaic Period.
Kirk Corner-notched: This is a roughly triangular, medium- sized
biface with well-defined corner-notches and a large blade. The notches
are often deep enough to form distinct barbs at the shoulders. The
blade edges are often finely serrated. The temporal association of
this hafted biface type is with the Early and, perhaps, Middle Archaic
periods.
Kirk Stemmed, serrated: This is a long, narrow "dagger-like"
(Coe 1964: 70) biface with broad, sometimes slightly expanded stems
and serrated blade edges. The stems are created by deep corner-notching.
Its temporal association is with the Early and Middle Archaic periods.
Morrow Mountain II: This biface has a long, narrow blade with
a long tapered, round stem. It has a temporal association with the
Middle Archaic.
Savannah River:
with bases straight
the Late Archaic.
This is a
to ·concave.
large, broad-bladed,
Flaking is random.
stemmed biface,
It occurs during
Yadkin: This is a fairly large, triangular biface with a concave
base. Its association is Early to Middle Woodland.
Small Triangular: This is a triangular-shaped point with a straight
or slightly concave base. These may be asociated with Early Woodland,
Middle Woodland, Late Woodland or Mississippian temporal phases.
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Figure 3 Diagnostic Hafted Biface Types
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All points were classified according to raw material and were
measured. Measurements included maximum length t blade length t maximum
width t one-half blade length t shoulder width t basal width t maximum
thickness t and weight. Whether the biface was resharpened t broken t
and/or patinated was noted.
Basal shape and base type were recorded for each hafted biface.
Basal shape is the shape of the very end of the base or stem. Types
included within this descriptive morphological category are straight
bases t indented bases t convex bases t and unknown bases. Stem basal
type refers to the overall shape of each hafted biface base.
Sub-categories of basal type used here include stemmed baseSt
side-notched baseSt corner-notched baseSt triangular baseSt straight
bases t and unknown bases. All of the above data will be recorded on
computer so that future studies may metrically group these hafted bifaces
and compare them with hafted bifaces taken from excavated context.
This will better define the prehistoric chronology of the Savannah
River Plant. For the present studYt hafted bifaces served largely
as temporal diagnostics.
Other Bifaces
Other bifaces are defined as bifacially manufactured artifacts
that possess the finished flaking of a hafted biface t but not the
preparation for hafting (S. C. Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology
1980: 29). Other bifaces are significant in that they represent early
stages of tool production. Thorough examination of their distribution
may result in a better understanding of the human behavior underlying
the procurement t manufacture t and curation of stone tools.
Studies from the South Carolina Piedmont indicated that many broken
other bifaces occur on sites of initial lithic processing (House and
Ballenger 1976; Goodyear t House and Ackerly 1979: 167). These represent
initial stage tool blanks of hafted biface preforms broken in the early
stages of manufacture. Many more are found on single function
limited-activity sites associated with small debitage t located far
from known quarries (Goodyear t House and Ackerly 1979: 167). Such
relationships suggest that other bifaces are often carried far from
their place of manufacture before being reduced to hafted bifaces.
Other bifaces discovered during the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek
survey were described according to shape (rectangular, ovoid t triangular t
etc. ) t raw material t patination and cortex. Five metric measurements
(maximum length t maximum width t maximum thickness t weight t and a mean
lateral angle) were taken from each artifact. All these attributes
and measurements were recorded for computer analysis intersite
comparisons and the exact composition of the artifact assemblages.
The other biface analysis used for this report concentrated on examining
the distribution of Coastal Plain chert and thermally altered Coastal
Plain chert artifacts throughout the various micro-environments in
the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek ar~a.
Mean edge angles for both broken and whole artifacts were examined.
The careful curation of other bifaces indicated by House and Ballenger
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(1976) and Goodyear, House, and Ackerly (1979) suggests that these
artifacts may have served as sources not only of bifacia1 tools, but
of flake tools as well. Edge angle studies should demonstrate the
feasibility or lack of feasibility for the proposition that other bifaces
served as cores.
Unifaces and Utilized Flakes
The great majority of the stone tools found on the Pen Branch/Four
Mile Creek survey fall into this category. Utilized flakes are defined
as "any flake with unnatural modification of one or more edges that
display nicking, shearing or other suspected functional damage" and
unifaces are any flake or chunk with a steeply chipped edge exhibiting
flake scars 2 rom or more in length (S. C. Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology 1980: 28). Utilized flakes may have been used to
perform the same tasks as unifaces. Unifaces were intentionally
retouched to stab1ize the work edge; utilized flakes were not.
These tool types are perhaps the most useful artifacts in the
middle Savannah River valley area in identifying activities that occurred
at prehistoric sites. Wi1msen (1968: 982-987) successfully demonstrated
the usefulness of edge angles in reconstructing the probable functions
of flake tools. Similar analyses are attempted in this report. The
use-edge form of each flake tool was described. Measurement of maximum
width, maximum length, maximum thickness and weight were made when
possible. The raw material and the presence or absence of cortex and
patina were recorded for each artifact.
Contingency tables were constructed separating tools by raw material
and by variations in edge angle and edge form. This allowed the
examination of the flakes by raw material over the survey area and
the tools' function at various sites (e.g., knives and scrapers).
Any raw material preferences for the manufacture of specific tool types
might also be determined.
Fire-Cracked Rock
Fire-cracked rock is described in this report as "rock that has
been thermally fractured from exposure to fire" (S. C. Institute of
Archaeology and Anthropology 1980: 29). Irregular fractures
characterize this artifact class; the granular, crystalline structure
of the quartz or sandstone is obvious in the breakage planes. Cobble
cortex, when present, is often dark brown or red, the result of extreme
thermal stress. These artifacts are very difficult to recognize from
rocks cracked by natural fires or by plowing. They are the hardest
lithic materials to identify culturally.
Fire-cracked rocks do, however, provide important information
about variability within prehistoric settlement patterns. House and
Ballenger (1976: 36) propose that these are the remains of hearths
or rock ovens that would most likely occur at the more permanent
maintenance sites than at limited activities sites. Sites from the
more favorable microenvironments in the region should produce the
majority of these artifacts.
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Fire-cracked rock collected during the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek
survey was weighed and counted. These measurements are used, in
conjunction with other artifact data, to examine site function within
the environmental context.
Other Tools
The other tool category contains all stone artifacts found on
the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek survey not included in the debitage,
hafted biface, other biface or flake tool categories. This class
includes those artifacts that occur in numbers too small to allow for
inter-si te distributional studies. Each artifact type does, however,
indicate human activities that played significant roles in the
prehistoric subsistence practices used in the region. These artifact
classes are listed below.
Metates: These are flat stones with shallow basins worn into
one or both flat surfaces as a result of use as a platform for the
grinding of vegetal substances. It is generally inferred that metates
were used in the processing of weed or grain seeds and nuts. Because
there are few types of stone artifacts easily recognizable as true
vegetal processing tools, metates provide important information in
the reconstruction of prehistoric subsistence practices.
Cores: Lithic artifacts that served as a source for flakes, cores
are distinguished from other bifaces by the presence of 3 or more flaked
faces. Cores found during the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek survey had
relatively small flakes removed, suggesting that they served largely
as the source for flaked tool blanks. Goodyear, House and Ackerly
(1979: 167) suggest that the distribution of cores in the South Carolina
Piedmont is similar to that of other bifaces. This indicates that
cores were used both at limited activity sites and at large maintenance
sites as sources for expedient flake tools.
Hammerstones: These are usually round cobbles exhibiting heavy
battering on one or more ends. Hammerstones may have been used for
many functions, but they are particularly useful for detaching flakes
from cores or bifaces.
Worked Steatite: Several pieces of worked steatite were found
on this survey. Steatite, also known as soapstone, was used extensively
in prehistoric times in the manufacture of perforated boiling stones
("net weights"), stone vessels, atlatl (spear thrower) balance weights,
and ornaments. The use of steatite was most prevalent during the Late
Archaic and Early Woodland periods (cf., Coe 1964; Keel 1976). The
fragments found on this 'survey were too small for positive functional
identification.
Ground
of pitting,
addition to
processing.
Stone: These are quartz
the result of grinding
the metate, is gen~rally
river pebbles that show evidence
activities. This category, in
assumed to be used in vegetal
Abrader: A single abrader was found at 38BR299-l3A. It
flat, quartz river pebble with evidence of abrasion on one side.
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is a
This
artifact may have been employed in lithic tool manufacture and/or
wood-working activities.
Polished Stone: A single example of this category was found at
38BR531. It is a small quartz river pebble which is almost completely
round in appearance. The surface has a glossy look and feel which
mayor may not be the result of human activity (e. g., burnishing a
ceramic surface).
Prehistoric Ceramic Analysis
The surface treatment of ceramic vessels and sherds can be one
of the more useful aids in estimating the chronological position at
post-Late Archaic sites. Combined with temper type, surface treatment
should allow for an analysis of certain components. The use of surface
treatment and temper type rather than formal ceramic type names (e.g.,
Savannah Cord Marked, Deptford Linear Check Stamped) is considered
to be more useful in comparative studies; ceramic type or ware
variability throughout South Carolina is so great that a ~common
comparative approach is necessary. Surface treatment is a readily
observable attribute of sherds that does not require subjective judgement
regarding "ceramic type," yet it may demonstrate similarities and
differences in the ceramic technologies as they occur within a study
area or between different regions. Such basic information will provide
a better basis in inter-site analysis in that it eliminates confusion
caused by an overabundance of similar ceramic types. This approach
to ceramics does not preclude analysis at the ceramic type level but
instead focuses on certain attributes.
Temper
During the present study, the examination of decorative attributes
takes more precedence over the detailed study of temper. Only two
temper types have been recognized in large numbers so far in the Savannah
River Plant region, fiber and sand. They, as well as surface treatments,
are described below and illustrated in Figure 4.
Fiber-tempering is usually restricted in time to the Formative
or terminal Late Archaic period. It is most easily recognized by linear
carbonized inclusions in sherd cross sections and on vessel walls.
Sand-tempering includes all ceramics tempered with water-rolled sandy
material. The size of the sand grains can vary from large to small.
Surface Treatments and Decorations
Plain surface treatment is recognized by a smoothed texture across
the entire vessel or sherd. The lack of any surface texturing is the
best criterion for assigning sherds to this class. This treatment
occurs during the Late Archaic, Woodland and Mississippian periods.
Punctate surface treatment is recognized by the presence of
indentations on the sherd surface. These indentations, or punctations,
can be made by various instruments including sticks, shell, hollow
reeds, and fingers. Spacing or patterning of punctations may range
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Figure 4 Ceramic surface treatment
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from haphazard, or irregular, to carefully patterned designs.
treatment occurs mostly in the Early Woodland period.
This
Linear Punctate surface treatment
made along a line; the instrument used
during the formation of the row. This
This decoration is found in the Early and
are results from punctations
is never lifted from the clay
is also called jab and drag.
Middle Woodland periods.
Simple stamped treatment results from the indentation of the vessel
surface with a linear object that leaves an even linear pattern. Examples
of simple stamping are dowel impressed and split impressed patterns.
The simple stamped patterns can be parallel, or can converge or cross.
Simple stamping occurs in the Early and Middle Woodland phases.
Linear check stamped surface treatment class is represented by
sherds that exhibit a "ladder-like" pattern, formed either by a carved
paddle or the notched edge of a paddle. In either case, the resultant
pattern consists of regularly spaced rectilinear indentations distributed
in rows. (The illustration of this treatment, Figure 4, shows a
combination of alternating simple stamped and linear check stamped
treatments.) Linear check stamping may be found in Early and Middle
Woodland sites.
Check stamped surface treatment is effected by the impression
of a cross-grooved paddle on the vessel walls. The resultant pattern
is represented by a relatively uniform checked surface. Individual
check impressions may vary from diamond to square forms. Bold check
stamping occurs during the Early and Middle Woodland periods. Fine
check stamping occurs on Middle and Late Woodland sites.
Cord marked ceramics are characterized generally by the impression
of various twisted cord elements into the vessel walls. The cord
impressions are most regularly patterned in linear or crossed rows.
Rectilinear complicated stamped surface treatment is recognized
by complex angular patterns of impressions formed by a carved paddle.
Diamonds, rectangles, squares and other geometric elements are most
common. This is a Mississippian period decoration.
Curvilinear complicated stamped is similar to the rectilinear
type in that a complex carved paddle is the source of the design.
However, the patterns in this case have curved and circular elements.
Curvilinear complicated stamping occurs during the Late Woodland and
Mississippian periods within this region.
Incised surface treatment is formed by the carving or incising
of wet vessel walls prior to firing. The design or form of these
incisions can vary from parallel lines to zoned patterns to curvilinear
designs. Unlike the stamped treatments, incising is apparent by the
deep sharp lines often spaced irregularly on the sherds or vessel
surface.
Applique surface treatment is formed by the application of either
individual or linear clay pieces to the prepared surface of a vessel.
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These pieces of applique protrude from the vessel walls and in cross
section appear to be separate from the vessel wall. Applique treatment
is largely a Mississippian period phenomenon.
Burnished surface treatment results from the polishing of the
vessel walls with a hard object, usually a smooth stone. The resultant
surface shows polishing streaks that are usually parallel. Burnishing
is a surface treatment from the Mississippian and Historic periods.
Historic Laboratory Procedures
The historic artifacts underwent two analyses; the first included
the tabulation of the artifacts; and the second included a close
inspection of the glass and ceramics for distinguishable differences
and/or individual pieces. The analyses were greatly facilitated by
placing the glass and ceramics on a white background causing slight
color changes in the glaze to be readily distinguished. In the case
of ceramics, creamware and pearlware exhibit a slight greenish tinge
and a blue tinge in the glass, respectively; ironstone/whiteware exhibits
none. The following artifact descriptions are keyed to the historic
artifact tables in each site description.
Stoneware
White salt-glazed stoneware:
1720 to 1805 (South 1977: 210).
development was the production of
known documented example of which
Hume 1978: 114).
This stoneware's date ranges from
"By far the most important stoneware
an entirely white ware, the earliest
is incised with the date 1720" (Noel
Alkaline Glaze: This stoneware's date ranges from 1800 to present
(Greer 1970).
Creamware
Creamware: This ranges in date from 1762 to 1820 (South 1977:
212). "Creamware glaze ... appears yellow or green in the crevices"
(Noel Hume 1978: 125-126). It also exhibits a slight greenish color
when held to a piece of white bond paper.
Pearlware
Undecorated: This pearlware ranges in date from 1780 to 1830
(South 1977: 212). " ... it can readily be distinguished by the way
in which the glaze appears blue in crevices of footrings and around
handles" (Noel Hume 197,8: 130). It also exhibits a slight bluish
color when held to a piece of white bond paper.
Porcelain
Plain: This has no identifiable date range. No pieces of porcelain
were found that exhibit characteristics of those of the eighteenth
or early nineteenth century.
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Ironstone/Whiteware
Plain: The date ranges from 1813 to present (South 1977: 210-211).
Ironstone/whiteware appears in "various forms of hard whitewares and
semiporce1ain that are extremely difficult to date with accuracy .... "
Decorated:
210-211) .
This date ranges from 1813 to present (South 1977:
Tobacco
Pipe Stem: The date range
late 1800s. The sample size is
with accuracy. Sample size would
for reliable dating.
extends from the late 1600s to the
too small to use any dating method
have to increase at least ten times
Glass
Opaque: This date range extends from 1650 to 1880 (Noel Hume
1978: 62). This refers to the olive-green/olive-amber colored glass
that was produced without deco1orizers, commonly called black glass
(Noel Hume 1978: 71; Kendrick 1976: 52). As the name implies, this
glass is basically opaque or black in appearance and poorly made
containing many bubbles and stress marks (Noel Hume 1978: 60-71).
Modern: This includes the following colors:
Clear glass: This dates generally after 1860
11). As the name implies, this glass exhibits
tint when held to white paper.
(Jones 1971:
no color or
Manganese glass: This ranges in date from 1800 to 1915 (Kendrick
1976: 54-55; Toulouse 1972: 534). This is glass that was
deco1orized by the inclusion of manganese into the manufacturing
process (Toulouse 1972: 534). This glass changes from clear
to a purple color. The intensity of the purple is determined
by how long it is exposed to sunlight (Kendrick 1976: 54-55).
This is not to be confused with deliberately colored purple
glass, which is much darker.
Brown glass: The date range is unknown. It exhibits the same
color characteristics as the glass containing beer and whiskey
for today's market, with the same range of colors.
Blue glass: This ranges in date from 1750 to present (Noel
Hume 1978: 62). It is a well-made glass containing few, if
any, bubbles, and is similar in appearance to glass produced
today (i.e., Noxzema jars).
Kitchen
Miscellaneous Kitchen:
items, e.g. spoons.
This category is a catchall for kitchen
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Tin Cans: This category includes whole tin cans and pieces (e.g.,
coffee and evaporated milk cans.
Ethnobotanical
Peach Pits and Nuts: There is no date range for this category,
but it is relevant to studying dietary behavior.
Arms
Cartridge Casings (gun parts): A general category including modern
gun parts and ammunition remains.
Lead: This refers to collected pieces of spent lead.
no date range for this category.
Architectural
Brick: This refers to collected brickbats.
There is
Cut nails: These range in date from 1790 to present (Noel Hume
1978: 253). They are rectangular in shape, usually without a head
and tapering to a square end. They are usually too rusted to identify
the type with certainty.
Round (wire) Nails: The date ranges from 1850 to present (Noel
Hume 1978: 254). They are round-shafted with a flat head. "The
earliest wire nails can be distinguished from their modern counterparts
by their 'heads' being bulbous and generally eccentric with respect
to the shank" (Nelson 1968: 11).
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE DESCRIPTIONS
This section is composed of individual site descriptions of the
archaeological resources located within the confines of the potential
impoundment areas for Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek. Site location,
environmental information, artifact assemblage descriptions, significant
archaeological components, consideration of research potential and
recommended consideration for eligibility to the National Register
of Historic Places are included in each description. The appendices
(A - p) located in the back of this report list artifacts by site,
provenience and level.
38BR54
38BR54 is a light, prehistoric lithic scatter with a small 20th
century historic scatter component. The site is scattered over a
series of small ridges located approximately 30' in elevation above
Four Mile Creek. The land formation is. 180' above mean sea level,
well within the potential impact area (Figure 5). The nearest permanent
water source is Four Mile Creek, located approximately 75 meters to
the northeast. Troup loamy sand, terrace phase variety, cons.isting
of very dark gray loamy sand underlain by yellowish-brown loamy sand
(Aydellott n.d.: 20) is the predominant soil type found in this
location along stream terraces and ridge slopes. The extant vegetation
is predominated by a pine plantation on the ridges and mixed hardwoods
in the adjacent low-lying swamplands.
This site was located by surface collections conducted during
the 1974/75 Savannah River Plant survey directed by the personnel
of the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology.
A second surface collection was conducted in 1980. The site size,
300 meters by 80 meters, was determined by the areal extent of the
surface finds. The prehistoric portion of the scatter consisted of
10 chert biface thinning flakes, a chert core, a hammers tone and a
ground stone metate. Historically, the scatter included a fragment
of light green glass, 2 stoneware, 4 ironstone and 2 whiteware sherds.
Temporally, the artifacts indicate an unknown prehistoric lithic scatter
and 20th century debris.
The prehistoric function of the site as determined by the artifact
assemblage seems to indicate the remains of a habitation site or base
camp. The hammerstone, core, and metate are indicative of habitation
sites in that they would be curated and not necessarily taken along
during food forays. Secondly, the location of the site within Zone
II of the model described elsewhere supports the hypothesis of a
habitation site judiciously situated in order to benefit from the
resources of the xeric uplands and Four Mile Creek (see Table 3).
The historic scatter appears to be the result of trash disposal.
The site is located relatively close to road A-7 and could, therefore,
be the result of modern trash disposal.
The erosion associated with pine plantation activities, pre-l950s
agricultural practices and construction have obliterated the integrity
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of 38BR54. The sparseness of the surface scatter further supports
the decision that this site not be considered eligible for the National
Register. The archaeological information derived from previous work
appears to be complete. No further work is recommended for 38BR54.
38BR58/59
38BR58/59 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located
on a terrace edge rising approximately 30' in elevation above Four
Mile Creek and its floodplain (Figure 5). The terrace edge has an
elevation of 180' above mean sea level which places this site well
within the potential pond impact area. The landform slopes gently
to the east at a 2% grade. The predominant soil type found in this
locale is described as Troup loamy sand, terrace phase variety,
consisting of very dark gray loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy
sand (Aydellott n.d.:20). 38BR58/59 is located in a 15 year old pine
plantation with mixed hardwoods and swamplands approximately 60 meters
to the east. Four Mile Creek, located 100 meters to the east of the
site, is the nearest permanent water source.
First located in 1974, 38BR58/59 was originally designated as
two separate sites, 38BR58 and 38BR59. Subsequent testing this past
spring and summer required a redefinition of the site limits as a
single site, hereafter designated as 38BR58/59. Surface collections
and subsurface testing, which consisted of 14 systematic shovel tests,
established the site limits as 50 meters north/south by 20 meters
east/west. Of the 14 shovel tests only 2 produced any artifacts.
The lithic artifacts consisted of 145 flakes and chunks, 12 pieces
of fire-cracked rock, a hammers tone , 2 Morrow Mountain type hafted
bifaces, 1 unidentified hafted biface, 1 unidentified other biface,
1 uniface and 1 utilized flake. The ceramic surface treatments are
represented by 41 plain, 6 simple stamped, 1 crossed simple stamped,
2 linear check stamped, 2 bold check stamped, 1 fine cordmarked, 2
fine cross cordmarked and 2 eroded sherds; all are sand-tempered.
Temporally, the diagnostic lithics and ceramics place this site in
the Middle Archaic and Early to Late Woodland periods.
When considering the functional aspects of 38BR58/59, it is
important to study the entire artifact assemblage, integrating this
information with the environmental locale data (Table 3). The diversity
of artifacts, indicative of various activities, and the location of
the site along the mesic terrace (Zone II) of Four Mile Creek establish
this site as a habitation or base camp site. The location of the
site and the interpretation of the artifact assemblage as collected
to date complete the extent of its research potential. Pre-1950s
agricultural practices and construction and maintenance of Road 3
have obliterated the subsurface integrity of this site. Therefore,
it is recommended that 38BR58/59 not be considered eligible for the
National Register.
38BR62
38BR62, a
scatter site,
prehistoric lithic and ceramic
is located on a terrace edge at
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scatter and historic
the southern edge of
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In the Four Mile Creek Survey
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the potential pond area for Four Mile Creek (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is located on the 150' contour rising
approximately 20 feet above Four Mile Creek. The terrace slopes at
a 5% grade towards the southeast. Troup loamy sand, terrace phase
variety, consisting of very dark loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy
sand (Aydellott n.d.: 20), is the predominant soil type along this
terrace. The entire site area is in a very disturbed one, with only
grasses and weeds growing. Nearby, about 100 meters away, are hardwoods
and pines. It can be assumed that if the area had not been cleared,
these hardwoods and pines would be growing in the site's locale.
Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent water source, is located
approximately 200 meters to the east.
This site was first located during the 1974/1975 Savannah River
Plant Survey. The site survey form filled out during 1974 describes
the area as being highly disturbed by right-of-way clear cutting,
road grading and erosion. The site was revisited in 1982 and 1984
in order to further evaluate site integrity and depth. In 1984, shovel
testing was conducted along various testing lines. A total of 22
shovel tests were dug to approximately 70 em below ground surface.
Of these, only 4 holes produced any artifacts. The light subsurface
scatter and surface collections established the site limits as 20
meters north/south by 100 meters east/west. The subsurface testing
also revealed that this site has a variety of intrusive soils of mottled
orangish brown clays. Furthermore, pre-1950s Ellenton construction
of asphalt parking lots has obliterated the integrity of this site.
The major portion of recovered artifacts was located on the
surface. The subsurface testing produced a light scatter of 10 thinning
flakes and flake fragments, 1 unknown other biface and 1 utilized
flake. The surface scatter consisted of 267 flakes, broken flakes
and chunks, 13 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 1 Palmer/Taylor type and
1 Morrow Mountain type hafted biface, 4 unknown hafted bifaces, 1
preform, 2 unifaces, 13 utilized flakes, and 1 cordmarked, 1 cross
cordmarked and 1 undecorated sand-tempered sherd. Temporally, the
diagnostic lithics and ceramics surface treatments indicate Early
Archaic, Middle Archaic, Middle Woodland and Late Woodland components.
The functional determination of 38BR62, based on artifact diversity
and site location, establishes this site as a habitation or long-term
base camp, although the lack of ceramics is perplexing. The erosion
and construction activities apparent from the site's condition suggest
that a major portion of the site has been destroyed. The subsurface
indications are that there is little, if any, integrity left to the
site. It is therefore suggested that this site's research potential
has been exhausted. No further work is recommended for 38BR62. It
is further recommended that 38BR62 should not be considered eligible
for the National Register.
38BR63
38BR63 is a light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter with
a 20th century component located along a terrace at the junction of
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Four Mile Creek and an unnamed rank 1 stream (Figure 5). The landform
slopes to the southeast at a 5% grade and is 180' above mean sea level,
well within the potential pond impact area. The area is on the fringe
of the Four Mile Creek bottomlands and uplands. The predominant soil
type found in this area is troup loamy sand, terrace phase variety.
Aydellott (n.d.: 20) describes this soil as a very dark loamy sand
over yellowish-brown loamy sand. Furthermore, he states that this
soil type is indicative of old stream terraces not subject to flooding.
The extant vegetation has been greatly influenced by pine plantation
activities, road grading and maintenance, and pre-1950s construction
activities. The site locale is in a cleared area with a 25 year old
pine plantation to the south and a mixed hardwood forest to the north.
The rest of the area is cleared and eroding. Located approximately
100 meters to the east is FourMile Creek, the nearest permanent water
source. In addition, just to the north of the site is an intermittent,
unnamed rank 1 stream.
38BR63 was first located during the 1974/1975 Savannah River
Plant Survey. A light surface scatter was noted at that time eroding
out of the roadcuts for SRP road A.9 and A.lO. Additional surface
collections were conducted in 1982 and during the present survey of
Four Mile Creek. During the 1984 survey, systematic subsurface testing
was also conducted. A total of 11 shovel tests were dug to
approximately 65 em below ground surface. Of these 11, only 4 shovel
tests produced any artifacts. Three flake fragments were found, one
in each shovel test to about 30 em below ground surface. In the fourth
shovel test, a small piece of modern glass was found. Indications
from the subsurface testing are that there are major disturbed portions
in the locale, represented by intrusive, mottled clays.
The prehistoric component of surface scatter consisted of 27
biface thinning flakes and flake fragments, 2 utilized flakes, 2 crossed
simple stamped and 2 simple stamped/linear check stamped sand-tempered
sherds. The historic component surface scatter consisted of 17 grams
of brick and a piece of 20th century stoneware. The site limits based
on the surface and subsurface scatter appear to be approximately 40
meters north/south by 10 meters east/west.
Indications from the subsurface testing and surface remains have
determined that this site is intrusive. In other words, the artifacts
located in this locale are the result of soil borrowing from another
unknown area for pre-SRP construction activities. Therefore, it is
recommended that this site not be considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR65
38BR65 is a very light prehistoric lithic scatter located along
a ridge side slope at the southern portion of the potential cooling
pond area for Four Mile Creek. The ridge is on the eastern side of
Four Mile Creek rising approximately 50' in elevation above the creek.
The landform has an elevation of 170' above mean sea level and slopes
to the northeast at a 5% grade. The predominant soil type in this
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locale is the Lucy and Wagram variety consisting of dark gray sand
over brownish yellow loose sand underlain by reddish brown sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 22). A major portion of the area has been
affected by a borrow pit and road grading for SRP road 6.3; nearby,
the extant vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods and pines which
would have covered the area before borrowing activities were conducted.
Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent water source, is located
approximately 125 meters west of the site.
38BR65 was located during the 1974/1975 Savannah River Plant
Survey. A very light lithic scatter was noted eroding from the ridge
of the borrow pit. A total of 3 flake fragments were found during
the pedestrian survey; the scatter was found over an 80 meter area
adjacent to the pit. A revisit during the 1982 Pen/Steel Survey failed
to produce any surface finds. The extensive search and the lack of
artifacts suggest that this site has been destroyed by borrow activities
and the resulting erosion of soils.
Due to the destruction of this site, functional and temporal
designations cannot be ascertained. The only statement that can be
made concerning this site is that there is an unknown lithic component
remaining. However, no further work is recommended for this site
inasmuch as the research potential of 38BR65 is questionable, at best.
38BR65 should not be considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR71
38BR71 is a prehistoric lithic scatter with an isolated historic
ceramic component located along a ridge line adjacent to Pen Branch
(Figure 6). The site extends from just be low the 210' up to the 230'
contour which exposes 38BR7l to impoundment within the potential Gooling
pond impact area (Figure 5). The site area has a slope of 4% grading
toward the southwest. The southern most portion of the site is located
approximately 100 meters north of Pen Branch, the nearest permanent
water source.
The predominant soil type in this area is the moderately well
drained Dothan and Norfolk soils. These soils are described as dark
gray sand over pale brown sand underlain by yellowish-brown friable
sandy clay loam (Aydellott n. d. : 9) and are found in the northern
portion of the site. Towards the southern portion, approaching the
Pen Branch bottomlands, the soils become more moist and contain more
loam. The subsurface testing in this area revealed a dark grayish
brown sandy loam over a yellowish-brown loamy sand. This soil
description fits Aydellott's (n.d.: 20) description of the Troup
loamy sand, terrace phase soil type stating that "this soil occurs
on old stream terraces not subject to flooding."
The extant vegetation changes from pine plantation in the
north/northeastern portion of the site into a mixed hardwood and pine
forest. Adjacent to SRP Road C-6 is a plowed bait field, maintained
by South Carolina Department of Fish and Wildlife, in the northeastern
portion of the site (Figure 8).
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Figure 6
Figure 7
38BR7l general site photograph
38BR97 general site photograph
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It is in this plowed field and the road-cut that this site was
first located during the 1974/1975 Savannah River Plant Survey. Two
subsequent visits were made during the 1982 Pen/Steel Survey and the
most recent 1984 Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek Survey. During these
visits, additional surface collections were conducted and shovel tests
were dug in order to further determine site limits, depth and integrity.
Testing established a site size of 100 meters north/south by 120 meters
east/west. The shovel tests determined site depth to 80 cm below
the ground surface. Furthermore, the testing at the southern portion
revealed that the cultural bearing levels are buried beneath
approximately 50 cm of sterile soil. Two 1 by 1 meter units were
excavated testing the northern and southern portions of the site.
No cultural material was found in these two units.
The artifact assemblage, located in shovel tests and on the surface
of the bait field, consisted of 33 whole biface thinning flakes, over
100 broken thinning flakes, fire-cracked rock, 10 utilized flakes,
3 chert cores, 3 unknown other bifaces, 3 Kirk and 1 Morrow Mountain
type hafted biface, 5 hammerstones, 2 manos, 1 metate and no ceramics.
Temporal association according to the diagnostic lithic artifacts
is established as Early and Middle Archaic.
The functional interpretation of the 38BR7l is determined as
a habitation site. The artifact diversity and density are indicative
of long-term habitation or base camp sites (Table 4). Also, the
location within the fringe of Zone II is supportive evidence for the
functional designation. The soils described above suggest that during
the early Holocene, Pen Branch would have been adjacent to the lower
(southern) portion of the sit, thus placing this site well within
the mesic terrace (Zone II), supporting the settlement/subsistence
model as described elsewhere in this report.
It is recommended, therefore, that 38BR71 be considered possibly
eligible for the National Register. Further testing and analysis
of this site would add invaluable data to studies concerned with Archaic
settlement/subsistence strategies of the Central Savannah River Area,
and to Southeastern studies in general.
38BR76
38BR76, a light lithic and ceramic scatter, is located on a ridge
slope rising approximately 50 feet in elevation above Pen Branch (see
Figure 5). The landform slopes to the southwest at a grade of 5%.
Topographically, the site is located on the 200 I contour line within
the potential impact area (Figure 9). The site is located in the
transitional zone between mixed hardwoods and a 15 year old pine
plantation. The nearest permanent water source is Pen Branch, located
approximately 100 meters to the southwest. Fuquay and Wagram,
moderately well-drained soils consisting of dark gray sand over light
brown sand underlain by yellowish-brown sandy clay loam, is the
predominant soil type found in this area (Aydellott n.d.: 10).
38BR76 was originally located in 1975 when artifacts were found
eroding out of the roadcut for SRP Road B. Chert flakes were the
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only artifacts found at that time. During a revisit in 1982, more
chert thinning flakes and various ceramic sherds were located. The
surface scatter established the site limits as 30 meters in diameter
following the dirtroad. The temporal association of 38BR76 was
determined by the diagnostic ceramics. The 17 bold cordmarked and
6 linear check stamped sherds indicate Woodland components from the
Early Woodland to Late Woodland periods.
The sparseness of artifacts located at 38BR76 seems to indicate
the function of the site as extractive in nature (Table 4). The whole
chert thinning flakes all fit into the smaller size classes (see
Appendix E) suggestive of resharpening activities which would occur
during food processing The ceramics and the location of the site
along the Pen Branch terrace (Zone II) additionally suggest that 38BR76
was occupied for short-term periods of time. In summary, the artifact
analysis and location of this site support the hypothesis that 38BR76
is a short-term, extractive site indicative of a logistic mobility
model (Binford 1980).
It is suggested by the author that 38BR76 be considered not
eligible for inclusion into the National Register of Historic Places.
Pre-1950s agricultural and pine plantation activities and natural
bioturbations have disturbed the integrity of this site. Further
work at this site is not recommended inasmuch as the information
extracted to date appears to have limited potential for furthering
the archaeological research of the Central Savannah River Area.
38BR77
38BR77, a lithic and ceramic scatter, is located on a ridges ide
slope rising approximately 30 feet in elevation above Pen Branch (Figure
5). The landform slopes to the southwest at a 4% grade.
Topographically, the landform on which the site is located is on the
190' contour, well within the potential impact area (Figure 9). The
site is located along the upper ridge above the edge of the swampy
Pen Branch floodplain. The extant vegetation of the lower elevation
is predominantly swamp oaks with a mixture of hardwoods. Nearby at
the higher elevations is a clear cut with a 3-4 year old growth of
grasses and immature planted pines. The site proper is located in
this clearcut. The predominant soil type in the area is the Fuquay
and Wagram moderately well-drained soils of dark gray sand over
yellowish-brown sandy clay loam underlain by yellowish-brown sand
(Aydellott n.d.: 10).
38BR77 was originally located during the 1974/75 Savannah River
Plant survey conducted 'by personnel from the South Carolina Institute
of Archaeology and Anthropology. During the pedestrian survey,
artifacts were located in the road-cut shoulder of SRP Road Band
adjacent. At that time, no subsurface testing was conducted. In
1982, SCIM personnel conducted posthole testing lines along north,
south, east and west lines from an arbitrary site datum. A total
of 14 postholes were dug to approximately 75 em with only 2 postholes
producing any artifacts to a depth of 70 cm. The surface and subsurface
testing established the site limits as 25 meters along the north-south
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axis and 150 meters along the east-west lines. The artifact assemblage
consisted of 6 biface thinning flakes, 12 flake fragments, 1 chert
chunk, 1 unknown hafted biface tip fragment and 15 ceramic sherds.
The ceramic surface treatments included 1 bold cordmarked and
14 fine cross cordmarked sherds. These diagnostic sherds indicate
a temporal designation for 38BR77 as the Middle to Late Woodland,
or Wilmington phases. The hafted biface was not intact enough to
ascertain its typological designation.
Functional interpretations for 38BR77 (Table 4) are based on
the artifact assemblage diversity and site location. When considering
both criteria, 38BR77 appears to represent a base camp situation.
The whole flake debitage sizes fall into 2 categories, small and large
(See Appendix E), suggestive of resharpening and biface manufacturing
activities. The ceramic debris and the location within the mesic
terrace zone (Zone II) also support the base camp hypothesis.
During the 1984 survey this site was revisited, at which time
an extensive and intensive search of the surface area failed to produce
any artifacts. Apparently, the collections and testing of the 2
previous surveys had exhausted the artifact potential of this site.
Additionally, the pre-SRP agricultural and present-day pine plantation
activities have obliterated the site's integrity. Therefore it is
recommended that this site not be considered eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places; the research potential of 38BR77 has
been fulfilled by the testing conducted to date.
38BR78
38BR78, a very light, prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter,
is located on a ridge edge rising approximately 40' in elevation above
Pen Branch (Figure 5). The site area slopes along the ridge at a
5% grade towards the northwest. Topographically, the landform is
located on the 190' contour line, well within the potential impact
area (Figure 9). The extant vegetation in the site area is a mixture
of hardwoods and pines. Pen Branch, the nearest permanent water source,
is located approximately 200 meters to the west of 38BR78. The
predominant soil type is of the moderately drained Vaucluse and Blaney
soils described by Aydellott (n.d.: 6) as gray sand over a pale brown
sand underlain by yellowish-brown sandy clay loam. In this case,
the topsoils have eroded away, leaving the yellowish-brown sandy clay
loam with numerous rocks. Aydellott (n.d.: 6) asserts that "windthrow"
is a common problem with this soil type when allowed to lie fallow,
which is apparently what has occurred at this location.
38BR78 was discovered during pedestrian surveys conducted in
1975 by personnel from the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology
and Anthropology. The surface scatter determined the site limits
as 33 meters northwest/southeast by 13 meters northeast/southwest.
A return to the area during a 1982 survey failed to produce any
artifacts. It is apparent from this extensive search that the site
has been obliterated by the same erosive processes as described above.
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It is important to note, though, that the artifacts and
environmental data collected in 1975 allow an interpretation of site
function and its temporal designation. The artifact assemblage consists
of 1 broken, chert flake core, 1 chert cortical flake, and 2 simple
stamped sherds, indicating a temporal designation of this site as
Early Woodland.
Functionally, this site appears to represent the temporary,
specialized, extractive sites (See Table 4). The scarcity and lack
of diversity within the artifact assemblage are indicative of an
extractive camp. The location of 38BR78 on the fringes of the mesic
terrace (Zone II) and the sandy uplands establish this site as an
example of the manifestation of an extractive camp subsumed within
a logistical mobility strategy (Binford 1980).
However, an alternate explanation for the function of 38BR78
could be that through erosive processes the upper artifact-bearing
soils have been lost. It is imperative that similar sites be studied
in order to further define hunter-gatherer settlement/subsistence
models. Therefore, it is recommended that this site not be considered
eligible for the National Register.
38BR96
38BR96 is a light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter with
18th, 19th and 20th century debris in association. The site is located
on a ridge side slope located to the west of Pen Branch just below
the junction of Pen Branch and Indian Grave Branch (Figure 5). Rising
approximately 20 1 in elevation above the Pen Branch bottomlands, the
landform is located on the ISO' contour line. The landform slopes
towards the east at a 6% grade. The predominant. soil type in this
locale is the Vaucluse and Blaney variety consisting of gray sand
over light brown sand underlain by yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 6). Mixed hardwoods and pines are the predominant
vegetation located eastward into the bottomlands. In the upper, drier
elevations, the area has, within the last year or two been planted
in pines. Approximately 100 meters to the east is Pen Branch, the
nearest permanent water source.
Originally located through an isolated find of an undecorated,
sand-tempered sherd during the 1974/75 Savannah River Plant Survey,
38BR96 was revisited in 1982 in order to conduct subsurface testing.
Only 2 of the 17 postholes produced any artifacts; they were a metal
fragment and a piece of whiteware. A second surface collection was
done at the time and a scatter of prehistoric and historic artifacts
were found scattered over an area defined as 100 meters north/ south
by 100 meters east/west.
The prehistoric artifacts, none of which were found subsurficially,
consisted of 6 biface thinning flake fragments, 2 unknown other bifaces,
2 utilized flakes and, as noted above, 1 undecorated sand-tempered
sherd. The scarcity of artifacts and the lack of assemblage diversity
imply that this site was probably an extractive camp utilizing a
specific resource in this locale.
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Historically, the artifacts suggest an 18th through 20th century
occupation in this area. The artifacts consisted of 4 pieces of dark
green wine bottle glass, 8 pieces of modern glass, 2 pipe stems, 391
grams of brick, 9 pearlware, 3 alkaline glazed stoneware, 1 creamware,
1 white salt-glazed stoneware, 4 decorated whiteware, 26 plain whiteware
and 1 piece of modern stoneware. The historic remains suggest that
a dwelling had existed in this area at one time. No additional surface
or subsurface remains were found.
It is apparent from the surface and subsurface testing that
pre-1950s agricultural practices and present day pine plantation
activities have resulted in the lack of integrity at this site.
Clearcutting, plowing and the land lying fallow at times have caused
sheet-wash and air driven erosion, thus eroding away the site remnants.
The information collected from 38BR96 appears to complete its research
potential. Therefore, it is recommended that this site not be
considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR97
38BR97, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace edge adjacent to the western side of Pen Branch (Figure
7). The site is situated approximately 100 meters south of the
confluence of Pen Branch and Indian Grave Branch (Figure 5). The
landform associated with this site is situated on the 150' contour
rising approximately 30' in elevation above Pen Branch and its
floodplain. The site proper slopes at a 5% grade towards the northeast.
The predominant soil type found in this locale is the Orangeburg and
Red Bay type soils consisting of very dark brown loamy sand over brown
to reddish-brown sand underlain by a red sandy clay loam (Aydellott
n.d.: 17). The extant vegetation in this locale changes from an
immature pine plantation in the western portion to the mixed hardwoods
and pines into bottomlands vegetation toward the eastern portion of
38BR97. A very steep drop occurs at the terrace edge just 20 meters
to the east of the site proper (Figure 10). Pen Branch is located
at the bottom of this drop approximately 100 meters to the east and
is the nearest permanent water source.
Originally located during the 1974/1975 Savannah River Plant
pedestrian survey, this site was revisited in 1982 and during the
1984 survey and testing program. Surface scatters located during
all three visits consisted of 55 flakes, fragments and chunks, 4
utilized flakes, 1 unknown type other biface, 1 hammerstone, 1
undecorated, 3 simple stamped, 1 simple stamped/ linear check stamped,
3 linear check stamped, 1 fine check stamped, 4 bold cordmarked and
2 eroded sand-tempered sherds. In 1984, subsurface testing was
conducted along systematic shovel test lines (Figure 10). A total
of 10 shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 em below ground surface
with a light scatter of lithics and ceramics occuring in 4 of these
tests. The subsurface artifact assemblage consisted of 15 flakes,
fragments and chunks, 2 pieces fire-cracked rock, 1 bold cordmarked
and 3 eroded sand-tempered sherds. The surface and subsurface ~catter
established the site limits as approximately 40 meters north/south
and 40 meters east/west. The shovel test determined that cultural
deposits occurred to a depth of 50 em below ground surface.
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The temporal designation for 38BR97, as suggested by the diagnostic
ceramics, is established as Early, Middle to Late Woodland. To date,
no diagnostic lithic artifacts have been found at this site.
Functionally, the artifact assemblage diversity suggests that 38BR97
was probably a base camp or habitation site (Table 4). The placement
of this site at the edge between the uplands (Zone I) and the mesic
terraces (Zone II) of Pen Branch provided an excellent opportunity
to exploit the resources of both zones and allowed relatively easy
access to the bottomlands of Pen Branch (Zone III).
It is recommended that more testing be conducted at this site
in order to further define the Woodland components both temporally
and functionally. In addition, areas down the slope into the
bottomlands should be tested to determine if there is any archaeological
evidence of the probable utilization of this zone by the groups
inhabiting the area. Furthermore, controlled excavations in this
area could define diachronic studies of settlement/subsistence
strategies of the Woodland period. The research potential of this
site establishes 38BR97 as possibly eligible for the National Register.
38BR98
38BR98 is a light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located
on a ridgeside slope on the eastern side of the southern portion of
Pen Branch (Figures 5 and 1). The landform is located on the 170'
contour rising approximately 30' in elevation above Pen Branch and
associated bottomlands. The site locale slopes at a 7% grade toward
the south and west. The predominant soil types found in this locale
is of the Lucy and Wagram variety. Described as dark gray sand over
a brownish-yellow sand underlain by a reddish-brown sandy clay loam,
this variety occurs on "high undulating ridges and side slopes"
(Aydellott n.d.: 22). The extant vegetation consists of a pine
plantation with 15 year old pines toward the eastern portion of the
site with mixed hardwoods and pines toward the west and Pen Branch
bottomlands. Pen Branch, located 100 meters to the west of the 38BR98,
is the nearest permanent water source.
Originally located during a 1974/1975 survey of the Savannah
River Plant, 38BR98 has been visited twice since. All three times
surface collections were conducted revealing a light lithic and ceramic
scatter. In 1984, systematic subsurface testing was conducted along
four test lines (Figure 13). Surface and subsurface indications suggest
the site size as 50 meters north/south by 25 meters east/west. Ten
shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 cm below ground surface
with only 3 test holes revealing any artifacts. In all, the artifacts
consisted of 35 flakes and flake fragments, and 1 plain and 1 bold
check stamped sand-tempered sherds. The tentative temporal designation
for 38BR98 is of the Early Woodland period. The reason this designation
is tentative is because it is based on only two ceramic sherds. Further
testing at this site should help to better establish the chronological
placement of 38BR98.
Functionally, the
indicates a temporary,
light scatter
extractive camp.
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and lack of specific tools
The location of 38BR98, near
Figure 11 38BR98 general site photograph
Figure 12 38BR280 photograph indicates chimney base and
brick footing
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38BR97 but on the eastern side of Pen Branch, suggests a possible
link between these two sites as part of the settlement/subsistence
strategy of the Early Woodland. Also, a comparison can be made between
the two sites and their respective relationship to the environmental
zones in which they are located. It is for these reasons that it
is recommended that 38BR98 be considered possibly eligible for the
National Register.
38BR99
38BR99 is a light, prehistoric lithic scatter located on a ridge
slope south of the eastern branch of Pen Branch (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform on which the site is located is on the
190' contour line, r1s1ng approximately 30 feet in elevation above
Pen Branch. The site locale has a slope of 8% grading towards the
northwest. The predominant soil type found in this locale is of the
Blaney, Vaucluse, Orangeburg, Lucy and Troup soils. Aydellott (n.d.:
26) describes these soils as "variable, usually occurring as narrow
horizontal strips in no regular sequence. Texture ranges from sands
to clays within short distances." A visual inspection of the site
locale revealed an orange sand within a powerline right-of-way off
of SRP Road B-3. The immediate vicinity is cleared, with grasses
and shrubs growing. Toward the north and the east of the site area
is a mixed hardwood and pine forest. It is apparent that this mixed
forest would extend into the site locale if clear-cutting activities
were not conducted to keep the powerline right-of-way and road clear.
The nearest permanent water source is Pen Branch, located approximately
175 meters to the north.
38BR99 was originally located in 1975 as a lithic scatter eroding
along the roadcut for SRP Road B-3. An additional surface collection
was conducted in 1982 with more lithic flakes and fragments found.
The site size, determined by the surface scatter, is approximately
40 meters north/south by 15 meters east/west. No diagnostic artifacts
were found; therefore, it is not possible to establish a temporal
designation other than as an unknown, prehistoric lithic scatter.
The lithic scatter consisted of 35 flakes and flake fragments, 1 chert
core and 1 utilized flake.
Functionally, the artifact assemblage suggests a temporary,
extractive camp. The core and flakes suggest limited tool manufacture
or maintenance which would occur during a hunting foray into the sandy
uplands (Zone I).
Erosion, the result of clear cutting and road and right-of-way
maintenance has obliterated any subsurface integrity of 38BR99.
Apparently, the information collected from this site to date fulfills
the site's research potential. Therefore, it is recommended that
38BR99 not be considered eligible for the National Register.
,38BRlOO
38BRlOO is on a ridge slope located on the northern side of the
eastern branch of Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically, the
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landform is on the 200' contour, n.s~ng 50' in elevation above Pen
Branch. The site locale has a 6% slope grading towards the southeast.
The predominant soil type is of the Mascotte sand variety, consisting
of very dark gray sand over gray sand underlain by "a dark brown brittle
organic pan" (Ayde11ott n.d.: 8). The site is located on the northern
edge of a three acre borrow pit, where the extant vegetation consists
of grasses and small shrubs. To the north of the site is a 25 year
old pine plantation. The nearest permanent water source is located
approximately 200 meters to the north/northeast.
38BR100 was originally located in 1975 as a light lithic scatter
eroding out of the northern ridge of a borrow pit. In 1982, the site
was revisited for further testing, which consisted of an additional
surface collection and random rake testing. The rake tests were all
negative, while the surface collections resulted in the collection
of 13 flakes and flake fragments, 1 unknown other biface, and 1 utilized
flake. The scatter and rake tests established the site limits as
70 meters east/west by 10 meters north/south. No diagnostic artifacts
were found. Therefore, 38BR100 is considered a prehistoric lithic
scatter with a non-definitive temporal designation.
Located in the sandy uplands (Zone I) and bearing a scarcity
of artifacts, 38BR100 is defined as a temporary, extractive camp.
The flake fragments and 2 defined tools (other biface and utilized
flake) suggest limited extractive activities, possibly a hunting foray.
Borrowing activities and the resulting sheet erosion has
obliterated any subsurface integrity of 38BR100. The information
collected from this site appears to fulfill its research potential
for settlement/subsistence strategies studies. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that 38BR100 not be considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR280
38BR280 is what remains of one collection of structures associated
with the Ashley Plantation (Figure 12). A 1951 aerial photograph
shows a cluster of structures just off a dirt farm road (Figure 14).
This site is located on a terrace rising approximately 60' in elevation
above Pen Branch. Topographically, the landform lies on the 200'
contour line, which falls within the impact area of the potential
cooling pond. The predominant soil type is of the Fugray and Wagram
variety consisting of dark gray sand over pale brown sand underlain
by yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 10). The site
is located in a mixed hardwood and pine forest with a 25 year old
pine plantation to the south and east of the site area. Pen Branch,
located approximately 600 meters to the east of the site, is the nearest
permanent water source.
This site was originally located during a 1979 general survey
of the Ashley Plantation area. Foundation pilings and 19th to 20th
century historic debris of ceramics, glass, nails, and tin cans were
noted at that time. In 1984, a return visit revealed other features
of a brick-lined well, a possible privy and a possible earthen
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smokehouse. Subsurface testing was also conducted at this time
consisting of 13 systematic shovel tests dug to approximately 50 cm
below ground surface. A light historic scatter of late 19th to 20th
century ceramics, glass and nails, was noted in 4 of the 9 shovel
tests. The site size was determined as 75 meters north/south by 105
meters east/west.
Functionally, 38BR280 appears to represent a domestic occupation,
possibly a tenant residence, rather than farm sheds. The integrity
of the site and features (Figure 15) appear to be excellent and would
provide ethnobotanical information concerning the subsistence of the
inhabitants of the Ashley Plantation. Important questions and answers
can be generated from this site concerning pre- and post-Civil War
plantation dwellers in the Central Savannah River area, in particular,
and in the southeas t, in general. Therefore, it is recommended that
38BR380 be considered eligible for the National Register because of
its research potential.
38BR282
38BR282 is another area of structural remains associated with
the Ashley Plantation (Figures 14). A 1951 aerial photograph shows
a cluster of structures located just off a dirt farm road (Figure
16). The site is located on a terrace rising approximately 90' in
elevation above Pen Branch. The landform is on the 180' - 190' contour
lines, well within the impact area of the potential cooling pond.
The site locale has a gentle slope of 1% graded towards the northwest.
The predominant soil type is of the Blaney, Vaucluse, Orangeburg,
Lucy and Troup variety which Aydellott (n.d.: 26) describes as
"variable, usually occurring as narrow horizontal strips in no regular
sequence. Textures range from sands to clays within short distances."
Subsurface testing in this area revealed the soils as a dark gray
brown sand over an orange brown sand. The extant vegetation in the
area is a mixed hardwood and pine forest on the fringe of a 25 year
old pine plantation. The nearest permanent water source, Pen Branch,
is located approximately 300 meters to the north.
38BR282 was located during the 1979 general survey of the Ashley
Plantation area. Brick foundation remnants and brick piles were noted
and 19th 20th century debris of ceramics, glass, nails, and tin
cans were collected at that time. In 1984, a return visit was made
in order to conduct subsurface testing. Seventeen systematic shovel
tests were dug to approximately 70 cm below ground surface. The site
size was established as 70 meters north/south by 70 meters east/west.
Fourteen of the 17 shovel tests produced 19th - 20th century debris
of ceramics, glass, nails and metal fragments. A prehistoric component
was found during the subsurface testing. Prehistoric flakes and
fragments and sand-tempered sherds were found in 13 shovel tests.
The southeastern shovel test line (Provenience 6X) had chert flakes
in 4 shovel tests with the only historic artifacts being small pieces
of brick in hole iF!, Provenience 6X (Figure 16). There is either
a meaningful prehistoric component present at 38BR282, or a prehistoric
component resultant from historic occupants' collection of artifacts.
Initial indications from the buried context of the prehistoric artifacts
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suggest a separate prehistoric component; further testing would help
confirm this identification.
Temporally, the prehistoric component is determined to be from
the Early and Middle Woodland. This is suggested by the surface
treatments of the prehistoric sherds. The surface treatments were
represented by 1 plain, 3 simple stamped, 1 crossed simple stamped,
and 9 linear check/simple stamped sand-tempered sherds.
Functionally, the prehistoric component is tentatively identified
as a habitation or base camp. The artifact assemblage diversity would
suggest various activities which would be associated with a base camp,
but further testing would need to be conducted to properly evaluate
this hypothesis. Also, this site is on the fringe of Zones I and
II (sandy uplands and mesic terraces) and would provide an excellent
data base for the study of settlement/subsistence strategies of the
Early to Middle Woodland.
Historically, this site adds an important element to the study
of plantation life in the Central Savannah River area. Subsurface
integrity appears to be excellent and it is very possible that
subsurface historic features could be located during more intensive
and extensive testing.
In sumrrary, both the prehistoric and historic components of 38BR282
should be considered eligible for the National Register~ Further
testing would define the prehistoric component and its function within
the potential settlement/subsistence model, and the historic component
would add to the understanding of plantation subsistence.
38BR289
38BR289 is a historic mill dam with no apparent miller's house
in association (Figures 17 and 19). It is located just south of the
junction of two major branches of Four Mile Creek (Figure 5). The
rema1n1ng earthen structure extends from the bottom1ands into the
creek at the 150' contour. Physically, the earthen structure is in
three remaining portions. The first portion of the western bank extends
for 7.5 meters with a basal width of 10.5 meters and a top measurement
of 6.2 meters. The second portion extends to Four Mile Creek an
additional 55 meters with a similar basal and top measurement. The
final portion is on the other side of the creek. It is a remnant
only 3 meters long with the same basal and top measurements. There
is a dirt access road and borrow area 15 meters to the northwest of
the site. These appear to have been associated with the dam.
This dam has been identified as Bush I s Mill, located on the map
in the 1825 Mills Atlas (Figure 1). No further information is known
about 38BR289 (Bush's Mill) and it is recommended that more extensive
historical research be conducted in order to better define the role
of this mill in the 19th 20th century economy of the region, in
order to establish possible eligibility for inclusion into the National
Register of Historic Places.
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Figure 17 38BR289 general site photograph
Figure 18 38BR292 general site photograph
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38BR292
38BR292 is a historic mill dam with no apparent miller's house
in association (Figure 18). It is located on Four Mile Creek, south
of 38BR289 (Figure 1). The remaining earthen structures extend from
the bottomlands into the western banks of the creek at the 140' -150'
contour. Physically, the dam measures 73 meters in length with a
basal measurement of 8.7 meters and a top measurement of 3.2 meters.
There is no evidence of the dam remaining on the eastern side of Four
Mile Creek. There is an old road remnant and borrow pit associated
with the remaining earthen structure. They are located approximately
30 meters to the north of the dam (Figure 20).
According to the 1825 Mills Atlas, this dam, called Pettis Mill,
was in operation in the early 19th century (Figure 1). No further
information has been found in historical documents examined to date.
Detailed documentary research should be undertaken in order to further
evaluate the mill and to place it into the economic structure of
the area in the 19th and 20th centuries. It is recommended that 38BR292
is eligible for inclusion into the National Register of Historic Places.
38BR297
38BR297, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a ridgenose on the eastern side of Four Mile Creek (Figure 5 and
21). The ridgenose lies on the 190 I contour, within the impact area
of the potential cooling pond. The landform has a slope of 10% grade
toward the squth and southwest, rising approximately 40' in elevation
above Four Mile Creek. The predominant soil type is of the Vaucluse
and Blaney variety consisting of gray sand over tan sand underlain
by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 6). Presently,
the site is located along the edge of a clear cut with pines and mixed
hardwoods to the south and southeast of the site. The nearest permanent
water source, an unnamed rank 1 stream, is located approximately 150
meters towards the north.
Originally located in 1979 during a survey of the Four Mile Creek
area, this site was found as a surface scatter in a clear cut. In
1984, a crew returned to further test 38BR297 both by surface
evaluations and subsurface testing. Twenty-two systematic shovel
tests were dug to about 60 em below ground surface. In addition,
a 1 by 1 meter unit (Provenience 6, Figure 23) was excavated in 10-cm
levels to 60 em below ground surface. The surface and subsurface
remains indicate a site size of approximately 130 meters
northwest/southeast by 50 meters northeast/southwest. The artifact
assemblage consisted of 158 flakes, fragments and chunks, 2 pieces
of fire-cracked rock, 1 utilized flake, 5 plain, 5 simple stamped,
1 incised and 1 eroded sand-tempered sherd, and 1 plain fiber-tempered
sherd. Temporally, 38BR297 appears to represent the Late Archaic
through the Late Woodland periods.
Functionally, the artifact assemblage indicates a limited activity
site utilized sporadically. The location of the site on the fringe
between the sandy uplands (Zone I) and the mesic terraces (Zones II)
73
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Figure 21 38BR297 general site photograph
Figure 22 38BR299 general site photograph
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of Four Mile Creek suggests an opportune, possibly seasonal, utilization
of resources located nearby.
Further study is needed at 38BR297 to further understand its
function within the settlement/subsistence strategy of the Archaic
and Woodland periods. Examination of the transition from the
fiber-tempered sherds of the Archaic groups to the sand-tempered of
the Woodland would establish this site as an invaluable tool in the
study of changing technology. Furthermore, both the subsurface testing
and excavated unit indicate discrete activity loci occurring on this
site. Further intensive and extensive testing is required to further
evaluate these research areas. Therefore, it is recommended that
38BR297 be considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR298
38BR298 is a light prehistoric lithic scatter with a very light
historic ceramic scatter in association. The site is located on a
ridgenose approximately 300 meters northwest of 38BR297 (Figure 5).
The landform is on the 180 I -190' contour, rising approximately 45 I
in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The site locale slopes at an
approximately 10% grade toward the northwest. The predominant soil
type is of the Vaucluse and Blandey variety consisting of gray sand
over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 6). The extant vegetation in the site locale is
a young (5 year old) pine plantation. Toward the north and west are
a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Located 200 meters to the west
is the nearest permanent water source, Four Mile Creek.
This site was originally located during a general survey of Four
Mile Creek conducted in 1979. A light lithic surface scatter was
found which consisted of 6 flakes and flake fragments. Also found
during the surface collection was 1 piece of whiteware and 1 piece
of alkaline glazed stoneware. The scatter occurred over a 100 meter
north/south by 75 meters east/west area. The clear-cut activities
have caused the sheet erosion of artifacts and there is no apparent
subsurface integrity.
The artifact assemblage suggests a limited activity, extractive
camp of an unknown prehistoric period. No prehistoric diagnostic
artifacts were found. The historic component is probably the result
of 20th century roadside trash disposal. The research potential of
this site is limited and the data extracted to date appears to be
its full extent. Therefore, it is recommended that 38BR298 not be
considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR299
38BR299 is a multicomponent lithic and ceramic scatter located
on a ridgenose on the eastern side of Four Mile Creek (Figures 5 and
22). The landform is on the 200 I contour rising approximately 55 I
in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The site locale slopes
approximately 5-10% graded towards the west. The predominant soil
type is of the Vaucluse, Blaney variety consisting of gray sand over
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light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 6). The site is situated on the fringe of a natural
mixed hardwood and pine forest and a young (5 year old) pine plantation.
Located approximately 75 meters to the south is the nearest permanent
water source, an unnamed Rank 1 stream.
38BR299 was originally located during a 1979 general survey of
Four Mile Creek. A surface collection was conducted at the time and
revealed a dense concentration of surficial artifacts indicating high
potential for subsurface finds. In 1980, the site was revisited in
order to conduct subsurface testing in order to evaluate the subsurface
extent and integrity of this site. A total of 20 systematic post
holes were dug to approximately 60 cm below ground surface (Figure
24). Of these 20 post holes, 9 produced concentrated scatters of
artifacts. Multiple 1 by 1 meter units were excavated by l5-cm levels.
These excavation units established that the site depth is approximately
to 40 em below ground surface. Site limits were also established
as 150 meters north/south by 150 meters east/west.
The artifact assemblage consisted of over 200 flakes, flake
fragments and chunks, 8 unidentified other bifaces, 3 unifaces, 6
utilized flakes, 1 Kirk tip fragment, 3 Savannah River, 2 Thelma,
1 small triangular, 2 small stemmed, and 2 unidentified hafted biface
types, 1 hammers tone, 1 abrader and 145 sand-tempered ceramic sherds.
The diagnostic surface treatments included 97 plain, 16 simple stamped,
3 crossed simple stamped, 2 linear check stamped, 2 fine cordmarked,
3 incised, and 1 curvilinear complicated stamped sherds.
Temporally, the diagnostic lithics and ceramic surface treatments
reveal a multi-component site ranging from the Middle Archaic through
the Mississippian periods which establishes 38BR299 as having very
high research potential regarding diachronic studies of
settlement/subsistence change and technological developments.
The artifact assemblage diversity and the site's location within
the mesic terraces (Zone II) establishes the site function as a
stratified habitation site. Further testing and data analysis will
lead to a better understanding of this site's placement within
settlement/subsistence strategy models and how its function within
that model changes through time. Therefore, it is recommended that
this site be considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR30S
38BR305 is a historic mill dam located on the eastern branch
of Pen Branch (Figures,S and 25). The remaining earthern structure
has two spillways with the main channel being part of Pen Branch and
the second channel in evidence by a dry, silted channel (Figure 27).
There is a small earthern mound measuring 10 meters in width on the
eastern bank of Pen Branch. On the western side are the two major
portions of the rema1n1ng structure. Both have basal measurements
of 12 meters and top measurements of 8 meters. The longest section
measures 12 meters in length, with the second measuring 8 meters.
Present in the main channel (Pen Branch) are numerous boulders and
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Figure 25 38BR305 example of wooden gate device extracted
from Pen Branch stream bed
Figure 26 38BR3l0 general site photograph
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lumber pieces. To the east of the mill are two related features,
a dirtroad remnant and a borrow pit.
This dam was not noted on the map in the 1825 Mills Atlas (Figure
1) and there is no evidence of the mill in other historical documents.
It is possible this mill was not considered important enough to be
included in these documents. It is also possible that Burges' Mill
is improperly located on Mills Atlas and that 38BR305 may, in fact,
be Burges' Mill. Extensive documentary historical research is needed
in order to establish the role of 38BR305 in the economy of the region.
The presence of wooden structural members indicates that this mill's
integrity, unlike other 19th-century mills on the Savannah River Plant,
is very good and has not been disturbed by thermal effluent. It is
recommended that 38BR305 is eligible for inclusion into the National
Register of Historic Places.
38BR3l0
38BR3l0 is a historic ceramic scatter with structural remains
and a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter (Figure 26). The site
transects the upper sandy uplands (Zone I) into the lower mesic terraces
(Zone II) along the eastern side of the northwestern branch of Indian
Grave (Figure 5). Topographically, the site locale cuts across the
contour lines ranging from 190' to 220' a.m.s.l., rising from 40'
to 70 I in elevation above Indian Grave. The prehistoric component
of this site is in the area of impact for the potential cooling ponds,
while the historic component is out of the impact area located on
the 220' contour. Therefore, for the purpose of this report, only
the prehistoric component site description follows.
As stated above, the prehistoric component is located. along a
terrace edge rising approximately 40' in elevation above Indian Grave.
The predominant soil type is of the Dotham and Norfolk variety
consisting of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain by
yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site locale
is on the fringe of a clear-cut extending into a mixed hardwood and
pine forest. The nearest permanent water source, Indian Grave, is
located approximately 75 meters to the west.
The site was originally located in 1982 as a 20th century historic
structure with 20th-century debris of ceramics, glass and nails (Figure
28). Prehistoric lithics and ceramics were found scattered in the
area. In 1984, systematic shovel tests were dug in order to better
define the prehistoric and historic site limits. The prehistoric
locus was tested with 6 shovel tests, 2 of which produced a light
lithic and ceramic scatter. The prehistoric artifact assemblage,
found to a depth of 60 em below ground surface consisted of 18 flakes
and flake fragments, 1 piece of fire-cracked rock, 1 chert preform,
1 small triangular and 1 unknown type hafted biface, 1 uniface, 1
utilized flake, 5 plain, 1 simple stamped, and 1 bold check stamped
sand-tempered sherds. The diagnostic artifacts suggest an Early to
Middle Woodland occupation of this site. The entire site size was
established as 160 meters east/west by 30 meters north/south.
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The limited artifact density and somewhat limited diversity of
artifacts suggests that this site functioned as a limited-activity
location. The fact that the site transects two zones (the mesic terrace
and sandy uplands) lends itself to the further definement of
settlement/subsistence strategies of the Early to Middle Woodland
periods (Figure 28). It is important to continue testing the
prehistoric component of 38BR310 in order to better understand its
position in the settlement/subsistence strategy model. Therefore,
it is recommended that this site be considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR316
38BR3l6 is a very light prehistoric lithic scatter located on
a terrace edge lying on the western side of the northern portion of
Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is along the
170'-180' contour, r~s~ng approximately 20' in elevation above Pen
Branch. The site locale slopes at a 15% grade towards the southeast.
The predominant soil type is of the Orangeburg, terrace phase variety,
consisting of very dark brown loamy sand over light brown sand underlain
by red sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 18). The site is situated
just to the north of SRP Road B in a 15-20 year old pine plantation.
Pen Branch, located approximately 30 meters to the east, is the nearest
permanent water source.
The site was located in 1982 when two flakes fragments were
collected from along the northern embankment of SRP Road B. Further
testing, consisting of four systematic shovel tests, produced no further
artifacts in the area. Apparently the flakes were brought in during
road construction or, possibly, the site was destroyed by agricultural
practices and road construction. No further work is recommended for
this site and it should not be considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR3l8
38BR3l8 is a multi-component, prehistoric lithic and ceramic
scatter located along the northern terrace at the junction of Pen
Branch and Indian Grave (Figures 5 and 29). Topographically, the
landform is on the 140' to 160' contours, rising from 20' to 30' in
elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale slopes approximately
5% graded toward the south. The predominant soil type is Gunter sand
variety consisting of dark gray sand over a light yellowish-brown
sand gradually grading into a dark brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott
n.d.: 23). The extant vegetation in the area is a 25 year old pine
plantation grading into a natural mixed hardwood and pine forest.
At the southern and western edges of the site, bottomlands vegetation
consist of swamp grasses, bamboo and swamp oaks. Ten meters to the
south and west are the nearest permanent water source, Pen Branch
and Indian Grave.
In 1981, 38BR3l8 was located during a survey of Pen Branch.
Lithics and ceramics were found in a firebreak following the terrace
edge above Pen Branch and Indian Grave. A return visit in 1982 resulted
84
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in extensive post hole testing and the excavation of a 1 by 2 meter
unit in the southern portion of the site (Figure 31). The testing
established the site size as 140 meters north/south by 100 meters
east/west and site depth as 80 ern below ground surface on the hills lope
to 50 ern on the terrace.
The surface collection and testing produced over 600 flakes,
flake fragments and chunks, 1 chert core, 1 chert preform, 1 utilized
flake, over 200 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 2 hammers tones , 2 ground
stones, 2 Savannah River, 1 Yadkin, 1 small triangular and 4
unidentified type hafted bifaces, 79 sand-tempered and 2 fiber-tempered
ceramic sherds. The surface treatments were represented by 12 plain,
10 punctate, 5 simple stamped, 1 crossed simple stamped, 5 linear
check stamped, 2 bold and 2 fine check stamped, 10 bold and 3 fine
cordmarked sand-tempered and 2 plain fiber-tempered ceramic sherds.
The temporally diagnosti,c lithics and ceramics indicate activity
at this location from the Late Archaic through the Late Woodland
periods. Present are artifacts representing changing technologies
(e.g. fiber-tempered to sand-tempered sherds) and establish 38BR3l8
as a site with high research potential for evaluating the causes or
reasons for these shifts in technology.
Functionally, the artifact density and assemblage diversity
establishes this site as a habitation site or base camp utilizing
the resources of Zones II and III (mesic terrace and bottomlands of
Pen Branch). The testing an.d excavation units established discrete
loci of artifacts and buried features (a postmold and possible trashpit)
which, when better defined through more testing, would reveal a better
understanding of the intrasite variability in activity loci. Therefore,
it is recommended that this site be considered possibly eligible for
the National Register.
38BR3l9
38BR3l9 is a light prehistoric lithic scatter located on a terrace
edge of the northern portion of Pen Branch (Figure 5). The landform
lies on the 170' contour, rising approximately 40' in elevation above
Pen Branch. The site locale is relatively flat with a 1% slope grading
toward the south. The predomi.nant soil type is of the Lucy and Wagram
variety consisting of dark gray sand over yellowish-brown sand underlain
by a reddish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 22). The extant
vegetation at this locale is grasses and brush. Pen Branch, located
approximately 200 meters to the south, is the nearest permanent water
source.
Located in 1982, 38BR3l9 is located on the southern fringe of
a large, 2-3 acre borrow pit. Ten chert flake fragments and I
hammerstone were all the artifacts that were found eroding into the
borrow pit. Only a general statement about the temporal placement
of this site is possible. It i.s designated as an unknown prehistoric
lithic component. A functional designation for this site is somewhat
suspect considering the scarcity of artifacts and the intrusion of
borrowing activities. As it stands, the artifact assemblage and the
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location at the fringe of Zones I and II (sandy uplands and mesic
terrace) suggest a very limited-activity location. It is apparent
from the borrow pit evidence that this site has been destroyed.
Therefore, no further work is recommended for this site nor should
it be considered possibly eligible for the National Register.
38BR322
38BR322 is a prehistoric lithic scatter located on a ridges lope
adjacent to an unnamed Rank 1 branch of Indian Grave (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 190' contour, rising
approximately 40' in elevation above Indian Grave. The site locale
has a slope of 10% grading toward the southeast. The predominant
soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety consisting of dark
gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy
clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site is located on the fringe
of a clear cut and a mixed hardwood and pine forest. An unnamed rank
1 stream, located approximately 100 meters to the south, is the nearest
permanent water source.
The site was located in 1982 as a surface scatter in a clear
cut and a fireplow lane. The artifact assemblage consisted of over
100 flakes, flake fragments and chunks, and 2 utilized flakes. No
ceramics were found at this site. The temporal designation for 38BR322
can be established only as a prehistoric lithic scatter. Functionally,
the artifact assemblage establishes this site as a limited-activity
locus or extractive camp, possibly the result of a hunting and
butchering foray.
Clear-cutting activities in this area have caused sheet erosion
and have destroyed any subsurface integrity that 38BR322 may have
had. No further work is recommended at this site nor should it be
considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR323
38BR323 is a light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located
on a ridgenose just above the junction of Indian Grave and an unnamed
rank 1 stream (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the
200' contour, rising approximately 50' in elevation above Indian Grave.
The site locale has a slope of 5% grading toward the southwest. The
predominant soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety consisting
of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellow-brown
sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site is on the fringe of
a clear cut with mixed hardwoods and pines to the south and east.
The nearest permanent ~water source, Indian Grave, is approximately
60 meters to the south.
A surface scatter of lithics and 1 plain ceramic sherd were found
in the clear cut and fireplow lane indicating the site's location
in 1982. A return visit in 1984 resulted in a second surface collection
and subsurface testing. Six 'systematic shovel tests were dug to
approximately 60 cm below ground surface. Only 1 shovel test produced
any artifacts; this test yielded 1 biface thinning flake. The two
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surface collections produced 54 flakes, fragments and chunks, 2
unifaces, I utilized flake, and I plain sand-tempered sherd. The
testing indicated that there is no subsurface integrity to this site
and that the surface scatter is the result of sheet erosion in the
clear-cut area. The scatter was confined to an area of 60 meters
east/west by 80 meters north/south.
The only diagnostic ,artifact, a plain sand-tempered sherd,
establishes 38BR323 as an unknown Woodland site. Functionally, the
low artifact density and limited assemblage diversity suggest a
limited-activity locus. The location of this site at the junction
of Indian Grave and an unnamed rank 1 stream further establishes 38BR323
as an extractive camp relying on the resources of the terrace (Zone
II) and bottom1ands (Zone III).
Because of the lack of site integrity, the result of past
agriculture practices and pine plantation activities, it is recommended
that 38BR323 not be considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR335
38BR335 is a light prehistoric lithic scatter located on a terrace
edge rising above the northern portion of Pen Branch (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 170 I contour, rising
approximately 20' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale
is relatively flat with a 1% slope grading toward the southeast.
The predominant soil type is of the Gunter sand variety consisting
of dark gray sand over light yellow-brown sand grading into a dark
brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 23). The extant vegetation
consists of a pine upperstory and sparse mixed hardwood understory.
Pen Branch, located approximately 15 meters to the south, is the nearest
permanent water source.
In 1982 this site was located during a general survey of Pen
Branch. Subsurface testing produced 3 flake fragments and 1 chert
chunk in 2 of 8 systematic shovel tests. The tests were dug to
approximately 60 ern below ground surface, but the artifacts were found
down to 35 ern. Pine straw and leaf litter made surface visibility
poor except in small clear areas; no surface artifacts were found
in the clear areas. The subsurface scatter encompassed an area of
10 meters north/south by 10 meters east/west.
A specific temporal designation for 38BR335 is not possible except
as a prehistoric lithic scatter. Functionally, the light scatter
suggests limited extractive activities in a very restricted timeframe
and area. The site has produced very limited artifacts, but its
existence and location are important to the understanding of
settlement/subsistence strategies of hunter-gatherer groups who
inhabited these watersheds. It appears that the data extracted from
this site fulfills its research potential and more testing is not
recommended. Therefore, this site is not considered eligible for
the National Register.
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38BR339
38BR339 is a light prehistoric lithic scatter located on the
first terrace above the Pen Branch floodplain (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 180 I contour, rising
approximately 10' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale
is relatively flat with a 1% slope grading toward the east. The
predominant soil type is of the Johnson and O'Kenee variety consisting
of a dark "mucky loam" over dark gray sand underlain by a gray sandy
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 12). The area is disturbed by road construction
and borrow activities, but the extant vegetation toward the east is
in a forest of mixed hardwood and pine. Pen Branch, located 15 meters
to the east, is the nearest permanent water source.
During the 1981 general survey of Pen Branch, 38BR339 was
identified by a few broken flakes eroding along SRP Road 6-4.2. The
entire area in this location has been highly disturbed by a powerline
right-of-way and borrow activities for the road construction. As
a result, the entire site locale and its prehistoric lithic scatter
have been severely eroded by the activities described above, and no
further work is recommended for 38BR339. This site is not considered
eligible for the National Register.
38BR345
38BR345 is a multi-component prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter
located on a ridgetop situated between the two upper branches of Indian
Grave and Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically, this landform is
on the 210 I contour, rising approximatley 70' in elevation above Pen
Branch. The site locale has a gradual slope of 5% grading toward
the south. The predominant soil type found at this location is of
the Lucy and Wagram variety consisting of dark gray sand over a
brownish-yellow sand underlain by a reddish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 22). This xeric ridge supports a mixed hardwood
and pine forest. Pen Branch, the nearest permanent water source,
is located approximately 300 meters to the east.
A rake testing and surface survey located 38BR345 in 1982. The
patches of clear surface exposed by rake testing produced a light
scatter of ceramics. Three fabric impressed sand-tempered sherds
were located at that time. In 1984, another surface collection was
conducted. Additionally, 9 systematic shovel tests were dug to
approximately 50 ern below ground surface. More artifacts were found
during the second surface collection, but no artifacts were found
in the shovel tests. The site size was established as 60 meters
north/south by 65 meters east/west. The second surface collection
assemblage consisted of 32 flakes and flake fragments, 1 hafted biface,
3 plain, 4 simple stamped, 4 linear check stamped, 1 bold check stamped,
and 3 eroded sand-tempered sherds. Temporally, the diagnostic artifacts
establish 38BR345 as ranging from the Early to Late Woodland periods.
It is recommended that this site is not eligible for inclusion in
the National Register of Histori~ Places.
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38BR352
38BR352 is a prehistoric lithic scatter located on a terrace
adjacent to Pen Branch (Figures 5 and 30). Topographically, the
landform is on the 180' contour, rising approximately 40' in elevation
above Pen Branch. The site locale is fairly flat with a 1% slope
grading toward the north. The predominant soil type is of the Blaney,
Vaucluse, Orangeburg, Lucy and Troup variety which Aydellott (n.d.:
26) describes as "variable, usually occurring as narrow horizontal
strips in no regular sequence. Texture ranges from sands to clays
within short distances." An inspection of the soils during testing
revealed a brown sand over an orangish-brown sandy clay. The entire
site locale is in a clear cut; to the east are mixed hardwoods and
pines. Pen Branch, located approximately 20 meters to the north,
is the nearest permanent watl~r source. There is also im unnamed rank
1 stream juncturing with Pen Branch approximately 20 meters to the
west of 38BR352.
This site was originally located during a general survey of Pen
Branch in 1981. Testing consisted of random shovel tests, a 2 by
2 meter unit and surface collections (Figure 32). The site size was
determined to be 30 meters north/south by 35 meters east/west, with
a site depth of 35 cm below ground surface. The artifact assemblage
consisted of over 170 flakes, flake fragments and chunks, 2 pieces
of fire-cracked rock and 1 utilized flake. There are no temporally
diagnostic artifacts in this assemblage and, therefore, this site
has been designated as a prehistoric lithic scatter. The absence
of ceramics suggests an Archaic occupation, but this cannot be stated
definitively at this time. Further extensive and intensive testing
at a later date could provide data that is temporally sensitive.
Functionally, 38BR352 appears to have been a limited-activity
site, having access to both the mesic terraces (Zone II) and bottomlands
(Zone III) of Pen Branch. Of particular interest is the fact that
of all the lithics yielded by 38BR352, the majority (over 150 flakes
and fragments) was found in 1 shovel test (Provenience 5A, Figure
32). This locus could be the remains of a lithic manufacturing episode.
The debitage sizes range from large to small, indicating tool
manufacturing and/or retouching activity. Again, more testing is
required to further elaborate on these hypotheses.
It is therefore recommended that 38BR352 be considered eligible
for the National Register, because of its excellent research potential.
38BR353
38BR353 is a light prehistoric lithic scatter located on a ridgetop
south of the eastern branch of Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically,
the landform is on the 200' contour, rising approximately 60' in
elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale has a slight slope of
1% grading towards the north. The predominant soil type is of the
Blandy, Vaucluse, Orangeburg, Lucy and Troup variety which Aydellott
(n.d.: 26) describes as IIvar iable, usually occurring as narrow
horizontal strips in no regular sequence. Texture ranges
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from sands to clays within short distances." Clear-cut activities
and powerline right-of-way lnaintenance have cleared the vegetation,
except for grasses and weeds, in this area. Presumably this xeric
sandhill would have supported a scrub oak forest. The nearest permanent
water source, Pen Branch, is located approximately 200 meters to the
north.
This site was located in 1981 during a general survey of Pen
Branch One flake fragment and 1 hafted drill were found on the
surface. The artifacts were found in a discrete area measuring 2
meters north/south by 2 meters east/west. No temporally diagnostic
artifacts were found, but it is possible that this site, while lacking
ceramics, could be associatE~d with the Archaic period. It is not
possible to make a positive identification; therefore, 38BR353 is
defined as a prehistoric lithic scatter. The very light scatter
indicates a limited-activity locus utilizing the resources of the
xeric, sandy uplands (Zone I).
Past agriculture and clear-cut activities have caused severe
erosion at this location, resulting in a very indistinct site.
Therefore, this site is not considered eligible for the National
Register and no further work i.s recommended.
38BR355
38BR355 is a multi-component lithic and ceramic scatter located
on the western terrace of the Indian Grave branch of Pen Branch (Figure
5). Topographically, the terrace is on the 190' contour, r~s~ng
approximately 40' in elevation above Indian Grave. The site locale
has a slope of 2-5% grading; toward the east. The predominant soil
type is of the Vaucluse and Blaney variety consisting of gray sand
over light brown sand underl.ain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n. d. : 6). The site is located on the fringe of a clear
cut with mixed hardwoods and pines to the east of the site. The
permanent water source, Indian Grave, is located approximately 150
meters to the east.
This site was identified by a surface scatter during the 1981
general survey of Pen Branch. In addition to a surface collection,
17 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 50 cm below ground
surface. Artifacts were found in 7 of the shovel tests, occurring
in the top 15 cm of the tests. The artifact assemblage consisted
of the following: 42 flakes, flake fragments and chunks, 9 pieces
of fire-cracked rock, 1 chert preform, 2 Savannah River type, 1 Yadkin
type, 1 large triangular type hafted biface, 2 hammerstones, 13 plain,
12 simple stamped, 4 linear check stamped, 2 bold and 1 fine check
stamped, 12 bold and 1 fine cordmarked and 11 eroded sand-tempered
ceramic sherds. Temporally, the diagnostic lithics and ceramics
establish 38BR355 as encompassing the Late Archaic through the Late
Woodland components.
The artifact assemblage diversity and artifact density located
on a mesic terrace (Zone II) supports the hypothesis that 38BR355
was a long-term habitation site utilizing the resources of Zones I,
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II and III. Unfortunately, the erosion occurring in this locale has
obliterated the subsurface integrity of the site. Therefore, 38BR355
is not considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR357
38BR357 is a prehistoric: lithic and historic ceramic and glass
scatter located on the westE!rn terrace of the Indian Grave branch
of Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the
200' contour, rising approximately 60' in elevation above Indian Grave.
The site locale is flat with little or no slope. The predominant
soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety consisting of dark
gray sand over light brown s~md underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy
clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). To the west of the site is a clear
cut with grasses and weeds; a dirtroad cuts through the site, and
to the east is a mixed hardwood and pine forest. The permanent water
source, Indian Grave, is located approximately 100 meters to the east.
This site was located as a surface scatter in the road during
the 1982 general survey of Pen Branch. In addition to the surface
collection, 8 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 60
em below ground surface. A flake fragment and 1 piece of fire-cracked
rock were found in 1 of these tests. The surface scatter consisted
of 12 flakes and flake fragments, 2 unknown type other bifaces, 1
Savannah River and 1 Kirk type hafted biface fragments, and 1
hammerstone. The historic SC~ltter consisted of 1 piece of dark-green
wine bottle glass, 1 piece of creamware and 1 cartridge casing.
Prehistorically, 38BR357 is designated as an Early through Late Archaic
site. The historic debris suggests 18th and 20th century components.
Functionally, the prehi.storic component artifact assemblage
suggests a limited-activity locus, possibly hunting related activities,
along the terraces of Indian Grave (Zone II). The historic component,
possibly the remains of a domestic occupation, has been obliterated
by past agricultural activities, early SRP construction and present
pine plantation activities. All of these activities have destroyed
the integrity of 38BR357. Therefore, the information gained to date
appears to be the extent of the research potential at this site.
It is recommended that 38BR357 not be considered eligible for the
National Register.
38BR530
38BR530 isa light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located
on a ridge slope adjacent to the northern bank of Pen Branch (Figure
5). The landform is on the 150' contour, rising approximately 10'
in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale has a gradual slope
of 2-5% grading toward the south. The predominant soil type is of
the Gunter sand variety consisting of dark gray sand over light
yellowish-brown sand gradually grading into a dark brown sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 23). Th~ extant vegetation consists of a mixed
hardwood and pine forest, with bottomland vegetation to the south.
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The nearest permenant water source, Pen Branch, is located approximately
100 meters to the south.
This site was located via shovel testing during the 1984 survey
and testing of Pen Branch. There was no surface visibility and shovel
tests were used to test the area. A total of 17 systematic shovel
tests were dug to approximately 70 cm below ground surface. Four
of these tests produced a light lithic and ceramic scatter. The testing
revealed a site size of 70 meters north/south by 30 meters east/west.
The artifact assemblage consisted of 7 flakes and flake fragments
and 1 plain sand-tempered sherd. The only temporally diagnostic
artifact is the sherd, which indicates a Woodland occupation. The
plain surface treatment is found throughout the Woodland period,
however, and a more defined temporal designation is not possible.
The functional determination is based on the lack of artifact
assemblage diversity and low artifact density. 38BR530 appears to
have been a limited-activity locus, possibly a foraging location
utilizing the abundant resources of Zone II, the mesic terraces of
Pen Branch.
It is apparent from the subsurface testing that 38BR530 is a
very low density site. The data collected to date appear to fulfill
this site's research potential. Therefore, no further testing is
recommended for this site. 38BR530 is not considered eligible for
the National Register.
38BR531
38BR531 is a multi-component prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter
with a minor historic brick scatter in association (Figure 33). The
site is located on a ridge nose and side slope at the junction of
Pen Branch and an unnamed rank 1 stream (Figure 5). Topographically,
the landform is on the 170' contour, rising approximately 15' in
elevation above Pen Branch. The predominant soil type is of the Lucy
and Wagram variety consisting of dark gray sand over brownish-yellow
sand underlain by a reddish·-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.:
22). The site is in a bait field and forest of mixed hardwood and
pine. The permanent water source, Pen Branch, is locate 5 meters
to the east of the site.
This site was located by a surface inspection of the bait field
during the 1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. A substantial amount
of artifacts was found on the surface, and subsurface testing was
conducted to determine the subsurface integrity and site size. A
total of 59 shovel tests were dug to approximately 65-80 cm below
ground surface. Of these 59 tests, 46 produced artifacts. Additional
testing was conducted using excavation units, two 1 by 1 meter and
one 2 by 2 meter units, in order to establish stratigraphic integrity.
A high density of artifacts 11laS found in the northern portion of the
site and 3 post hole tests were used to better define the extent of
the concentration (Figure 35). The extensive and intensive testing
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Fiugre 33 38BR531 general site photograph
Figure 34 38BR532 general site photograph
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conducted at 38BR531 was essential to properly evaluate site size,
depth, integrity and content.
The site size was established as 200 meters north/south by 95
meters east/west with a depth of artifact-bearing soils to 80 em below
ground surface. The prehistoric lithic artifacts consisted of the
following: numerous flakes, flake fragments, chunks and pieces of
fire-cracked rock, 13 unifaces, 77 utilized flakes, 4 cores, 2 preforms
and 4 unknown type other b:ifaces, 5 drills, 1 Morrow Mountain, 6
Savannah River, 3 small triangular and 8 unknown type hafted bifaces,
1 mano, 5 hammerstones, 1 polished .stone, and a piece of worked
steatite. There were both fiber-tempered and sand-tempered sherds
found at 38BR531. The fiber-tempered sherds consisted of 3 plain,
1 linear and 3 irregular 1 punctate and 9 eroded sherds. Surface
treatments of the sand-tempered sherds consisted of 91 plain, 5
punctate, 19 simple stamped, 9 crossed simple stamped, 3 linear
check/simple stamped, 26 linear checked, 16 bold and 9 fine check
stamped, 47 bold and 20 fin.e cordmarked, 4 fine cross cordmarked,
8 incised, 7 fabric impressed and 115 eroded sherds.
The temporally diagnostic lithic and ceramic artifacts establish
38BR531 as a multi-component site, ranging in age from the Middle
to Late Archaic through the Late Woodland periods. Furthermore, the
excavation units determined that the subsurface integrity is very
good at this site and establishes 38BR531 as a stratified site. This
is an important aspect in the study of chronological developments
and technological change (i.e., fiber-tempered to sand-tempered sherds)
within the Archaic and Woodland periods.
Functionally, 38BR531 is determined to be a habitation site
utilized, possibly continuously, throughout the Archaic and Woodland
periods. Evidence of artifact densities and limited faunal preservation
suggest that intrasite activity loci and buried features may be
established with more intensive shovel testing in conjunction with
block excavations in appropriate areas of the site. Furthermore,
the evidence gained from the potential testing strategy would be
invaluable in understanding the settlement/subsistence strategies
of the hunter-gatherer occuping this locale and vicinity.
To summarize, this stratified, multi-component site has tremendous
research potential in studies of chronological and technological
developments and settlement/subsistence strategies of the Middle Archaic
through Late Woodland periods. Therefore, it is recommended that
38BR531 be considered possibly eligible for the National Register.
38BR532
38BR532 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located on
a ridgenose adjacent to the western side of the northern branch of
Pen Branch (Figure 5 and 34). The landform is on the 180' contour,
rising 20-30' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale has
a gentle slope of 2% grading toward the east/northeast. The predominant
soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety consisting of dark
gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy
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clay loam (Ayde11ott n.d.:
mixed hardwoods and pines
holly, and swamp grasses to
water source, is located 40
9). The extant vegetation consists of
with bottomland vegetation of swamp oak,
the east. Pen Branch, the nearest permanent
meters to the east.
Shovel testing during the 1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch
identified this site as a light lithic and ceramic scatter. A total
of 21 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 cm below
ground surface. Only five of these shovel tests produced any artifacts.
Site size was established as 40 meters north/south by 25 meters
east/west (Figure 36). In addition to the shovel tests, a 1 by 1
meter excavation unit was dug in 10-cm levels in order to determine
site depth and integrity. Site depth was determined to be 60 cm and
subsurface integrity appears intact.
The total artifact assemblage consisted of 29 flakes, flake
fragments and chunks, 24 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 1 preform, 1
plain, 1 simple stamped and 1 eroded sand-tempered sherd. The
temporally diagnostic surface treatments establish 38BR532 as an Early
Woodland site. Functionally, the limited site extent and low artifact
assemblage diversity and density suggest that this site was a
limited-activity locus or a short-term camp. The site location is
highly appropriate for utilizing the varied resources of the mesic
terrace and bottom1ands of Pen Branch (Le., Zones II and III).
It is recommended that more intensive testing be conducted at
38BR532 in order to better evaluate its position in the
settlement/subsistence strategy model of the Early Woodland. Since
it appears that this site is a single component site, it lends itself
very well to a synchronic study of Early Woodland settlement/subsistence
strategies research. It is important to extensively study these single
component sites, because the intrusion of other components at
multi-component sites tend to make site evaluations complex. Therefore,
it is recommended that 38BR532 be considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR533
38BR533 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located on
a ridgetop adjacent to the northern branch of Pen Branch (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 150' contour, rising
approximately 10' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale
is relatively flat with a gentle slope of 1% grading toward the south.
The predominant soil type is of the Gunter sand variety consisting
of dark gray sand over light yellowish-brown sand grading into a dark
brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 23). The extant vegetation
is a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Pen Branch, located approximately
20 meters to the south, is the nearest permanent water source.
Since there was no surface visibility, 38BR533 was located by
the use of shovel tests during the 1984 survey and testing of Pen
Branch. A total of 14 system8ltic shovel tests were dug to approximately
65-70 cm below ground surface. Of these, 10 produced a light lithic
and ceramic scatter consisting of 26 flakes and flake fragments, 7
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pieces of fire-cracked rock, and 4 plain and 4 eroded sand-tempered
sherds. The site size was established as 50 meters north/south by
80 meters east/west. A general temporal designation is possible through
the presence of the plain, sand-tempered sherds, establishing 38BR533
as an unknown Woodland site.
Functionally, this site appears to be representative of a
limited-activity locus utilizing the multiple resources of the terrace
and bottomlands (Zones I and II). The artifact density and artifact
assemblage diversity are the main evidence supporting this hypothesis.
It is apparent that the testing conducted to date has produced the
extent of the data available at 38BR533 and that further testing is
not expected to increase the data base. Therefore, it is recommended
that 38BR533 not be considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR534
38BR534 is a light, prehistoric lithic scatter located on a
ridgenose adjacent to the junction of Pen Branch and an unnamed rank
2 stream (Figure 5). The landform is on the 210' contour, rising
approximately 20' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale
has a gentle slope of 2-5% grading toward the south/southeast. The
predominant soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety, consisting
of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown
sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The extant vegetation consists
of a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Pen Branch, the nearest permanent
water source, is located approximately 15 meters to the south.
This site was located with the use of shovel tests during the
1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. A total of 10 systematic shovel
tests were dug to approximately 70 em below ground surface. Of these
10, only 4 tests produced any artifacts. The site size was established
as 30 meters north/south by 30 meters east/west. The artifact
assemblage consisted of 8 flakes and flake fragments. Since there
are no temporally diagnostic artifacts in this assemblage, 38BR534
is considered an unknown prehistoric lithic scatter.
Through the presence of only small sized whole lithic debitage,
the function of 38BR534 has been established as a limited-activity
locus. It is apparent from the debitage size analysis that some sort
of tool resharpening occurred at this location. The low artifact
density and limited space in which it occurred suggests that the
information gained to date fulfills the research potential of this
site. Therefore, it is recommended that this site not be considered
eligible for the National Register.
38BR535
38BR535 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter located on
a ridgenose adjacent to the junction of Pen Branch and an unnamed
rank 1 stream (Figures 5 and 37). Topographically, the landform is
on the 210 I contour, rising approximately 30 I in elevation above Pen
Branch. The site locale is relatively flat with only a 1% slope toward
the west/northwest. The predominant soil type is of the Troup,
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Figure 38
38BR535 general site photograph
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terrace phase variety, consisting of very dark gray loamy sand over
brown loamy sand which Aydellott (n.d.: 20) describes as occurring
on "old stream terraces not subject to flooding." The extant vegetation
consists of mixed hardwoods and pines. Pen Branch, the nearest
permanent water source, is located approximately 40 meters to the
northwest.
Subsurface testing located 38BR535 during the 1984 survey and
testing of Pen Branch. A total of 21 systematic shovel tests were
dug to approximately 65 cm bE~low ground surface. Of these, 16 produced
a lithic and ceramic scatter encompassing an area of 110 meters
northeast/southwest by 60 :meters northwest/southeast. In addition
to the shovel tests, two 1 by 2 meter units were excavated in 10 cm
levels to further define site content and subsurface integrity. The
artifact assemblage consistl~d of over 850 flakes, flake fragments
and chunks, over 130 pieces of fire- cracked rock, 2 unknoWn type other
bifaces, 1 uniface, 5 utilized flakes, 1 Yadkin, 1 small triangular
and 4 unknown type hafted bifaces, 10 plain, 1 punctate, 9 simple
stamped, 6 linear check stamped, 2 bold check stamped, 13 bold and
2 fine cordmarked, 1 incised, 9 fabric impressed and 9 eroded
sand-tempered sherds.
The temporally sensitiv,~ lithic and ceramics established 38BR535
as a Woodland site encompassing the Early through Late Woodland periods.
It is also possible that a pre-Woodland component is present at this
site. This is suggested by the absence of ceramics iIi the deepest
levels of the two 1 by 2 meter units (Figure 39). The presence of
only lithics in the lower levels could also be the result of Woodland,
specialized activity areas (e.g., tool manufacturing loci). More
testing, consisting of intensive shovel tests and block excavations,
is required to establish which of these hypotheses is justified.
Generally, the function of 38BR535 is established as a habitation
site situated adjacent to Pen Branch providing access to the multiple
resources of the terraces and bottomlands (Zones II and III).
Preliminary indications arE~ that this site has high intrasite
variability research potential, as discussed above. It is, therefore,
recommended that further intensive shovel testing and block excavations
be conducted in order to better evaluate the intrasite variability
and, further, how this variability fits into the changing
settlement/ subsistence strategies of Woodland hunter-gatherer groups.
38BR535 should be considerd eligible for the National Register.
38BR536
38BR536 is a prehistoric isolated find and historic isolated
find, located on a terrace edge adjacent to the junction of Pen Branch
and an unnamed rank 1 stream (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform
is on the 190' contour, rising approximately 10' in elevation above
Pen Branch. The site locale has a slope of 10% grading toward the
southeast. The predominant soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk
variety, consisting of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain
by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The extant
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vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods and pines, grading into the
swampy, bottomlands vegetation. Pen Branch, the nearest permanent
water source, is located approximately 25 meters towards the southeast.
There was no surface visibility in this area; therefore, this
site was located with shovel tests. A total of 6 systematic shovel
tests were dug to approximately 60-85 em below ground surface. One
flake fragment and 1 metal fragment were found in one of the 6 tests,
establishing the site size as one square meter.
Although an isolated find may not appear to reveal substantial
information, it is important that it be located and noted within the
settlement/subsistence systern, thereby developing a holistic study
of the system. It appears that 38BR536 is limited in scope and,
therefore, it is recommended that no further testing be conducted
at this site. 38BR536 is not considered eligible for the National
Register.
38BR537
38BR537 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, located
on a ridgeside slope adjace!Ilt to an unnamed rank 1 stream in the
northern portion of Pen Branch (Figure 5). Topographically, the
landform is on the 200' contour, rising approximately 20' in elevation
above the stream. The site locale slopes 5'70 toward the southeast.
The predominant soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety,
consisting of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a
yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site is
situated in the fringe of a 20 year old pine plantation grading into
a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Located approximately 30 meters
to the south is the nearest permanent water source, an unnamed rank
1 stream.
A light surface scatter established the location of this site
during the 1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. Subsequent testing
consisted of 11 systematic shovel tests. Of these 11 tests, 4 produced
a light lithic and ceramic scatter encompassing an area 30 meters
north/south by 65 meters east/west. The artifact assemblage consisted
of 15 flakes, flake fragmen.ts and chunks, 5 fine cordmarked and 3
eroded sand-tempered sherds. The fine cordmarked sherds, the only
temporally sensitive artifacts, established 38BR537 as representing
the Late Woodland period.
Functionally, the lack of assemblage diversity and low artifact
density suggest that this site is representative of a limited-activity
locus. The site's location within the terrace zone of Pen Branch
suggests that this locale may have been exploited for a specific
resource. The acidic conditions of the soils would preclude the
occurrence of faunal or floral remains, however, so that just what
those resources were that may have been exploited cannot be determined.
It is recommended that this site not be considered eligible for the
National Register due to its limited research potential.
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38BR538
38BR538 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter and a minor
historic scatter, located on .~ ridgeside slope adjacent to an unnamed
rank 1 stream in the northern Pen Branch area (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 200' contour, rising
approximately 30' in elevation above the stream. The site locale
has a 2% slope toward the west. The predominant soil type is of the
Dothan and Norfolk variety, c:onsisting of dark gray sand over light
brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam (Aydellott
n.d.: 9). The site is located in the fringe of a 30 year old pine
plantation grading into a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Located
approximately 30 meters to the west is the nearest permanent water
source, an unnamed rank 1 stream.
This site was located in the cut of a firep10w lane during the
1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. Systematic shovel tests were
dug to approximately 60 em in order to determine subsurface integrity
and depth. No artifacts wen~ found in the 10 shovel tests dug in
this area. The surface scatter consisted of 7 flake fragments, 1
piece of fire-cracked rock, and 1 simple stamped/linear check stamped
sand-tempered sherd. The site size was determined by the range of
the surface scatter. It is 50 m~ters north/south by 10 meters
east/west.
The temporal designation is tentatively determined by the single
sherd as Early to Middle Woodland; it is not possible to be more
specific with this limited assemblage. Functionally, as determined
by the low artifact density and lack of assemblage diversity, 38BR538
appears to be representative of a limited-activity or extractive locus.
No further work is recommended for this site since it is apparent
that the scatter is the result of sheet erosion which occurred when
the pine plantation was cleared and left fallow. Therefore, 38BR538
is not considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR539
38BR539, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter with a historic
component, is located on a terrace knoll adjacent to the western bank
of Pen Branch (Figures 5 and 38) . Topographically, the landform is
on the 180 I contour, rising approximately 10 I in elevation above Pen
Branch. The site locale has a gentle slope of 1% grading toward the
east. The predominant soil type is of the Dothai and Norfolk variety,
consisting of dark gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a
yellowish-brown sandy day loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The extant
vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods and pines grading into swampy,
bottomland vegetation to the east and west. Pen Branch, the nearest
permanent water source, is located approximately 10 meters to the
east.
This site was located throu'gh shovel tests during the 1984 survey
and testing of Pen Branch. Fourteen systematic shovel tests were
dug to approximately 60 em below ground surface. Artifacts were
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recovered in 8 of the 14 shovel tests. The site size was established
as 60 meters north/south by 60 meters east/west. Two lx2 meter units
were excavated by 10-cm levels in order to further establish site
depth and subsurface integrity. Site depth was established as
approximately 50 cm below ground surface. Stratified, intact,
subsurface cultural deposits were found, thereby establishing excellent
site integrity.
The prehistoric artifacts recovered consisted of 146 flakes,
flake fragments and chunks, 30 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 2 unifaces,
2 utilized flakes, 2 preforms, 3 unknown type hafted biface fragments,
1 simple stamped, 3 linear check stamped, 1 incised, and 5 eroded
sand-tempered sherds. The ternporally diagnostic artifacts place 38BR539
in the Woodland period, from Early through Late Woodland. Functionally,
the artifact density and assemblage diversity establishes this site
as representative of a habi.tation site or base camp. The site is
situated along the terrace edge, allowing the exploitation of the
numerous resources of the te',rrace and bottomlands zones of Pen Branch
(Zones II and III). In addition to the determination of site function,
study of intrasite variability is possible at 38BR539. Using the
information from the shovel tests and, in particular, the two excavation
units, hypotheses can be developed concerning activity loci (Figure
40). One of the excavation units, Provenience 6, had no ceramics,
while Provenience 5 did. The study of this phenomenon develops two
hypotheses: 1) the two areas represent different spatial utilization
of the site within the same time frame; or 2) the two areas represent
different spatial utilization two different time periods. In other
words, the lower levels of Provenience 6 represent an Archaic component
utilizing a different area,while Provenience 5 represents a Woodland
occupation. Further intensive and extensive testing is required to
better determine the proper hypothesis.
The historic occupation at this site is represented by the
following artifacts: 1 pearhrare sherd, 1 piece of glassware, 3 pieces
of modern glass, 1 unidentified metal fragment, and 1344 grams of
brick. There are also some historic features present; they are a
sawdust mound and two rect~mgualr depressions. It appears that a
portable saw mill was in us,e in this area during the 20th century.
The one piece of pearlware is not enough evidence to identify this
site as a 19th century scatter. More than likely, considering the
other historic artifacts, this is a 20th century component.
In summary, the prehistoric component of 38BR539 is considered
possibly eligible for the National Register because of its research
potential as a study in intrasite spatial variability, both horizontal
and vertical. It is recommended, therefore, that more intensive and
extensive testing be conducted at this site.
38BR540
38BR540 is a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, located
on a terrace adjacent to the junction of an unnamed rank 1 stream
and the northern branch of Pen Branch (Figures 5 and 41).
Topographically, the landform is on the 180' contour, rising 10 I in
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Figure 41 38BR540 general site photograph
Figure 42 38BR541 general site photograph
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elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale is fairly flat with a
2% slope grading toward the east. The predominant soil type is of
the Dothan and Norfolk variety, consisting of dark gray sand over
light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site is situated at the fringe of a 25
year old pine plantation, grading into a mixed hardwood and pine forest.
Pen Branch, located approximcltely 10 meters to the east, is the nearest
permanent water source.
This site was located through shovel tests during the 1984 survey
and testing of Pen Branch. A total of 23 systematic shovel tests
were dug to approximately 80 cm below ground surface. A lithic and
ceramic scatter was found in 15 of the 23 tests. The site size was
determined to be 120 meters north/south by 60 meters east/west (Figure
43). The artifacts consisted of 441 flakes, flake fragments and chunks,
28 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 1 uniface, 9 utilized flakes, 1 preform,
1 unknown type other biface, 2 Savannah River and 3 unknown type hafted
biface fragments, 3 plain, 1 simple and 2 crossed simple stamped,
1 bold cordmarked and 1 incised sand-tempered sherds. Temporally,
the artifacts establish 38BR540 as representing the Late Archaic through
Late Woodland components.
Using the artifact density and assemblage diversity, 38BR540
is established as a long-term habitation site. The location of the
site within the terrace zon.e (Zone II) adjacent to the bottomlands
(Zone III), further supports the habitation site hypothesis; the
hunter-gatherer groups which established this site would have had
ready access to the numerous resources of Zones II and III.
Beside the chronological and functional aspects of this site,
further testing and evaluation have the potential to establish
hypotheses concerning the catalysts for the Late Archaic to Woodland
transition. More intensive and extensive shovel testing, augmented
by block excavations, is necessary in order to establish the
significance of 38BR540 to archaeological research previously cited.
Therefore, it is recommended that 38BR540 be considered eligible for
the National Register.
38BR541
38BR54l, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on an upper terrace in the southern portion of Pen Branch (Figures
5 and 42). Topographically, the landform is on the 200' contour,
rising approximately 55' in elevation above Pen Branch. The site
locale has a gentle 2% slope grading toward the north. The predominant
soil type is of the mixed, Blaney, Vaucluse, Orangeburg, Lucy, Troup
variety. Aydellott (n.d.: 26) describes these soils as "variable,
usually occurring as narrow horizontal strips in no regular sequence.
Texture ranges from sands to clays within short distances." Shovel
testing revealed a dark gray sand over an orangish-brown sandy clay.
The extant vegetation is a mixed hardwood and pine forest. The nearest
permanent water source, Pen Branch, is located approximately 120 meters
to the north.
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This site was located while shovel testing the terrace during
the 1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. A total of 23 systematic
shovel tests were dug to approximately 70 cm below ground surface.
Artifacts were found in 10 of the 23 tests, establishing site size
as 105 meters east/west by 35 meters north/south. Additional testing
was conducted, consisting of two lx2 meter units excavated in 10-cm
levels. The assemblage comprised 359 flakes, flake fragments and
chunks, 37 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 7 utilized flakes, 1 unknown
type hafted biface, 1 Palmer type hafted biface base, a piece of worked
steatite, 2 plain, 4 cross and 1 simple stamped and 4 eroded
sand-tempered sherds. Temporally, these artifacts place 38BR541 in
the Early Archaic, Early and Late Woodland periods.
The artifact density and assemblage diversity of this site
establishes 38BR541 as a habitation or base camp location. Furthermore,
the hunter-gatherer groups which located this site at the fringe of
the terrace and uplands zones (Zone I and II), had access to the
multiple resources of all three environmental zones (the uplands,
terraces and bottomlands of Pen Branch).
In addition to chronological and general site functional
hypotheses, the testing at 38BR541 produced interesting artifact density
occurrence. For example, in Provenience 4 (Figure 44), a 1 x 2 meter
unit, levels E through I, produced a large number of flakes and
fragments. This density could represent the fringe of a lithic tool
manufacturing locus. Further testing is needed to properly evaluate
the significance of this occurrence.
An additional occurrenc:e that requires further testing and
evaluation is the one linked to the apparent lapses in the occupational
history of this site. Is this a result of actual events, or is it
the fact that the temporally sensitive artifacts assignable to the
missing components have yet to be found. The environmental evidence
of dry stream beds in the area suggests that fluctuations in water
levels occurred during these periods that would influence the
utilization of this locale as a habitation site or base camp. It
is recommended, considering the research potential of this site, that
this site is eligibile for nomination to the National Register.
38BR542
38BR542, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, with a minor
historic component, is locat,ed on a terrace edge adjacent to the
southern bank of Pen Branch (Figures 5 and 45). Topographically,
the landform is on the 200' contour, rising approximately 60' in
elevation above Pen Branch. The site locale has a gentle, 2% slope
grading toward the north/northwest. The predominant soil type is
of the mixed Blaney, Vaucluse, Orangeburg, Lucy and Troup variety.
AydeUott (n.d.: 26) describes the soils as "variable, usually
occurring as narrow horizontal strips in no regular sequence. Textures
range from sands to clays within short distances." The shovel testing
revealed soils consisting of da~k gray sand over orangish-brown sand.
The extant vegetation consists of a mixed hardwoods and pines. Pen
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Figure 45 38BR542 general site photograph
Figure 46 38BR545 general site photograph
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Branch, located approximately 100 meters to the north, is the nearest
permanent water source.
This site was located by the shovel testing of the terrace during
the 1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. A total of 37 systematic
and non-systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 80 em below
ground surface. Artifacts were found in 24 of these tests. The site
size was established as 175 Dleters east/west by 120 meters north/south.
The artifacts consisted of over 500 flakes, flake fragments and chunks,
149 pieces of fire-cracked rock, 6 utilized flakes, 2 preforms, 1
unknown type other biface, 1 Savannah River and 1 unknown type hafted
biface fragment, 1 plain, 1 punctate, 1 simple stamped, 1 linear check
stamped, 1 bold and 1 fine check stamped and 1 bold cordmarked
sand-tempered sherd. Temporally, the diagnostic artifacts establish
that 38BR542 is representativ,e of the Late Archaic through Late Woodland
periods.
Functionally, the artifact density and assemblage diversity
estab1ishe this site as representative of a habitation site or base
camp. Intrasite horizontal stratigraphy, consisting of discrete
activity loci, are evident from the assemblages collected in the
excavation unit (Figure 47). For example, Provenience 7, a 2 x 2
meter unit, indicates lithic tool manufacturing episodes in levels
C through F. Very high lithic debi tage and fire-cracked rock counts
are seen in these levels. The high concentration of fire-cracked
rock possibly represents heat treatment of the lithic raw material
prior to and during the tool manufacturing episode(s).
Additional research into 38BR542 is concerned with the study
of the Archaic to Woodland shift in technologies and
settlement/subsistence strategies. Further extensive and intensive
testing is required at this site in order to properly evaluate its
significance to the research questions raised above and to new ideas
that could be evaluated at this data-rich site. Therefore, it is
recommended that 38BR542 be considered eligible for the National
Register.
The minor historic component at this site consists of numerous
sap collecting devices nailed into tree stumFs located at the eastern
extent. These devices are probably associated with the 19th to 20th
century occupation of the Ashley Plantation. No further work, other
than historical research, is required to determine the economic
significance of these devices with respect to the plantation economy
for this component of the site.
38BR543
38BR543, a prehistoric scatter, is located on a terrace edge
adjacent to the western bank of Indian Grave (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 200 I contour, n.S1ng
approximately 50' in elevation above Indian Grave. The site locale
has a gentle slope of 2% grading toward the northeast. The predominant
soil type is of the Dothan and Norfolk variety, consisting of dark
gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy
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clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 9). The site is situated in a recent
clear cut covered with grasses and weeds. Towards the eastern terrace
edge, the vegetation becomes a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Indian
Grave, located approximately 100 meters to the east, is the nearest
permanent water source.
This site was located, eroding out of the roadcut, during the
1984 survey and testing of Pen Branch. A total surface collection
was conducted in the clear cut and road. Sixteen systematic shovel
tests were dug to approximately 60 em below ground surface. Artifacts
were found in 8 of these tests. The site limits were established
as 40 meters north/southby 70 meters east/west. The artifact assemblage
consisted of 24 flakes, flc:lke fragments and chunks, and 1 utilized
flake. There are no temporally sensitive artifacts from this site;
therefore, it is designated as a prehistoric lithic component.
Functionally, the lack of artifact density and low assemblage diversity
establishes 38BR543 as a limited-activity site, possibly the result
of hunting/butchering activities.
Evidence of sheet eroBion and the very light lithic scatter
suggests that testing at 38BR543 has fulfilled its research potential.
No further work is recommen.ded for this site, nor is it considered
eligible for the National Register.
38BR544
38BR544, a prehistoric lithic scatter, is located on a terrace
edge adjacent to the western bank of Indian Grave (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 200' contour, rising
approximately 50' in elevatj~on above Indian Grave. The site locale
has a gentle slope of 2% grading toward the northeast. The predominant
soil type is of the Vaucluse and Blaney variety, consisting of gray
sand over light brown sand underlain by yellowing-brown sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.:6). The site is situated in a dirtroad with
a clear cut to the west and mixed hardwoods and pines to the east.
Indian Grave, located approximately 100 meters to the east, is the
nearest permanent water source.
This site was located as a surface scatter during the 1984 survey
and testing of Pen Branch. Besides a total surface collection, 5
systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 70 em below ground
surface. No artifacts were found in these subsurface tests. The
site size was determined to be 30 meters north/south by 20 meters
east/west. The artifact assemblage consisted of 13 flakes, flake
fragments and chunks, 1 utilized flake, and a preform. No temporally
sensitive artifacts were found at this site, therefore, it is designated
as a prehistoric lithic scatter. Functionally, the low artifact density
and lack of assemblage diversity establishes 38BR544 as a
limited-activity locus, possibly the result of hunting/butchering
activities.
It appears that sheet erosion has destroyed the subsurface
integrity of this site. This evidence and the very light lithic scatter
suggests that the testing at: 38BR544 has produced the extent of its
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information. Therefore, no further 'Work is recomrr"ended for this site,
nor is it considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR545
38BR545, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on the first terrace above Four Mile Creek (Figures 5 and 46).
Topographically, the landform is on the 180' contour, rising
approximately 30' in elevation above the creek. The site locale has
a slope of 2% grading toward the northwest and west. The predominant
soil type is of the Lucy and Wagram variety, consisting of dark gray
sand over dark yellow sand underlain by a reddish-brown sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 22). The site is situated at the fringe of
a 15 year old pine plantation changing to a mixed hardwood and pine
forest along the terrace edge. Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent
water source, is located to the north, approximately 20 meters from
the major portion of the site.
This site was located as a surface scatter during the 1984 survey
and testing of Four Mile Creek. The surface scatter was found in
the dirt access road, in clear patches of ground and in the fire plow
lane bisecting the site. Twenty-seven systematic shovel tests were
dug to approximately 60 em bE!low ground surface. Nine of these tests
produced a light scatter of lithics and ceramics. The site size was
established as 340 meters east/west by 10C meters north/south. In
order to establish subsurface stratigraphy and integrity, a lx2-meter
unit was excavated by 10-cm levels. In all, the artifact assemblage
consisted of 141 flakes, flake fragments and chunks, 2 unifaces, 6
utilized flakes, 1 core, 2 unknown type hafted bifaces, 2 hamrrJerstones,
7 plain, 1 punctate, 1 simple and 3 cross simple stamped, 5 simple
stamped/linear check stamped, 2 linear check stamped, 6 bold check
stamped, 5 bold cordmarked, 2 fine cross cordrr.arked, 2 incised, 1
fabric impressed and 26 eroded sand-tempered sherds.
The temporally sensitive sherds establish 38BR545 as a Woodland
site encompassing the Early through Late Woodland periods. There
is evidence suggesting that there may be a buried Archaic component,
but no Archaic, temporally sensitive artifacts have been recovered
that firmly establishes this hypothesis. In the lx2 meter unit (Proven-
ience 6) sand-tempered ceramics were found in level A (Figure 48).
Below that level, only flakE~s and flake fragments were found. It
is possible that these lower levels represent Archaic occupations.
On the other hand, the lack of ceramics could indicate a discrete
activity locus of lithic tool manufacturing behavior occurring during
the Early Woodland occupation. Further testing is needed to properly
evaluate this phenomenon.
Functionally, the artifact density and assemblage diversity
establish 38BR545 as a habit,ation site situated such that resources
from two environmental zones (terraces and bottomlands of Four Mile
Creek) are readily accessible.. There is also evidence suggesting
different areas of the site were used for specific activities. As
discussed above, this was possibly indicated during the excavation
of Provenience 6. Another phenomenon occurred in the western locus
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of the site. In this area, no subsurface artifacts were found during
the testing phase. This could be the result of erosion when the area
was left fallow. On the other hand, is this phenomenon the result
of some human behavior that h8.s yet to be understood?
To summarize, this stratified, multi-component site has much
to offer in studies of past human behavior. The limited data recovered
to date needs to be supplemented by additional testing and analysis.
Therefore, it is recomnended that 38BR545 be considered eligible for
the National Register.
38BR547
38BR547, a light prehistoric lithic scatter, is located on a
terrace edge adjacent to the northern bank of Four Mile Creek (Figure
5). Topographically, the landform is on the 160' contour, rising
approximately 10' in elevation above the creek. The site locale is
relatively flat with a 1% slope toward the southwest. The predominant
soil type is of the Fuquay and Wagram variety, consisting of dark
gray sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy
clay loam (Aydellott n.d.: 10). The extant vegetation consists of
a mixed hardwocd and pine forest. Four Mile Creek, located
approximately 20 meters to the south, is the nearest permanent water
source.
This site was located 1Mhi1e shovel testing the terrace during
the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total of 9 systematic
shovel tests were dug to approximately 50-60 em below ground surface.
Only 2 of these tests produced any artifacts; these consisted of 1
flake and 1 flake fragment. The site size was established as 10 meters
north/south by 10 meters east/west. No temporally sensitive artifacts
were found; therefore, this site is designated as a prehistoric lithic
scatter. Functionally, 38BR547 represents a very discrete,
limited-activity area, possibly the result of minor tool retouching
behavior.
The information gained to date, albeit limited, appears to be
all that 38BR547 will offer. Therefore, it is recomnended that no
further work be done at this site, and that 38BR547 not be considered
eligible for the National Register.
38BR548
38BR548, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace edge adjacent to the bank of the northern branch of Four
Mile Creek (Figure 5)., Topographically, the landform is on the 170'
contour, rising approximately 20 I in elevation above the creek. The
site locale has a 2% slope grading toward the southwest. The
predominant soil type is of the Fuquay and Wagram variety, consisting
of dark gray sand over light hrown sand underlain by a yellowish-brmvn
sandy clay loam (Aydellott n"d.: 10). The site is situated in the
fringe of a 15 year old pine plantation grading into a mixed hardwood
and pine forest toward the south and west. Four Mile Creek, located
approximately 50 meters to the west, is the nearest permanent water
source.
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This site was located while shovel testing the terraces during
the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total of 16
systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 cm below ground
surface. Eight of these tests produced a light scatter consisting
of 19 flakes, flake fragments and chunks, 3 pieces of fire-cracked
rock, and 1 plain and 3 eroded sand-tempered sherds. The site size
was established as 90 meters east/west by 25 meters north/south.
The sand-tempered sherds identify 38BR548 as a Woodland site, but
the plain surface treatment does not allow a more defined temporal
designation. Functionally, the light artifact density and low
assemblage diversity establishe this site as a limited-activity or
extractive camp.
No further work is recommended for this site because the potential
for additional research information from 38BR548 is negligible.
Therefore, it is recommended that 38BR548 not be considered eligible
for the National Register.
38BR549
38BR549,. a prehistoric ceramic scatter, is located on a ridge
nose adjacent to the junction of Four Mile Creek and an unnamed rank
1 stream (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the 170'
contour, rising approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek.
The site locale has a 2% slope grading toward the west. The predominant
soil type is of the Vaucluse and Blaney variety, consisting of gray
sand over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 6). The extant vegetation consists of a mixed
hardwood and pine forest grading into swampy, bottomlands vegetation
to the north, west and south. The unnamed rank 1 stream, located
approximately 30 meters to the north, is the nearest permanent water
source. Four Mile Creek is located approximately 50 meters to the
west.
This site was identified while shovel testing the ridge nose
during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total of
5 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 55 cm below ground
surface. Only 1 of these tests had any artifacts; these consisted
of 3 eroded sand-tempered sherds. These sherds establish 38BR549
as an unknown Woodland site. Functionally, the limited artifacts
suggest an extractive camp utilizing the resources of the bottomlands
and first terrace of Four Mile Creek.
The information extracted from 38BR549 appears to fulfill its
research potential. Therefore, no further work is recommended for
38BR549, nor is it considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR550
38BR550, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace edge adjacent to an extensive floodplain of Four Mile
Creek (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform iS,on the 160' contour,
r~s~ng approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale has a 1% slope grading toward the north. The
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predominant soil type is of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting
of very dark loamy sand over brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.: 20).
The site is situated in the fringe of a pine plantation with mixed
hardwoods and pines to the east, eventually grading into swampy,
floodplain vegetation. Four Mile Creek, located approximately 275
meters to the east, is the nearest permanent water source.
This site was located as a surface scatter during the 1984 survey
and testing of Four Mile CreE!k. A total of 6 systematic shovel tests
were dug to approximately 60 em below ground surface. Only 1 of these
tests produced any artifacts. The total assemblage consisted of 1
flake, 1 piece of fire-cracked rock, 2 utilized flakes, and 1 bold
check stamped sand-tempered sherd. The site limits were established
as 20 meters north/south by 15 meters east/west. Temporally, 38BR550
represents the Middle Woodland period. The functional designation,
based on the low artifact demsity and lack of assemblage diversity,
establishes this site as a limited-activity locus. This area has
ready access to various resources, making it a prime location for
resource extraction behavior.
The information derived from 38BR550 appears to be the full extent
of its potential. ThereforE~, no further work is recommended for
38BR550, nor is it considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR551
38BR551, a 20th century dump, is located on a terrace edge adjacent
to the western floodplain of Four Mile Creek (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 160' contour, rising
approximately 10' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The site locale
has a 1% slope toward the southeast. The predominant soil type is
of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting of very dark gray
loamy sand over brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.: 20). The extant
vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods and pines grading into swampy,
bottomlands vegetation. Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent water
source, is located approximately 50 meters to the east/southeast.
This site was located as a surface scatter during the 1984 survey
and testing of Four Mile CreE~k. Three shovel tests were dug in the
vicinity of the trash pile to determine whether or not there were
any buried deposits. The tests were dug to approximately 60 em below
ground surface and no artifacts were found. Twentieth-century debris
(tin cans, screw top bottles ,and other metal and glassware) was noted
but not collected. There is a dirtroad remnant to the north of the
site which could explain the dumping of trash in this locale.
38BR551 is a 20th century trash dump and is, therefore, not old
enough to be considered eligible for the National Register; therefore,
no further work is recommended for this site.
38BR552
38BR552, a light prehistoric ceramic scatter, is located on a
terrace edge adjacent to the western bank of Four Mile Creek (Figure
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5). Topographically, the l.andform is on the 150' contour, rising
approximately 15' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The site locale
has a 2% slope grading toward the southeast. The predominant soil
type is of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting of very dark
gray loamy sand over brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.: 20). The
site is located on the fringe of a 15 year old pine plantation grading
into a mixed hardwood and pine forest. Four Mile Creek, the nearest
permanent water source, is located approximately 70 meters to the
southeast.
This site was located with shovel tests while testing the terrace
during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total of
12 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 70 em below ground
surface. Only two of these tests produced any artifacts; these
consisted of 1 bold check stamped and 2 bold cordmarked sand-tempered
sherds. A single fabric impressed, sand- tempered sherd was located
on the surface. The site size was determined to be 20 meters
southeast/northwest by 10 meters southwest/northeast. Temporally,
the ceramics suggest a Middle to Late Woodland occupation. The
functional designation, based on the low artifact density and lack
of assemblage variability for this site, is established as a
limited-activity location.
38BR552 appears t6 have been sufficiently tested considering
the limited data recovered; it is apparent that this data fulfills
its research potential. Therefore, no further work is recommended
for 38BR552, nor is it considered eligible for the National Register.
38BR555
38BR555, a light prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace edge adjacent to the western bank of Four Mile Creek
(Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the 160' contour,
rising approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale has a 2% slope grading toward the east/southeast. The
predominant soil type is of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting
of very dark gray loamy sand over brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.:
20). The site is situated in the fringe of a 15 year old pine
plantation grading into a mixed hardwood and pine forest to the east.
Four Mile Creek, located approximately 25 meters to the east, is the
nearest permanent water source.
This site was located ,eroding out of a dirtroad and fire plow
lane during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. In
addition, a total of 16 shovel tests were dug to approximately 70
em below ground surface. Eight of these tests produced a light scatter.
The total assemblage consisted of 16 flakes, flake fragments and chunks,
1 piece of fire- cracked rock, 1 unknown type hafted biface fragment,
1 simple stamped, 4 fine cordmarked and 1 eroded sand-tempered sherd.
The site size was establish€!d as 40 meters north/south by 50 meters
east/west. Temporally, 38BR555 is determined to be of the Early through
Late Woodland periods. The functional designation for this site,
based on the low artifact d,ensity and lack of assemblage diversity,
is established as a limited-activity or extractive camp.
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The lack of subsurface artifact density'and the effects of erosion
while lying fallow establishes 38BR555 as a site with limited research
potential. The data recovered to date appear to fulfill its potential.
No ·further work is recommended for 38BR555, nor is it considered
eligible for the National Register.
38AK148
38AK148, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
in the sandy uplands adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile
Creek (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the 190' contour,
rising approximately 25' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale has a 5% slope grading toward the east. The predominant
soil type is of the Troup variety, consisting of dark gray sand over
yellowish-brown sand underlain by a reddish-brown to red sandy clay
loam (Aydellott n.d.: 19). The site is located in the fringe of
a 15 year old pine plantation and scrub oak and pines forest. The
nearest permanent water source is Four Mile Creek, located approximately
250 meters to the east.
This site was originally located during the 1974/75 Savannah
River Plant survey; it was noted eroding out of a dirtroad. In 1984,
a second surface collection and systematic shovel tests were conducted.
A total of 9 shovel tests were dug to approximately 70-80 em below
ground surface. None of these tests produced any artifacts. The
surface assemblage consisted of 13 flakes, flake fragments and chunks,
and 1 plain, 1 bold and 2 fine cordmarked sand-tempered sherds. The
site size was determined to be 30 meters north/south by 10 meters
east/west. Temporally, the artifacts suggest a Middle to Late Woodland
component. Functionally, the low artifact density and lack of
assemblage diversity suggests a limited-activity locus, possibly the
result of a hunting foray. Additional supporting evidence for this
functional hypothesis is the fact that 38AK148 is located in the zeric
uplands and is quite a distance from a permanent water source.
No further work is recommended for this site because there is
no evidence of buried cultural deposits. Wind and water erosion have
deflated the soils matrix of this site, obliterating the subsurface
integrity. Therefore, 38AK148 is not recommended for inclusion into
the National Register.
38AK149
38AK149, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace slope adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile Creek
(Figure 5). Topographi.cally, the landform is on the 170" contour,
rising approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale slopes 4% toward the northeast. The predominant soil
type is of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting of very dark
gray loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.:
20). The extant vegetation consists of 15 year old pine plantations
to the northeast and southwest, mixed hardwoods and pines to the
northwest and southeast, with an old power line right-of-way and SRP
Road A-6 bisecting the site locale. The nearest permanent water source,
Four Mile Creek, is located approximately 75 meters to the east.
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This site was originally located as a surface scatter during
the 1974/75 Savannah River Plant survey. In 1984, a second surface
collection and systematic shovel tests were conducted to allow a better
evaluation of this site. A total of 12 systematic shovel tests were
dug to approximately 60-70 em below ground surface. No artifacts
were found in these tests. The surface assemblage consisted of 18
flakes, flake fragments and chunks, and 10 plain, 1 simple stamped,
4 linear check stamped and 3 fine cordmarked sand-tempered sherds.
Temporally, the artifacts establish 38AK149 as a Woodland site,
encompassing the Early through Late Woodland periods.
The determination of function is somewhat more difficult. A
tremendous amount of land-altering activities has affected this locale.
The area is badly disturbed by road constructions, power line
right-of-way maintenance and pine plantation activities. The low
artifact density and lack of assemblage diversity suggest a
limited-activity locus. But is this assumption a reflection of the
actual behavior or of the subsequent land altering activities? Further
work will not be productive in this case due to the disruptive factors
described above. The research potential is very limited at 38AK149
and, therefore, it is not considered eligible for the National Register.
38AK163
38AK163, a prehistoric lithic scatter, is located on a terrace
edge adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile Creek (Figure 5).
Topographically, the landform is on the 160 I contour, rising
approximately 10' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The site locale
has a 4% slope toward the southeast. The predominant soil type is
of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting of very dark gray
loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy sand (Aydellott n.d.: 20).
The extant vegetation is grasses and shrubs growing in a clear cut.
To the east of the site are mixed hardwoods and pines. The nearest
permanent water source, Four Mile Creek, is located approximately
200 meters to the east.
This site was located eroding out of the surface of the clear
cut during the 1974/1975 Savannah River Plant survey. In 1984, a
second surface collection and subsurface testing were conducted to
further evaluate this site. A total of 10 systematic shovel tests
were dug to approximately 70 em below ground surface. No artifacts
were found in these tests. The surface assemblage consisted of 52
flakes, flake fragments and chunks, 2 utilized flakes, a Kirk
corner-notched type hafted biface, and 2 bold cordmarked sand-tempered
sherds. The site size was established as 100 meters north/south by
30 meters east/west. The temporal artifacts establish that 38AK163
has Middle Archaic and Middle Woodland components present.
Functionally, the artifact assemblage suggests a limited-activity
locus, possibly a hunting/butchering location. The site has been
badly eroded and, apparently, the topsoil has been scraped and washed
away. The evidence extracted to date appears to be complete. No
further work is recommended for this site, nor is it considered eligible
for the National Register.
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38AK4l4
38AK4l4, a prehistoric lithic scatter is located on a terrace
edge adjacent to the eastern bank of the northern Four Mile Creek
branch (Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the 190'
contour, rising approximately 30' in elevation above Four Mile Creek.
The site locale slopes 1% toward the west. The predominant soil type
is of the Vaucluse and Blaney variety, consisting of gray sand over
light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 6). The extant vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods
and pines. Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent water source, is
approximately 100 meters to the west.
This site was located through a visual inspection of the terrace
during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. Additional
testing consisted of 6 systematic shovel tests which were dug to a
depth of approximately 55 cm below ground surface. Two of these tests
produced a light subsurface scatter. The entire assemblage consisted
of 7 flakes and flake fragments, and 1 utilized flake. The site size
was established as 20 meters north/south by 20 meters east/west.
The temporal designation is very general, because no temporally
sensitive artifacts were found. 38AK4l4 is, therefore, described
as a prehistoric lithic scatter. Functionally, it appears that this
site was the location of an extractive camp utilizing an unknown
resource(s) of the Four Mile Creek terraces (Zone II).
This site is not being considered for additional work because
of its limited research potential and the fact that road construction
activities associated with SRP Road A-6 have disturbed the site.
Therefore, 38AK4l4 is not considered eligible for the National Register.
38AK4l5
38AK4l5, a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a ridge nose adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile Creek
(Figure 5). Topographically, the landform is on the 200' contour,
rising approximately 30' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale slopes 2% toward the northwest. The predominant soil
type is of the Vaucluse and Blaney variety, consisting of gray sand
over light brown sand underlain by a yellowish-brown sandy clay loam
(Aydellott n.d.: 6). The extant vegetation consists of mixed hardwoods
and pines. Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent water source, is
located approximately 25 meters to the north.
This site was located through the subsurface testing of the ridge
nose during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total
of 11 shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 cm below ground surface.
Four of these tests produced a light scatter, consisting of 8 flakes
and flake fragments, 1 bold check stamped and 3 eroded sand-tempered
sherds. The site size was established as 20 meters north/south by
10 meters east/west. The temporally sensitive artifacts establish
38AK4l5 as a Middle Woodland ·site. Functionally, the low artifact
density and lack of assemblage diversity establish this site as a
limited-activity location. Established in Zone II (mesic terrace),
38AK4l5 would allow ready access to multiple resources.
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It is apparent from the limited artifacts and area of this site
that it does not require further testing. The research potential
of this site is low and s therefore s the site is not considered eligible
for the National Register.
38AK4l7
38AK4l7 s a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatters is located
on a ridge nose adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile Creek
(Figure 5). Topographicallys the landform is on the 180-190' contours
rising approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek. The
site locale has a gentle slope of 2% grading toward the northeast.
The predominant soil type is of the Troup s terrace phase variety s
consisting of very dark gray loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy
sand (Aydellott n. d. : 20). The extant vegetation consists of a 15
year old pine plantation and a mixed hardwood and pine forest. A
powerline right-of-way bisects the site area. Four Mile Creeks the
nearest permanent water source, is located approximately 30 meters
to the east.
This site was located while shovel testing the ridge during the
1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. A total of 35 systematic
shovel tests were dug to approximately 60 cm below ground surface.
Nine of these tests produced a scatter of artifacts. The site size
was established as 160 meters northeast/southwest by 60 meters
northwest/ southeast. The artifact assemblage consisted of 56 flakes s
flake fragments and chunks s 5 pieces of fire-cracked rocks 2 utilized
flakes s 1 small triangular and I unknown type hafted biface s I
hammerstone s and 5 plains 1 simple stamped s 9 linear check stamped s
4 bold check stamped, 5 bold and I fine cordmarked s 4 simple
stamped/linear check stamped, 1 fabric impressed s and 15 eroded
sand-tempered sherds. Temporally, the artifacts establish 38AK4l7
as an Early through Late Woodland site.
Functionallys the artifact assemblage diversity suggests that
38AK4l7 was a habitation or base camp. The location on the ridge
just above the Four Mile Creek floodplain indicates an area with easy
access to multiple resources. Intrasite variability is evident from
the discrete locations of artifact-producing tests (Figure 49). A
better understanding of these phenomenon is needed before definitive
statements can be generated explaining their occurrences. Therefore,
it is recommended that more extensive and intensive testing be conducted
at this site in order to properly evaluate its significance.
Furthermore s it is recommended that 38AK4l7 be considered eligible
for the National Register.
38AK418
38AK4l8 s a prehistoric lithic and ceramic scatter, is located
on a terrace edge adjacent to the northern branch of Four Mile Creek
(Figures 5 and 50). Topographicallys the landform is on the 180'
contour s rising approximately 20' in elevation above Four Mile Creek.
The site locale has a gentle slope of 2% toward the south. The
predominant soil type is of the Troup, terrace phase variety, consisting
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Figure 50 38AK4l8 general site photograph
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of very dark gray loamy sand over yellowish-brown loamy sand. The
site is situated in a 15 year old pine plantation and mixed hardwood
and pine forest to the south. Four Mile Creek, the nearest permanent
water source, is located approximately 60 meters to the south.
This site was located as a surface scatter in the firep10w lane
during the 1984 survey and testing of Four Mile Creek. Additionally,
a total of 11 systematic shovel tests were dug to approximately 65
em below ground surface to test for subsurface content. Five of these
tests produced a scatter of artifacts. The site size was established
as 25 meters north/south by Lf5 meters east/west. The total artifact
assemblage consisted of 20 flakes and flake fragments, 1 plain and
3 simple stamped/linear check stamped sand-tempered sherds. Temporally,
the artifacts establish 38AK418 as a Middle Woodland site.
Functionally, the lack of artifact density and low assemblage diversity
establishes this site as a limited activity location, probably the
result of the extraction of the multiple resources found in the terrace
and bottom1ands of Four Mile Creek (Zones II and III).
The fact that 38AK418 is a si.ng1e component site with very little
disturbance establishes it as an area of high research potential.
Studying single component sites (Figure 51) can help in the
understanding and development of synchronic and, eventually, diachronic
sett1ement/ subsistence strategy models of hunter-gatherer groups.
Therefore, it is recommended that more intensive testing be conducted
at this site in order to better evaluate the importance of these
limited-activity sites within the whole settlement/subsistence strategy
of the Middle Woodland period, specifically, and the Woodland period,
in general. Secondly, it is recommended that 38AK418 be considered
eligible for the National Register due to its research potential as
described above.
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PREHISTORIC ARTIFACT ANALYSIS
This section of the report details the artifact analyses that
were used to evaluate the sites located in the potential areas of impact
along Four Mile Creek and Pen Branch. The analysis provided information
for the proper evaluation of these sites and their role in the
settlement/subsistence model potential earlier. Only the mesic terraces,
uplands and bottomlands/tributaries zones were included in the study;
the following analytical discussion evaluates these portions of the
model, excluding the Savannah River and its associated floodplain.
The data collected was used to evaluate the temporal and functional
properties of each site and how they are integrated into the entire
system.
Temporal Analysis
Two artifact classes have temporally sensitive attributes. They
are the hafted biface and the ceramic categories. The following section
describes these attributes and discusses the implications of their
presence.
Hafted biface types are considered by archaeologists as one of
the most temporally sensitive artifacts commonly found at archaeological
sites. A total of 93 whole and broken hafted bifaces were found in
the study area. Of these, 45 had diagnostic attributes that allowed
an identification of 7 distinctive hafted biface categories. The
remaining hafted bifaces were either too fragmented for proper
identification or were not temporally diagnostic.
The earliest occupation is represented by two Palmer/Taylor type
bifaces found at 3BBR541 and 3BBR62. Next are the 6 Kirk bifaces found
at 3BBR71, 3BBR299, 3BBR357 and 3BAK163; they represent an Early to
Middle Archaic occupation at these sites. Five Morrow Mountain bifaces
were found at 4 sites: 3BBR59, 3BBR62, 3BBR71 and 3BBR53l. This biface
type represents a Middle Arch.aic occupation. The Late Archaic period
is represented by 17 Savannah River bifaces located at the follOWing
sites: 3BBR299, 3BBR3lB, 3BBR355, 3BBR357, 3BBR531, 3BBR540 and 3BBR542.
The Woodland period is represented by various biface types. The
earliest found in the study area is the Yadkin type. It was found
at four sites: 3BBR3lB, 3BBR345, 3BBR355 and 3BBR535. Two Thelma
type bifaces, both at the same site, were found at 38BR299; they indicate
a Middle to Late Woodland oCI:upation. Finally, the Late Woodland is
represented by the 9 small triangular bifaces found at 38BR282, 3BBR299,
38BR3l0, 3BBR3lB, 38BR53l, 3BBR535 and 38AK4l7.
One of the most commonly occurring artifact classes found in this
study area is ceramic sherds. They are second only to lithic debitage.
There are two main properties of ceramics that archaeologists have
determined temporally sensitive; they are the differential utilization
of temper substances and specific ceramic surface treatments. Two
different temper substances, fiber and sand, were found in the sherds
analyzed for this study. Fifteen distinctive surface treatments were
recognized in the data base of sand-tempered sherds. Additionally,
three distinct types were found on the fiber-tempered sherds.
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Fiber-tempered sherds! a Late Archaic manifestation! were found
at 4 sites in the study arEla. Plain fiber-tempered sherds were found
at 38BR297! 38BR318 and 38BR531. Irregular and linear punctations
were found on sherds from 38BR531. Nine more fiber-tempered sherds
were found at 38BR531! but the surfaces were too badly eroded to detect
the surface treatment.
The temporally sensitive surface treatments of the sand-tempered
sherds are the better repres(~ntedcategory in this study. The earliest
surface treatment! punctate! is an Early Woodland manifestation.
Punctation occurred on sand-tempered sherds from 5 sites (38BR318!
38BR531! 38BR535! 38BR542 and 38BR545). Two other Early Woodland surface
treatments! simple stamped and linear check stamped! were found in
22 different sites! as follows: 38BR58/59! 38BR76! 38BR78! 38BR97!
38BR282! 38BR297! 38BR299! 38BR310! 38BR318! 38BR345! 38BR355! 38BR531!
38BR532! 38BR535! 38BR539! 38BR540! 38BR541! 38BR542! 38BR545! 38BR555!
38AKl49 and 38AK417.
The Middle Woodland period is represented in this sample by the
bold check stamped and bold cordmarked surface treatments. The 20
sites in which these treatments occurred are: 38BR58/59! 38BR67! 38BR76!
38BR77! 38BR97! 38BR98! 38BR310! 38BR318! 38BR355! 38BR53l! 38BR535!
38BR540! 38BR542! 38BR545! 38BR550! 38BR552! 38AK148! 38AK163! 38AK415
and 38AK417.
A Middle to Late Woodland surface treatment manifestation is the
fabric impressed sherd. This treatment is relatively scarce in the
sample. Seven of the sites had fabric impressed sherds (38BR299!
38BR345! 38BR531! 38BR535! 38BR545! 38BR552 and 38AK4l7).
Fine check stamped and fine cordmarked sherds represent the Late
Woodland. These treatments were found in 13 sites. They are 38BR58/59!
38BR62! 38BR97! 38BR299! 38BR3l8! 38BR355! 38BR53l! 38BR535! 38BR537!
38BR542! 38BR555! 38AKl48 and 38AK4l9. Incising is another Late Woodland
occurrance. It was found in 8 sites (38BR29! 38BR299! 38BR53l! 38BR535!
38BR539! 38BR540! 38BR541 and 38BR545).
There was only one definitively Mississippian surface treatment
identified: one sherd with a curvilinear complicated stamped motif
was found at 38BR299.
The plain surface treatment on sand-tempered sherds is a commonly
occurring phenomenon throughout the Woodland and Mississippian periods;
therefore! it is not a very sensitive temporal indicator.
In summary! the diagnostic hafted bifaces and ceramics were analyzed
in order to evaluate the chronological manifestations occurring at
the sites located in the potential impact areas of the potential cooling
ponds. The entire range of temporal components in this study area
extends from the Middle Archaic through Mississippian periods (Tables
5 and 6). The temporally sensitive elements described above establish
many of the sites as multi-occupational locations (e.g.! 38BR53l! 38BR299
and others). The extent of occupation and the presence of 26
multi-component sites establish this area as a highly valuable research
base. The following section discusses the analysis that was conducted
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TABLE 5
Prehistoric Occupational History
Along Pen Branch
"'~."."""'-~
TABLE 5
Prehistoric Occupational History
Along Pen Branch (Continued)
Site
and Early Middle Late Early Middle Late Mississ- Unknown Unknown
Provenience Paleo Archaic Archaic Archaic Woodland Woodland Woodland ippian Ceramic Lithic
38BR533 - - - - - - - - X
38BR534 - - - - - - - - - X
38BR535 - - - - X X X
38BR536 - - - - - - - - - X
38BR537 - - - - - - X
38BR538 - - - - X X
38BR539 - - - - X X X
38RR540 - - - v v u.. .... A A
38BR541 - X - - X - X
I-' 38BR542 - - - X X X Xw
U1
38BR543 - - - - - - - - - X
38BR544 - - - - - - - - - X
TABLE 6
Prehistoric Occupational History
Along Four Mile Creek
Site
and Early Middle Late Early Middle Late Mississ- Unknown Unkno~
Provenience Paleo Archaic Archaic Archaic Woodland Woodland Woodland ippian . Ceramic Lithi
38BR54 - - - - - - - - - X
38BR58/59 - - X - X X X
38BR62 - X X - - X X
38BR297 - - - X X X X
38BR298 - - - - - - - - - X
38BR299 - - X X X X X X
38BR545 - - - - X X X
38BR547 - - - - - - - - - X
"n",... .... /n
- - - - - - - - XJODJ:\.J .... O
...... 38BR549 - - - - - - - - Xw
'" 38BR550 - - - - - X
38BR552 - - - - - X X
38BR555 - - - - X X X
38AKl48 - - - - - X X
38AKl49
- - - - X X X
38AKl63 - - X - - X
38AK4l4 - - - - - - - - - X
38AK4l5 - - - - -. X
38AK4l7 - - - - X X X
38AK4l8 - - - - - X
~'."',.;",:". .!'.::::;:zwz::e;e:::::::.~~~:.~ _~~:.. _~.:_,-:.~~.::::r::s::;:;;e ,'", ........_h._ ...' "~...='__ ~';;,i-,"'-'""'~;e:. ,_~..;.~._~ 2 .._. '-~"'~;.._ _~;;;':'';;;:;;;'' .,,;,~,.-- -'';:'';;~'~~,.;.;",--'--;;;~-'';-
concerning site function, analysis instrumental in the
and understanding of settlement/subsistence strategies
the groups living in this study area.
Functional Analysis
development
utilized by
Deductions concerning site function were made possible by the
interpretation of individual artifact categories and their
interrelationship. Each archaeological site's artifact assemblage
diversity was studied, and the entire system was then evaluated as
a whole, therefore allowing an evaluation and reinterpretation of the
validity of the settlement/subsistence model potential earlier in this
report. A total of 8 categories were analyzed in order to interpret
the functional site types. These categories are debitage size, uniface
and utilized flakes, edge angles, the presence of hafted bifaces, other
bifaces, a general category, other tools and ceramics and ceramic rim
diameter measurements (Tables 3 and 4).
Debitage size analysis consisted of ranking whole flakes by size.
Since debitage is the result of lithic tool manufacturing and
maintenance, analyses of its size and frequency will supply information
on site function. Hanson, Brooks and White 0981: 93-94) establish
a debitage model which evaluates the frequency of debitage size and
the inferred behavior associated with these occurrences. The basic
premise of this model is that during initial lithic tool manufacture,
large flakes and chunks are broken off of a core. On the other hand,
smaller flakes are the result of the final stages of tool manufacture
caused by refined techniques of tool finishing and maintenance (e. g.,
pressure flaking). Therefore, sites where tools were produced
(habitation or base camps) would yield the full range of sizes of
debitage, while those areas where tool maintenance (limited-activity
sites) occurred would yield the smaller sizes.
Of the 56 sites included in this analysis, 16 had only the small
size debitage present (38BR76, 38BRlOO, 38BR357, 38BR533, 38BR534,
38BR54, 38BR298, 38BR547, 38BR548, 38BR550, 38BR555, 38AK149, 38AK4l4,
38AK4l5 and 38AK4l7). Of these, only two were considered habitation
or base camps (38BR54 and 38AK4l7); the rest were considered
limited-activity sites, thus supporting the idea that the entire
assemblage, not one category, needs to be studied in order to make
valid inferences concerning site function.
Utilized flakes and unifaces were inspected for edge angles.
Various cutting, scraping and sawing activities require varying degrees
of angles. Hanson, Brooks and White (1981: 94-102) establish an edge
angle model describing activity requirements and the associated edge
angle categories. The categories are defined as: A = (1-23°) fine
cutting, B = (24-42°) general cutting, C = (43-62°) heavy cutting and
scraping, D = (63-80°) heavy bone and wood working, and E = ()80 0 )
exhausted (Hanson, Brooks and White 1981: 99).
Ten sites had unifaces (38BR58/59, 38BR62, 38BR299, 38BR3l0,
38BR323, 38BR53l, 38BR535, 38BR539, 38BR540 and 38BR545). The uniface,
as a formally prepared tool, represents more investment during
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manufacture and is more highly curated than the utilized flake;
therefore, it is expected that fewer unifaces will be found and that
they will occur more often at habitation or base camps. This hypothesis
is supported by the evidence at these sites. Eight of the 10 sites
with unifaces (38BR58/59, 38BR62, 38BR299, 38BR53l, 38BR535, 38BR539,
38BR540 and 38BR545) were designated as habitation sites. Therefore,
the occurrence of unifaces at a site is a good indication of its function
as a habitation or base camp. Of course, it is important to reiterate
the fact that a total intra-assemblage inspection is required to
adequately interpret site function.
Utilized flakes are considered expedient tools with high disposal
rates; it is to be expected that a high incidence of these tools will
occur at archaeological sites. This is borne out by the fact that
a total of 173 utilized flakl~s were found during this study. A total
of 28 sites had utilized flakes present in their artifact assemblage
(see Tables 3 and 4). Of these, 6 sites 08BR71, 38BR53l, 38BR540,
38BR54l, 38BR542 and 38BR545) have four or more edge angle categories
represented, and are considered habitation or base camps recognizing
that varied activities would have occurred at a habitation site, thus
producing the full range of edge angles. . Inversely, limited-activity
sites, as the name implies, would not have such a range of activities;
this hypothesis is supported by the fact that all the sites designated
as limited-activity loci have three or less edge angles represented.
However, there is evidence suggesting that habitation sites need not
yield all representative edge angles; there are 12 habitation sites
with three or less edge angles represented. This is further evidence
for the evaluation of the total assemblage.
The presence, absence and quantity of hafted bifaces were important
for the determination of site function. Hafted bifaces represent high
investment tools and would, therefore, be curated as long as possible.
Habitation sites are expected to have higher incidences of hafted bifaces
as compared to limited activity sites. A total of hafted bifaces,
whole and broken, were found at 22 of the sites studied (see Tables
3 and 4). Thirty-four sites had no hafted bifaces whatsoever, and
they made up a majority of the limited-activity sites (32 sites).
The remaining 2 with no hafted bifaces (38BR54 and 38BR97) were
considered habitation sites due to the interpretation of the total
artifact assemblage.
The quantity of hafted bifaces at a site was an important
consideration in establishing functional inferences. A notable criterion
is the fact that no limited-activity had more than two hafted bifaces.
All 10 sites with three or more hafted bifaces were determined to be
habitation sites. They'are 38BR58/59, 38BR62, 38BR71, 38BR299, 38BR318,
38BR355, 38BR531, 38BR535, 38BR539 and 38BR540. Those sites wi th one
or two hafted bifaces could either be limited-activity or habitation
sites. This is further evidence justifying the evaluation of the whole
assemblage in order to make valid functional inferences of archaeological
sites.
The other biface category is .another example of the importance
of presence, absence or quantity as a criterion for establishing site
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function. The absence of other bifaces appears to be a good indication
of limited-activity sites. A total of 33 sites did not have any other
bifaces. Of these, all but three have been established as being
representative of limited-acti"ity sites. The remaining three (38BR77 ,
38BR282 and 38AK4l7) are considered habitation sites, due to the
interpretation of the total assemblage. On the other hand, it appears
that the presence of six or more other bifaces is a good indication
of habitation or base camps. This was supported by 38BR71" 38BR297
and 38BR53l.
To summarize, it appears that the absence of other bifaces is
a good indication of limited-activity sites, while the presence of
6 or more of this category represents a habitation or base camp.
Quantities falling in between can represent either habitation or
limited-activity sites. In this case, it is even more important to
consider the entire assemblage in order to make valid inferences of
site function.
A general category used in this analysis is the one designated
"other tools." This category is composed of various artifact types
that are rarely found at archaeological sites. They are the hammerstone,
mano, metate, ground stone, polished stone, worked steatite and abrader.
The occurrence of anyone of these artifacts is not in and of itself
a reliable functional indicator; rather it is the range of occurrence
and variety at 38BR7l and 38BR531 are both considered habitation sites
and have a number of and a vari(~ty of other tools. To reiterate, though,
an extensive examination of the complete artifact assemblage is essential
to valid inferences of site function.
The final two categories used in this site function analysis are
the presence and absence of ceramics and the development of rim diameter
sizing as another tool in functional interpretations. The occurrence
of ceramics is predominantly a Woodland manifestation, and, therefore,
has somewhat limited value for the interpretation of site function.
In general, it is expected that habitation sites would have more ceramics
as a result of storage and food··processing activities. Low ceramic
counts or the absence of ceramics may be significant in the
interpretation of a limited-activity site, but when the Interassemblage
Tables are inspected, this category does not appear to be a very
effective tool for this type of analysis. As stated above, it is
important to look at the overall assemblage variability in order to
properly evaluate site function.
The rim analysis is based on the assumption that intended access
to a ceramic vessel will influence the size of the diameter; if easy
access is necessary, then a wider rim is made for the vessel. On the
other hand, long-term storage vessels, requiring both less access ability
and protection of the stored materials from the elements, would be
made with smaller orifices (Smith 1983). Combining results of an earlier
study of rim measurements (Hally 1984: 46-64), intuition and the present
analysis of rim diameters, four categories of size range and inferred
function were established.
The first step in this analysis was the generation of a chart
of concentric circles representing rim diameter sizes; each consecutive
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circle is a centimeter larger in diameter than the previous one. Each
rim was placed on the circle outlines to determine the best fit and,
therefore, the diameter of the vessel from which the fragment came.
From a total of 76 rims in this study, 61 were sufficiently large enough
to allow such measurements.
Next, the frequency of each rim size was established in graph
form in order to determine size modalities or size range categories.
In this case, the size categories were established as: A) Bottles
= 5-10 cm; B) Jars = 11-16 em; C) Bowls = 17-43 cm; and n) Large
Bowls = >43 cm. The total of rims representing each category is as
follows: 5 bottles, 5 jars, 36 bowls and 15 large bowls.
The occurrence of measurable rim sherds is another important element
in the determination of site function. In this case, 15 sites had
measurable rims allowing an additional phase in the interpretation
of function. It is expected, due to the various activities which would
occur at habitation sites, that these sites would exhibit a variety
of vessel types. Eight sites (38BR77, 38BR299, 38BR318, 38BR53l,
38BR535, 38BR542, 38BR545 and 38AK417) had more than one vessel category
represented by the rim measurements. All eight are habitation or base
camps. On the other hand, seven sites had only one category
represented. Three are habitation or base camps (38BR58/ 59, 38BR62
and 38BR355) and the other 4 are limited-activity sites (38BR3l0,
38BR532, 38BR537 and 38AK418).
Therefore, it is suggested that orifice measurements are a viable
tool for the study of intersite function variability. It appears that
high diversity (in rim size and vessel function) is a reliable indicator
for habitation sites. Low diversity can, however, occur at either
limited-activity or habitation sites; therefore, it is necessary to
study the entire assemblage in order to determine site function.
This section has presented the temporal and functional analyses
that were conducted in order to evaluate the sites found in the impact
areas of the potential €ooling ponds for Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek.
Two distinct functional site types were presented in a
settlement/subsistence model and the temporal and functional analyses
supported the development of habitation and limited-activity sites.
In all, 18 habitation and 38 limited-activity sites were delineated.
The temporal analysis suggested a range of occupation in these watersheds
from the Middle Archaic through the Mississippian periods. In addition,
many of the sites show evidence of multiple occupations. Therefore,
the study area has been established as a very rich archaeological data
base for the study of settlement/subsistence strategies of the central
Savannah River area and the southeast.
It is this type of analysis that allows for a proper evaluation
of the relative significance of each site's research potential, thereby
establishing site management guidelines. The next section discusses
both the research potential and suggestions for the cultural resource
management of each site.
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EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ELIGIBILITY
Archaeological sites are subject to evaluation based on the general
criteria presented for the National Register of Historic Places
(36CFR60. 6) that apply to all historic and archaeological properties.
The criteria are as follows:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture,
archaeology and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings,
structures, and objects of State and local importance that possess
integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling and association, and
a) That are associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history;
or
b) That are associated with the lives of persons significant
in our pasts; or
c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, or that represent the work
of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent
a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individuals' distinction; or
d) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history (38CFR60.6 and 800.10).
Due to the archaeological nature of all sites located in the present
survey only criterion d) that relates to information content applies
to the data at hand. The preceding sections presented the data and
analyses for each archaeological site within the survey area.
Site Evaluations
Research problems and questions are the basis for the evaluation
of all archaeological sites since there are few intrinsic properties
in any sites that meet the first three criteria for the National
Register. Thus, the significance of a specific site or group of sites
must be determined in light of research potential. The specific nature
of research questions depends on the level of understanding of history
and prehistory in the region, state or locale being examined. In the
South Carolina-Georgia area and the central Savannah River locale,
archaeological research has been sparse. The archaeological background
section of this report outlines the known prehistory and history in
the area and illustrates the limits of knowledge. Most research in
the area has been restricted to chronological problems with little
emphasis on progressional aspects of the human experience over the
past 12,000 years. For these reasons a number of problem areas are
presented to establish the basis for site evaluations.
Five specific research problems are used in evaluating the
archaeological resources of the survey area:
1) Occupational history
This problem area needs much
in the central Savannah River area.
clarification since its chronology is
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only partially understood. The recovery of stratigraphic evidence
in archaeological sites is needed to place complete assemblages in
a chronologie-al framework, rather than just diagnostic artifact types
such as hafted bifaces and ceramics. Prehistory provides the basic
information needed to address other aspects of human culture stability
and change because of the time :3cale and characteristics of each culture.
Thus, understanding the occupational history of the region is a major
research factor upon which site evaluations can be based.
2) Prehistoric technological development. Technologies have
changed throughout the local prehistory but the reasons for change
are poorly understood. Most knowledge of technologies, particularly
lithic technology, has not been derived in the vicinity of the study
area, but from sites in North Carolina (Coe 1964). Lithic tool
technology has changed considerably over the prehistory of the area
with sharp distinctions in hafted biface types. If these types are
more than stylistic types and are representations of techno- functional
types, an effort must be made to clarify this association. Also,
variation in complete lithic tool assemblages requires more detailed
examination in order to determine the manner in which human groups
responded technologically to specific situations. For this problem
to be resolved, sites with examples of diverse assemblages must be
preserved and studied to provide comparative information.
3) Origins of ceramic technology. The central Savannah River
Valley has the distinction of being the first dated location in North
America to yield primitive pottery from at least 2500 B.C. (Stoltman
1972). The presence of this important technology in the area at such
an early date requires analysis to determine the reasons why such a
complex ceramic pattern would develop among hunter-gatherers. Ceramic
technology is complex because it requires the knowledge of tempering,
clay properties, firing and shaping. The fact that Stalling's Island
fiber-tempered pottery is a moderately hard and well-made type requires
study to determine the origins of the methods used to fabricate this
original North American earthenware. To understand the processes of
early ceramic development, sites associated with the Late Archaic are
very important in this region.
4) Prehistoric adaptive stability and change. Studies pertaining
to stability and change in adaptive strategies are relatively new in
the region (Hanson 1981). Although abstract, these studies attempt
to identify the mechanisms and causes of major subsistence and settlement
change and stability. In the region the Late Archaic to Early Woodland
transition, which occurred between 1500 and 1000 B.C., is one of the
major known shifts in lifeways (Hanson 1981). An overall change in
settlement location and, hunter-gatherer procurement is noted to
correspond to the removal of human settlements from the Savannah River
swamp edge to the tributary terraces. The examination of this transition
and others requires the collection of data from well-preserved site
contexts that have complete assemblages and bridge the transition.
5) Post Civil War era plantations. The study of plantations
as they evolved from the slave-based economy of the pre-Civil War era
to the period of Reconstruction and on to the new century are important
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for an understanding of apparent lifestyle changes within the communities
of plantation inhabitants. Not only were lifestyles changing, but
agricultural practices were evolving from hoe and mule to Mr.
McCormick's new farm machinery. The economic network linking plantation
communities and their individual consumers to the products of the nation
can be explored. With the end of Reconstruction, plantations became
an important aspect of the South's position within the nation's
interacting economic sphere. Archaeological investigations coupled
with oral history and documentary research will provide a useful look
at plantations and their emergence from slave labor to the 20th century.
These research problem domains presented above are not intended
to be complete, but they are ,lppropriate to the archaeological resources
recovered during the Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek survey. Specific
evaluations of sites will be made with the problem domains as the central
basis for determining signifi.cance. Table 7 presents a brief summary
of the sites, their significance in terms of eligibility for nomination
and recommendations. Two groups of sites are represented in the table:
1) those which are not significant, and 2) those which have the pot'Emtial
for being significant.
There are 42 sites that are not considered significant due to
the lack of site integrity and/or limited research potential. As noted
in each site description, various factors have contributed to the problem
of low site integrity. These factors include pre-1950s agricultural
practices, pre-SRP construction activities, road construction and
maintenance and pine plantation management practices. The following
sites have all been affected by these factors and, therefore, have
limited research potential: 38BR54, 38BR58/59, 38BR62, 38BR63, 38BR65,
38BR76, 38BR77, 38BR78, 38BR96, 38BR99, 38BRlOO, 38BR298, 38BR3l6,
38BR3l9, 38BR322, 38BR323, 38BR335, 38BR339, 38BR345, 38BR353, 38BR355,
38BR357, 38BR530, 38BR533, 38BR534, 38BR536, 38BR537, 38BR538, 38BR543,
38BR544, 38BR547, 38BR548, 38BR549, 38BR550, 38BR55l, 38BR552, 38BR555,
38AK148, 38AK149, 38AK163, 38AK4l4 and 38AK4l5. All 42 lack site
integrity and research potential and are not considered significant.
The remaining 23 sites are considered relatively significant due
to the research potential of each site, individually and as a whole,
to the understanding of the human occupational sequence and behavior
of the central Savannah River area. Five historic sites (38BR280,
38BR282, 38BR289, 38BR292 and 38BR305) are considered potentially
significant. The prehistoric sites considered potentially significant
are 38BR71, 38BR97, 38BR297, 38BR299, 38BR3l0, 38BR3l8, 38BR352,
38BR53l,38BR532, 38BR535, 38BR539, 38BR540, 38BR54l, 38BR542, 38BR545,
38AK4l7 and 38AK4l8.
The historic sites consist of three 19th-20th century mill dam
structures (38BR289, 38BR292 and 38BR305) with no apparent miller's
home in evidence. Although no actual wooden mill structures remain,
the earthen structures are well preserved. Two of these mills (38BR289
and 38BR292) were noted on Four Mile Creek in Mills Atlas (1825).
Apparently, Bush's Dam (38BR289) and Pettis' Dam (38BR292) had been
integral parts in the early 19th Century produce-processing economic
network of the area. The third mill site, 38BR305, was not noted in
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Mills Atlas (1825), but the general construction evidence is very similar
to the two noted above. It is hypothesized that this mill had been
in use during the mid-19th century, possibly sometime after the Mills
Atlas survey (1818). To summarize, all three mills are considered
significant and have the potential to yield information concerning
marketing practices of pre-Civ'il War produce-processing facilities.
The two rema1n1ng historically significant sites (38BR280 and
38BR282) are 19th-20th century dwelling sites associated with the Ashley
Plantation (see Figure 14). 38BR280 and 38BR282 will provide information
concerning plantation 1ifeways, in general, and allow interpretations
of discrete activity loci. 38BR280 has features that appear to be
a privy and a well. Archaeological investigations of these features
should provide excellent floral and faunal information for the study
of the inhabitants I dietary habits. In addition to historic research,
38BR282 has the potential to yield information concerning the Early
to Middle Woodland settlement/subsistence strategies shift.
The sites with prehistoric components considered significant are
38BR71, 38BR97, 38BR98, 38BR297, 38BR299, 38BR310, 38BR318, 38BR352,
38BR531, 38BR532, 38BR535, 38BR539, 38BR540, 38BR541, 38BR542, 38BR545,
38AK417 and 38AK418. The research potential of each site is
preliminarily discussed in the preceding Site Description section.
Prehistorically, these sites have excellent potential for refining
regional models of settlement/subsistence strategies of the southeast
and studies of early prehistoric ceramic technology, lithic technology
changes, and the occupational history of the central Savannah River
area. The following section is a discussion of the research potential
of these sites.
38BR71 is an Early to llfidd1e Archaic lithic scatter located on
the mesic terraces of Pen Branch. Exclusively Archaic component sites
are relatively rare, and the fact that this site has only Archaic
components establishes it as a highly significant site. Extensive
testing of this site will produce invaluable information relating to
technological and functional attributes of the Archaic
settlement/subsistence model.
38BR97, an Early to Late Woodland site, and 38BR98, and Early
to Middle Woodland site, are located on opposite sides of Pen Branch.
38BR97 is located in the mesic terraces, while 38BR98 is located in
the xeric, sandy uplands. Both sites are significant for their research
potential concerning the refinement of Woodland chronology. In addition,
38BR97, a habitation site, and 38BR98, a limited-activity site, studied
together, will help to establish the interrelationship of these site
types and how this ~ integration may help to refine Woodland
settlement/subsistence strategy models.
38BR297 is a Late Archaic to Woodland lithic and ceramic scatter
located on the mesic terrace of Four Mile Creek. The occurrence of
fiber- and sand-tempered ceramics establishes this site as a valuable
research tool for the study of ceramic technology changes. In addition,
artifact densities found in the subsurface tests indicate discrete
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activity loci. Extensive testing of these loci and their inferred
function will provide additioml1 data to Archaic to Woodland transition
studies, and the refinement of changing settlement/subsistence
strategies.
38BR299 is a shallow, multi-component site located on the mesic
terrace of Four Mile Creek. The temporal range of this site is from
the Middle Archaic through Mississippian periods. The Early to Middle
Woodland, or Deptford, periods are the predominant components at this
site. The study of stratified sites, like 38BR299, can address numerous
archaeological research problems. In this case, research will encompass
lithic and ceramic technological developments, discrete intrasite
func t ion interpre ta t ions, chrono logica I re f inement , the trans it ion
from Archaic to Woodland to Mississippian settlement/subsistence
strategies and, in particular, an evaluation of the Early to Middle
Woodland inhabitants' shifting strategies. In addition, 38BR299 will
provide data for intersite comparisons within the project area, and
other multi-component sites (e.g., 38AK228) on Savannah River Plant
property, thus, synthesizing a regional model of settlement/subsistence
strategies of southeastern hunter-gatherer groups.
38BR3l0 is a Middle Woodland site located on the mesic terrace
of Pen Branch. It is rare to find a single component site during
archaeological surveys. Therefore, this site is highly significant
for Middle Woodland technology, chronological refinement, and Woodland
specific settlement/subsistence strategy modelling. These single
component sites are additionally significant because of the lack of
extraneous intrusions into their integrity and content.
38BR3l8 is a Late Archaic through Late Woodland habitation site
located at the confluence of Pen Branch and Indian Grave Branch. Located
on the mesic terraces, this s:Lte would have had ready access to three
environmental zones (the uplands, the terraces, the bottomlands and
tributaries). Various researeh topics can be addressed with more
extensive and intensive testing and analysis. These topics include
ceramic and lithic technologic,:1l development, chronological refinement,
the Late Archaic/Early Woodlcmd transition phenomena and models of
changing settlement/subsistence strategies.
38BR352 is a prehistoric lithic scatter located on the mesic terrace
of Pen Branch. No temporally diagnostic artifacts were found at this
site with which to establish a chronological designation. This
limited-activity site, though, appears to have evidence of lithic tool
utilization. Loci of heavy flake densities were established by the
subsurface testing conducted at the site. Further intensive testing
and analysis will help to determine the temporal designation and the
development of lithic tool technology and utilization.
38BR531 is a multi-component site located on the mesic terrace
of Pen Branch. The temporal range of this site is from the Middle
Archaic through Late Woodland periods. Initial stratified testing
established a fiber-tempered sherd horizon and a pre-ceramic horizon.
Indications are that this site is very significant for its research
potential associated with 1) a possible Early Archaic or Paleo-Indian
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component, 2) early ceramic technology, 3) lithic technology
developments, 4) Late Archai<:/Ear1y Woodland transition studies, and
5) diachronic and synchronic studies of settlement/subsistence
strategies. In addition, intersite comparisons with other
multi-component sites (e.g., 38BR299) will further regional studies
of these strategies.
38BR532 is an Early Woodland site located on the mesic terrace
of Pen Branch. This limited-activity site has a single component,
thus establishing 38BR532 as a significant site important for synchronic
studies concerned with chronology, lithic and ceramic technology
developments and intrasite function interpretations. Further testing
and analysis of this site will establish its role in the Woodland
settlement/subsistence strategy sphere.
38BR535 is a stratified, Early Woodland through Late Woodland
habitation site located on the mesic terrace of Pen Branch. Subsurface
testing at this site revealed numerous loci of horizontal and vertical
variability in density and artifact types. The apparent functional
variability, both synchronic and diachronic, establishes 38BR535 as
a highly significant site. Additional research realms include
chronological refinement, lithic and ceramic technology developments
and ceramic technology developments and Woodland settlement/subsistence
strategy modelling.
38BR539 is a stratified. Early Woodland through Late Woodland
habitation site with a minor 20th century component located on the
mesic terraces of Pen Branch. The historic component is not considered
significant. This Woodland site is considered significant because
of the following potential research areas: 1) diachronic and synchronic
studies of intrasite functional variability, 2) chronological refinement,
3) lithic and ceramic technology development studies, and 4) Woodland
settlement/subsistence interpretations.
38BR540 is a stratified, Late Archaic through Late Woodland
habitation site located on the mesic terraces of Pen Branch. Subsurface
testing revealed differences in artifact densities and assemblage
diversities. These phenomena indicate possible activity variability,
both horizontally and vertically. Extensive and intensive testing
of 38BR540 would allow a better understanding of intrasite functional
variability and, in turn, the interpretation of the role of this site
in settlement/subsistence strategies and subsumed technological
strategies, thus establishing 38BR540 as a potentially significant
site.
38BR541 is a stratified, Early Archaic and Early and Late Woodland
habitation site located on the mesic terraces of Pen Branch. The
significant research potential of this site is related to the apparent
human occupational gaps revealed by the temporally sensitive artifacts.
Inspection of the site locale revealed at least two dry stream beds
that during times of human occupation could have been flowing with
water. Geological research in conjunction with archaeological testing
could provide a correlation between fluctuating water levels and human
occupation of this locale. Secondly, a piece of worked steatite was
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found in a buried context (Level C) of an excavation unit. The
utilization of steatite was predominantly an Archaic manifestation.
Further extensive and intensive testing of 38BR541 will reveal data
for Archaic lithic technology and function. In general, this site
has potential to yield information on Archaic and Woodland technologies
function diversity and settlement/subsistence strategies. Therefore,
this site is considered potentially significant.
38BR542 is a stratified, Late Archaic and Early through Late
Woodland habitation site on the mesic terraces of Pen Branch. Controlled
subsurface testing revealed a possible lithic manufacture loci in a
buried context (Provenience 4, Levels E through I). Extensive block
excavations in this area will yield significant information concerning
lithic technology. Secondly, further testing has high potential of
yielding data relevant to Late Archaic/Early Woodland transition, lithic
and ceramic technology, chronological and intra- and intersite functional
studies of human adaptation.
38BR545 is a stratified, Early through Late Woodland habitation
site located on the mesic terraces of Four Mile Creek. Controlled
subsurface testing revealed buried, non-ceramic levels of cultural
deposits. More intensive testing will reveal whether this phenomenon
is the behavioral remains of a pre-ceramic (1. e., Early to Middle
ArchaiC> occupation or Late Archaic/Early Woodland lithic tool
manufacture locus, thus, revealing significant data for research
concerned with studies of the Late Archaic/Early Woodland transition
lithic and ceramic technological developments, chronological refinement
and, finally, settlement/subsistence strategies.
38AK4l7 is a stratified, Early through Late Woodland habitation
or base camp located on the mesic teraces of Four Mile Creek. Subsurface
testing revealed a light scatter of artifacts over a relatively large
site area (160 x 60 meters). A high diversity in artifact types, though,
revealed a multi-functional site associated with the Woodland periods.
More extensive and intensive testing has a high potential of revealing
Woodland lithic and ceramic technology, chronological refinement,
functional diversity and settlement/subsistence strategies. Therefore,
38AK4l7 is considered significant due to its relatively high research
potential.
38AK4l8 is a single-component (Middle Woodland), limited-activity
site located on the mesic terrace of Four Mile Creek. It is relatively
rare to find single component sites along the mesic terraces of the
study area. Also, without the intrusions of other components, 38AK4l8
lends itself to an intensivE~, synchronic study of Middle Woodland
settlement/subsistence strategies and the subsumed technological
development and chronology refinement research categories. Therefore,
38AK4l8 is considered highly significant.
In summary, 65 archaeological sites were located and tested along
the potential impact areas of Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek. Of these
65, 41 had been sufficiently affected, by pre-SRP agricultural and
construction activities, SRP road improvement and maintenance and past
and present pine plantation ma.nagement techniques, to reduce or negate
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their research potential. Therefore, they are not considered
sufficiently significant to warrant further testing. On the other
hand, 23 sites were considered potentially significant. Historically,
4 sites were considered significant due to their research potential
in early historic produce-processing economic spheres of interaction
with the region and the nation.
Eighteen prehistoric si.tes were established as being significant
for their research potential in various archaeological studies (Table
7). They include chronological refinement, lithic and ceramic
technological developments, Late Archaic/Early Woodland transition
analyses and the development and refinement of settlement/subsistence
strategy. models. Site-specific analyses and interpretations establish
long-range plans of generalized models of hunter-gatherer
settlement/subsistence strat'~gies of the central Savannah River area,
and of the southeast in general.
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TABLE 7
Archaeological Resouree Summary for Sites. Recovered
During the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek Survey
Eligible
Site Temporal Functional for Potential Recommen-
Number Range Type Nomination Effect dations
38BR54 Unknown lithic Prehistori.c: Habitation no yes No further
19th centruy Historic: Scatter research
38BR58/59 MA,EW,MW,LW Habitation no yes No further
research
38BR62 EA,MA,MW,LW Habitation no yes No further
research
38BR63 EW,MW Intrusive no yes No further
research
38BR65 Unknown lithic Intrusive no yes No further
research
38BR71 EA, MA Habitation. possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR76 EW,MW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR77 Unknown ceramic Habitation. no yes No further
research
38BR78 EW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR96 Unknown ceramic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR97 EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR98 EW Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR99 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BRIOO Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR280 1880 - 1950 Historic: Dwelling possibly yes Data
recovery
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TABLE 7
Archaeological Resource Summary for Sites Recovered
During the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek Survey
EligibleSite Temporal Functional for Potential Recommen-Number Range Type Nomination Effect dations
38BR282 1880 - 1950 Historic: Dwelling possibly yes DataEW, MW Prehistoric: Habitation recovery
38BR289 19th-20th Mill Dam possibly yes Data
century
recovery
38BR292 19th-20th century Mill Dam possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR297 LA,EW,MW,LW Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR298 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR299 MA,LA,EW,MW Habitation possibly yes DataLW, Miss
recovery
38BR30S 19th-20th Mi 11 and D,lm possibly yes Data
century
recovery
38BR3l0 EW,MW Prehistoric: Limited- possibly yes Data19th-20th Activity recovery
century Historic: Dwelling
38BR3l6 Unknown lithic Intrusive no yes No further
research
38BR3l8 LA,EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR3l9 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR322 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR323 Unknown Woodland Limi~ed-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR335 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No Further
research
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TABLE 7
Archaeological Resource Summary for Sites Recovered
During the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek Survey
Eligible
Site Temporal Functional for Potential Recommen-
Number Range Type Nomination Effect dations
38BR339 Unknown lithic Intrusive no yes No further
research
38BR345 EW,MW,LW Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR352 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR353 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR355 LA,EW,MW,LW Habitation no yes No further
research
38BR357 EA,MA,LA Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR530 Unknown Woodland Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR531 MA,LA,EW,MW Habitation possibly yes Data
LW recovery
38BR532 EW Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR533 Unknown Woodland Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR534 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR535 EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR536 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR537 LW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR538 EW,MW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
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TABLE 7
Archaeological Resource Summary for Sites Recovered
During the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek Survey
Eligible
Site Temporal Functional for Potential Recommen-
Number Range Type Nomination Effect dations
38BR539 EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR540 LA,EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR54l EA,EW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR542 LA,EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR543 Unknown li thic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR544 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR545 EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38BR547 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR548 Unknown Woodland Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR549 Unknown Woodland Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR550 MW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR55l 20th century Historic dump no yes No further
research
38BR552 MW,LW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38BR555 EW,MW,LW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38AK148 MW,LW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
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TABLE 7
Archaeological Resource Summary for Sites Recovered
During the Pen Branch/Four Mile Creek Survey
Eligible
Site Temporal Functional for Potential Recommen-
Number Range Type Nomination Effect dations
38AKl49 EW,MW,LW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38AKl63 MA,MW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38AK4l4 Unknown lithic Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38AK4l5 MW Limited-Activity no yes No further
research
38AK4l7 EW,MW,LW Habitation possibly yes Data
recovery
38AK4l8 MW Limited-Activity possibly yes Data
recovery
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CONSIDERATION OF EFFECTS
Adverse effects result from any man-made activity culminating
in the partial or complete destruction of archaeological resources.
In the case of the potential construction of cooling ponds for
Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek, the impoundment of these areas to 210'
above mean sea level will have major, direct impact on archaeological
resources located in the impounded areas. The potential land
modification projects will have major, direct impact on the
archaeological resources outlined previously. This impact, or adverse
effect, will be considered only in the case of sites determined to
be significant to archaeological research (Table 7).
Intensive field survey and aerial photograph interpretations
established the presence of 65 discrete archaeological loci within
the impoundment areas. These sites will be directly affected by the
potential construction activities. The primary adverse effects are
shoreline erosion and the saturation of soils by the impounded water.
Shoreline erosion will result in the erosion of soils from ridges lopes
and cause a migration of soils and archaeological data down slope.
This will, in turn, cause a mixing of archaeological assemblages and
data, destroying site integrity and context. In addition, the saturation
of the soils will also cause the mixing of assemblages and destroy
archaeological content and integrity. These two major factors will
obliterate intrasite context, thereby destroying the research potential
of these sites.
Twenty-three of the 65 sites are significant enough to warrant
consideration of the impact on their archaeological integrity. The
research potential is not considered significant enough to warrant
in-place preservation or avoidance, but does warrant further
archaeological and documentary investigations conducted at these sites.
These 23 sites are considered eligible for inclusion in the National
Register of Historic Places (Table 7) for their research potential
and, therefore, require mitigation of the adverse effects of the
potential cooling ponds. The recommended mitigation plan is outlined
below.
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Recommended Mitigation Plan for Significant Sites
Located in Potential Impoundment Areas of
Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek (Continued)
TABLE 8
Recommendations
Significant
Archaeological
Component(s)
Phase II
Intensive
Excavations
Sample
Excavations
Phase I
Detailed
Topographic
Mapping
Documentary
Search
Site
Number
38BR352 x x x Lithic Prehistoric
38BR531 x x Middle Archaic -
Late Woodland
38BR532 x x x Early Woodland
38BR535 x x Early - Late
Woodland
38BR539 x x x Early - Late
Woodland
38BR540 x x Late Archaic -
Late Woodland
38BR541 x x x Early Archaic,
Early & Late
Woodland
38BR542 x x Late Archaic -
Late Woodland
1880 - 1950
38BR545 x x x Early - Late
Woodland
38AK4l7 x x x Early - Late
Woodland
38AK4l8 x x x Middle Woodland
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TABLE 8
Reconunended Mitigation Plan for Significant Sites
Located in Potential Impoundment Areas of
Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek
Reconunendations
Phase I Phase II
Detailed Significant
Site Documentary Topographic Sample Intensive Archaeological
Number Search Mapping Excavations Excavations Component(s)
38BR71 X X X Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
38BR97 X X X Early - Middle
Woodland
38BR98 X X X Early - Middle
Woodland
38BR280 X X X 1880 - 1950
38BR282 X X X X 1880 - 1950
Early - Middle
Woodland
38BR289 X X 19th century
38BR292 X X 19th century
38BR297 X X X Late Archaic -
Early Woodland
38BR299 X X X Middle Archaic -
Mississippian
38BR305 X X X 19th century
38BR31O X X X Middle Woodland
38BR3l8 X X X Late Archaic -
Late Woodland
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MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Mitigation of adverse effects on archaeological resources can
be achieved through a resource preservation plan. In view of the fact
that prehistoric and historic archaeological resources are nonrenewable,
preservation is the preferred method of mitigating adverse effect.
Preservation can be accomplished in one of two ways, 1) through
preservation in place, or 2) through data recovery.
Practically, preservation in place is not a suitable mitigation
alternative for the 23 significant archaeological sites in the
impoundment areas for two reasons. First, most of the sites (excluding
the 3 dam sites) are archaeological resources, with no extant standing
structures. Even the dam sites (38BR289, 38BR292 and 38BR305) have,
at best, earthen structures that are little more than remnants of their
former whole. Secondly, all 23 significant sites have no aesthetic
value to warrant preservation in place.
Preservation through data recovery, therefore, is the best method
for mitigating adverse effects on these significant sites. As stated
previously, the impoundment of these areas will result in the erosion
of soils and a saturation and mixing of artifacts, and in the mixing
of archaeological contexts and the destruction of site integrity.
Therefore, data recovery will preserve the integrity of information
within each site. The analysis of the recovered information would
result in the development and refinement of the research problem domains
discussed elsewhere in this report.
The mitigation recommendations for the archaeologically significant
sites within the potential impoundment areas are outlined in Table
8. Mapping will consist of extensive, detailed topographic site maps,
grid layout and feature and artifact density plotting. Sample
excavations will consist of extensive and intensive shovel or posthole
testing to determine artifact density loci, especially necessary at
areally extensive sites (e.g. 38BR545). The third method outlined
for Phase I mitigation plans consists of documentary search and oral
history examinations. Phase II intensive testing will consist of
intensive block excavations at appropriate areas of artifact densities.
Block excavations are especially appropriate for historic sites in
order to evaluate activities as they once occurred inside and outside
individual structural remains.
Presented below is a basic outline of the data recovery plan for
the 23 significant sites discussed in a previous section of this report.
Phase I mitigation plans are divided into three subunits of
investigation: 1) documentary search, 2) detailed topographic mapping,
and 3) sample excavations, as outlined above. Each of the 23 sites
should be investigated using one or more of these methods. Detailed
topographic mapping will be conducted at all 23 sites in order to develop
an extensive site map, including major natural and man-made features.
At all, except two mill dams (38BR289 and 38BR292), grid layout and
feature and artifact density plotting will be required to properly
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evaluate significance and establish the requirements for the second
phase of mitigation.
Extensive documentary and oral history investigations will be
required for the five sites with major historic components. These
sites are: 1) 38BR280, 2) 38BR282, 3)38BR289, 4) 38BR293 and 5) 38BR305.
As outlined previously, more extensive historical investigations are
required for these sites in order to establish their roles in the
19th-20th century economic sphere.
Sample excavations or density testing should be conducted at 16
of the sites. This method is necessary for intrasi teevaluation and,
in turn, the placement of these sites in the occupational history of
the two watersheds. The sites requiring sample excavations are 38BR7l,
38BR97, 38BR98, 38BR282, 38BR297, 38BR299, 38BR3l0, 38BR3l8, 38BR345,
38BR352, 38BR53l, 38BR532, 38BR539, 38BR54l, 38BR545, 38AK4l7 and
38AK4l8.
The Phase II mitigation plan, consisting of intensive excavations,
should be conducted at 21 sites. These sites, as outlined in Table
10, are 38BR7l, 38BR97, 38BR98, 38BR280, 38BR282, 38BR297, 38BR299,
38BR305, 38BR3l0, 38BR3l8, 38BR352, 38BR53l, 38BR532, 38BR535, 38BR539,
38BR540, 38BR54l, 38BR542, 38BR545, 38AK4l7 and 38AK4l8. Intensive
excavations are recommended for these sites in order to adequately
preserve the archaeological content and context of these significant
sites. Special logistical consideration should be given for one of
the mill dams (38BR305) which has extant architectural remains. In
this case, recommended intensive excavations should occur in the area
of the structural remains. Some of the extant remains are located
in Pen Branch. An extensive photographic series and detailed drawings
will be necessary to supplement the excavations. If necessary, cofferdam
diversion of the water should be used in order to properly excavate
the submerged architectural remains.
To summarize, mitigation recommendations have been outlined above
for 23 possibly significant prehistoric and historic sites located
in the potential impoundment areas for Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek.
Phase I and Phase II mitigation techniques have been assigned to each
site so that their research potential and significance may be properly
evaluated. Any combination of the 4 mitigation methods (detailed
topographic mapping, documentary search, sample excavations and intensive
excavations) is required for each site and is outlined in Table 8.
The data recovered during these phases of mitigation will preserve
this archaeologically significant data base prior to the potential
impoundment of Pen Branch and Four Mile Creek.
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6
6
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1
1
HS - Hammerstone
MN - Mano
MT - Metate
GS - Ground Stone
WS - Worked Steatite
AB - Abrader
PS - Polished Stone
BC - Biface Core
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38BR322-10 1 - - 1 3 - -
- - 338BR322-20 3 11 13 9 2
38BR323-10
- - - - 2
38BR323-20 - - 5 2 -
- 1
38BR323-3X 1
38BR335-2A
- - - -
- - - - 138BR345-20 3 6 2 - 1
38BR352-40 - - - - - - - - - 138BR352-5A 5 15 3 1 - 1
38BR355-10 - - 2
38BR355-20 - 2 2 - 2
38BR357-30 - 1
38BR530-1X 1
38BR530-2X - 1
38BR530-3X - - - - - 1
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I I II I III I IV I V I VI I VII VIII I IX
0 LnLn 0 C':ILn
I
0 Ln 0 C':I co 0 I-l rnSite I C':I 0 C':I 0 C':I .-t C':I ,!g..b::0 C':I q< co Cl:l .-t I I coand 0 I I I I I co .-t C':I 6'0§.-t .-t co .-t co .-t C':I 0 0I I 0 I C':I 0 C':I 0 C':I I co C':I 1:l.J:::Provenience .-t .-t C':I q< co Cl:l .-t .-t AI <0
38BR531-10 17 20 23 10 5 1 1 1 1 138BR531-2X 16 10 2 1
38BR531-40 48 45 35 12 8 1 3 2 1 338BR531-50 21 35 19 7 4 1 2 138BR531-6X 1 ,
- 1
38BR531-7X 6 5 2 1 - 1 1 -
- 238BR531-8X 1 2 2 1 138BR531-9X 8 7 - 1
I-' 38BR531-10X 6 6 - 1 - 1~ 38BR531-11X 32 19 7 2 2 3
38BR531-12X 2 4 1 - - 138BR531-13X 1 -
- - 1
38BR531-14A 2 4 1
38BR531-14B 4 5 1 1
38BR531-14C 3 8 2 - 1
38BR531-14D 11 4 2 - 138BR531-14E 5 4
38BR531-14F - 1 -
- -
- - 138BR531-14G 1 1 1
38BR531-15A 12 21 7 1 1
38BR531-15B 27 20 8 2 2 - 1 - - 138BR531-15C 6 11 5 2
38BR531-15D 2 - 1
38BR531-15E 4 3 - 1
38BR531-15F -
- 1
~.~"",,,,,,,,,.,..,,,,,"------,,,,,,,,,---,,,,,,--------,,,,"-,,,,---------,,,,---------------------------_...._-----"""-------------------..,....."".,.,....,...".,..".,..".,..=
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I II I III IV V VI VII VIII IX
0
Ll':l 0 Lt:lLl':l 0 Lt:l 0 N co NN 0 N 0 N .... 0 1-1 CIlSite 0 N o:::l' co C') .... I N ~~
I I
I co0 I I I I I co
.... N ::l s::::and .... .... co .... co .... N 0 0 tl/)::lI 0 N 0 N 0 N
co N s::::..c::Provenience .... .... N o:::l' co C') ....
.... AI <X:tJI I
38BR531-16X 1
38BR531-17A 1 2 1 3
38BR531-17B 9 3 4 7 1
38BR531-17C 7 9 9 7 1
38BR531-17D 14 18 8 10 12 7 2 -
- 1
38BR531-17E 32 35 20 15 12 4 1 238BR531-17F 19 8 8 2
38BR531-17G 27 12 5 2 - 2 1
..... 38BR531-17H 7 2 - - 1 1~ 38BR531-17I 6 4 -
- - 1
38BR531-18X 2 1 1
38BR532-1X 1 - 1 1
38BR532-2X 1
38BR532-3X - 1
38BR532-4X - - 1
38BR532-5B - 1
38BR532-5C - 1
38BR532-5D
- - 1 1 - -
- -
- 138BR533-1X 1 - - 2
38BR533-4X 1 2 1
38BR534-3X 1
38BR534-4X - 1
38BR535-1X 2 2 4 1 138BR535-2X 17 2 3 1 -
- -
-
- 338BR535-3X 1 -
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I I II I III I IV I V I VI I VII I VIII I IX0 Lt')
Lt') I 0 C"I
Lt')
I
0 I Lt') I 0 C"I I co 0 I-f rnC"I 0 C"I 0 C"I ..-l C"ISite I 0 I C"I <:I' co 0) ..-l I I co ~~0 I I I I I co ..-l C"I ::::l s::
and I ..-l I ..-l I co ..-l co ..-l I C"I 0 0 bO::::lI 0 C"I 0 C"I 0 C"I co C"I s::.c=Provenience I ..-l ..-l I C"I <:I' co 0) ..-l ..-l AI <X: 0I I I I I I
38BR535-4X 2 5 1 1
38BR535-6A 1
38BR535-6B 22 46 26 5 3 1 - - - 6
38BR535-6C 20) 33 16 7 1 - - - - 1
3BBR535-6D 20 14 7 3 1 1 - - - 1
38BR535-6E 7 6 2 - - - - - - 2
38BR535-6F 3 6 2 1
~ 3BBR535-6G' 6
o 3BBR535-8A - 1
3BBR535-BB 3 4 1 1
38BR535-8C 2 2 2
38BR535-8D 1 2 1 - - 1
3BBR535-BE 3 7 - 1
3BBR535-BF 3 4 4 1 1
38BR537-10 - - - - 1 - - - - 1
38BR537-3X - - 1
38BR539-1X - 3 1
38BR539-2X - - 1
38BR539-4X 1
3BBR539-5B 3 2 1 1 - 1
38BR539-5C 6 5 1
3BBR539-5D 1 2 1
38BR539-5E 1
3BBR539-6C - 3 1 2
38BR539-6D 2 1
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I II III IV V VI vn VIII IX I0 U')
U') 0 NU') 0 U') 0 N co 0 ~ tJlN 0 N 0 N .-i N ~~Site 0 N ~ co CT.) .-i I I co
I
0 I I I I I co .-i N
==and .-i .-i I co .-i co .-i N 0 0 bD=I I 0 N I 0 I N 0 N co '1:, =.t::Provenience .-i I .-i N ~ co CT.) .-i .-i <X:c..:>I
38BR540-1X 9 4 - 1
38BR540-2X 2
38BR540-3X 1 3 - 1
38BR540-4X 11 8 2 2
38BR540-5X 8 5 5 3 - 1 -
-
- 1
38BR540-6A 3
38BR540-6B 11 2
38BR540-6C 2 1
N 38BR540-6D 5 3 3~ 38BR540-6E 3 5 2
38BR540-6F 5 5 1
38BR540-6G 3
38BR541-1X 8 11 3 3
38BR541-3X 1 - 1
38BR541-4D 4 2 - -
- 1
38BR541-4E 6 5 - 1
38BR541-4F 2 1
38BR541-4G 2 4 1 - 1
38BR541-4H 9 4 1
38BR541-5A
- - 3
38BR541-5B - 1
38BR541-5C 5 6 2
38BR541-5D 1 1
38BR541-5E 7 2 1
38BR541-5F - 1 1
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I I I II II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
0 \l")
\l") 0 N\l") 0 \l") 0 N co 0
.... CIlN 0 N 0 N .-i N .$~Site 0 N
""
co 0')
.-i I I co0 I I I I I co .-i N ::I ~and .-i .-i co .-i co .-i N 0 0 00::1I I 0 C"l 0 N 0 N co N ~..c::Provenience .-i .-i N
""
co 0')
.-i
.-i A' <0I
38BR541-5G 11 1 - 1 - 138BR541-5H 1 1 - 1
38BR541-5I 4
38BR541-5J 1
38BR542-1X 32/ 23 5 - 1
38BR542-2X 2 1 -
- 1 138BR542-3X 2 3
38BR542-4X·
- 2
N 38BR542-5X' 10
38BR542-6X 2N 1
38BR542-7A - 1 2
38BR542-7B 3 4 - 4 138BR542-7C 5 11 6 1 138BR542-7D 10 4 5 2 138BR542-7E 41 24 11 5 7 1 - -
- 14
38BR542-7F 5 10 4 1 -
-
- -
- 138BR542-7G - 1 3
38BR542-7H 1 1
38BR542-8A 1 ~ 1 1
38BR542-8B 1 1
38BR542-8C 2 2 2
39BR542-8D 1 1 -
- 138BR542-8E 4 - 1 - -
-
- -
- 238BR542-8F 1 2 -
-
-38BR543-10 2 - 1 - 1
'!£"I&""!~ 'c' "'!~v.:.'.:':.-,. ~"·',';" ..:r --....".£:::"......,_ £!"m. "...._,5!L.t3L._~. ""'~"~:""_~ .~ "";,",,,~±!1!!2± ....~ •., ••••SEEL. ",,"'_M __._,_ t-JI£,,!!E ~""."., "....;eta "~"""_"'_ '.. ,.'1"';,,,. ,.".•w;",~,S£JE!!!!l."._"" .. £t_ ';""~" ..6._",,"_ ... "N££_•• ,;,1 .......,_±iL, _:..._ ..,,-,,__ "~,",;.. w:Ei±'S±.-" ."",,!!E'E!3_.: ....,!53E!!'Si?R.':". .0.1__.,2;._...;::;::.:._.,2""," ~_.. .!!SS!!!,. t ....,sS£Z..."..•_"".:J..llS..""'"'-.,,J;.L:..•.,••.,:;, ,-'."..•~"'~E·_ ;:; _.;". !ii..,,_. ::~', -;--; .",,, ... ",,','_,,"
N
o
w
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Pen Branch
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I I II I III I IV I V I VI I VII VIII I IX
0 It)
It) 0 NIt) 0 It) 0 N co 0 ~ enSite N 0 N 0 N .-l N ~,.!.:;0 N <:l" co 0) .-l I I co0 I I I I I co .-l N ::l r::and .-l .-l co .-l co .-l N 0 0 tlll::lI 0 N I 0 N 0 N co N r::..c:Provenience .-l .-l N <:l" co I 0) .-l
.-l AI I <t:CJ
38BR543-2X 1
38BR543-3X 2 1 1
38BR544-10 1 1 3 1 1 -
- - 1
* Whole Flakes Only
APPENDIX F
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Four Mile Creek
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DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Four Mile Creek
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
0 Lr.>
Lr.> 0 NLr.> 0 Lr.> 0 N co 0
""'enN 0 N 0 N ..-i N co ,Eg~Site 0 N o::r co ~ ..-i I I0 I I I I I co ..-i N ::1=
and ..-i ..-i co ..-i Lr.> ..-i N 0 0 bO::1I 0 I N 0 N 0 N co N =..c::Provenience ..-i ..-i N o::r co ~ ..-i ..-i AI <t:c.:>
38BR54 -Ita - 1
38BR58 -Ita 1 1 -
- 1 -
- - - 138BR59 -Ita - 3 2
38BR59 -3ta 2 3
38BR59 -4ta 9 2 - 2 - 1 -
- - 2
38BR62 -Ita - 1 2 1 1
38BR62 -2ta 4 11 2 7 1 1 -
- - 138BR62 -3ta 1 7 4 8 5 2 - - - 1~ 38BR62 -5X - 2 3 1
l.n 38BR 63 -Ita
- - - 1
38BR63 -2ta - - 1 - 1
38BR63 -3ta 2 1 1 1
38BR65 -Ita - - - -
- - 1
38BR297-1ta -
- 1 - -
- -
- - 138BR297-4X 5 2 - 1
38BR297-6A 2
38BR297-6B 1 4
38BR297-6C 10 9 1.
38BR297-6D 3 7 1 2
38BR297-6E 7 1
38BR297-6F 6
38BR298-1ta - 2
38BR299-1ta 1 11 7 6 3
38BR299-2A 1 - 2
38BR299-2B 2
*Whole Flakes Only
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Four Mile Creek
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
~
.E
o
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
0 a.n
a.n 0 C';Ia.n 0 a.n 0 C';I co 0 ~C';I 0 C';I 0 C';I
..-l C';I ctlSize 0 C';I
"""
co 0:> ..-l I I co .....0 I I I I I co ..-l C';I 6'0and ..-l ..-l co ..-l co ..-l C';I 0 0I 0 C';I 0 C';I 0 C';I co C';I J::Provenience ..-l ..-l C';I
"""
co 0:> ..-l ..-l AI <t:
38BR299-4A
38BR299-8A 2
38BR299-9A 1
38BR299-10A 1
38BR299-11A 1
38BR299-12A
38BR299-13A 1
38BR299-14A 1
38BR299-15A
N 38BR299-16A' 1
0
C'
38BR299-20A 1
38BR299-22A 1
38BR299-23A
38BR545-11J 3
38BR545-4X 2
38BR545-51J 2
38BR545-6A
38BR545-6C 1
38BR545-6D 2
38BR545-6E 4
38BR547-1X
38BR548-1X 2
38BR548-2X 1
38BR550-11J
38BR555-10 1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
5
1
7
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
8
1
3
1
2
1
1.
1
1
7
3 1
2
1
1
1
*Whole Flakes Only . i
_ .'~ ,~_.~~"'_~,_ ,._c._",~~ ,_,_._~,~~,_... _,~","_,.__",~..•''''_'~'~''_'~'~ L~ '"~
~
.E
o
r!,'i:l;:'
DEBITAGE SIZE* ANALYSIS
Four Mile Creek
Flake Size (in square millimeters)
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
0 U':l
U':l 0 NU':l 0 U':l 0 N co 0 lo-lN 0 N 0 N M N co ctlSite 0 N q< co C' M I I N ......0 I I I I I co M 0 ::sand M M co M co M N 0 N beI 0 N 0 N 0 N co ~Provenience M M N q< co C' M M 1\1 <t::
38BR555-3X 2
38BR555-5X 1 - 1
38AK148-20 - 1
38AK148-30 - 1 - - - - 1
38AK149-10 1 2 1
38AK149-40 1 1 - 1
38AK163-10 1 1 - 1
38AK163-20 2 1 1 - 1
N 38AK414-1X 1
0 38AK415-2X 1
"
38AK415-3X 1 1
38AK417-3X 3 - 1
38AK417-50 - 3 1 1
38AK417-70 2 3 3 3
38AK418-10 4 - 1
38AK418-3X 2 1
38AK418-4X - - - - 1
*Whole Flakes Only
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OTHER BIFACE ATTRIBUTES
Pen Branch
,....,
aI
I I I I
... I,...., aI a ,....,1:'-. a a "-' Q)'0 a a I a ~ ............ b.OI cd Q) +-> :::l"-' :::l§ :::l Q) ...... I:: 1:'-.+-> +->,....,Site Q) I .J:: cd I:: >< ao:S a,l:l a I:: cd~ ,l:lC/) I::t.l Q) ::2 I:: Q) Q) ...... ~ 1-1 b.Oa ]t.l+-> ...... bD ...... +-> Q) Q)and ~~ ...... >< I:: ><'0 >< t.l
...... cd+-> 1-1 1-1 +->b.OI cd cd cd Q) 0 cd Q) cd ...... cd;E cd '0 Q) 1-1 0Provenience ...... >. tx::~ I ~...:l ~~ ~E-t ~~ 1-1P':lE-t I I Ili IliO I ...:l~ P':l
38BR 71 -20 Core CPC No 0 74 40 24 70 43.5 Yes38BR 71 -20 Unk CPC Yes 0 53 37 15 35 26.3 Yes38BR 71 -20 Unk CPC No 0 33 20 14 60 8.7 Yes38BR 71 -20 Unk QTZ No 0 50 28 13 45 16.8 Yes38BR 71 -40 Flk. Core CPC Yes 0 - 52 22 67 60.0 Yes
38BR 71 -40 Flk.Core CPC Yes 0 85 37 22 85 63.6 No38BR 78 -10 Flk. Core TAC No 0 - - - 90 17.9 Yes38BR96 -20 Ovoid CPC No 0 68 30 21 40 34.4 No~ 38BR96 -20 Unk. TAC No 0 31 26 10 35 9.0 Yes\0 38BR97 -20 Unk. TAC Yes 0 34 22 14 55 7.5 Yes
38BR99 -10 Flk.Core TAC Yes 0 - - 20 90 31.4 Yes38BR100-10 Unk CPC No 8 46 - 9 40 6.0 Yes38BR310-40 Preform TAC No 0 31 24 10 80 9.3 Yes38BR318-11A Flk.Core TAC No 0 - - 12 .60 7.5 Yes38BR318-11B Preform TAC No 0 - - 9 40 3.5 Yes
38BR355-10 Preform CPC Yes 0 51 34 10 40 16.5 No38BR357-10 Unk TAC No 5 31 24 20 40 19.0 Yes38BR357-30 Unk CPC No 0 - - 11 45 4.3 Yes38BR531-10 Flk.Core O-QTZ No 30 43 36 18 80 21.7 Yes38BR531-10 Flk. Core CPC No 0 32 23 15 40 9.1 No
38BR531-10 Flk.Core CPC No 0 34 23 12 37 11.3 No38BR531-40 Unk TAC No 0 - 26 7 60 4.1 Yes38BR531-40 Unk CPC No 0 - 22 8 55 3.3 Yes38BR531-11X Preform CPC No 0 44 24 11 50 10.4 No38BR531-13X Unk TAC No 0 -
- 10 68 3.9 Yes
OTHER ElFAGE ATTRIBUTES
Pen Branch
,......
8I
""
,......
88 ,......C'-.
8 8 '-' Q)..... 't:l 8 8 8 ~ 'boell Q) +-> ~'-' ~ S
..... s::+-> ~ Q) C'-.Site Q) '1:1 ell s:: x s:S 8'-' .§~ eIl<C +->,...... s::t,) Q) ~2 s:: Q) Q) ..... ,.c: J-j ,.c:CI.l ~..... co coSand ~~ ..... t,)+-> X s:: x+-> x t,) Q) Q)+-> J-j J-j eIl:S +->bO ..... ell..... >. ell ell ell Q) 0 ell Q) eIl;E Q) J-j 0Provenience ~E-i Il:~ Pol Polt:l I :E...:l ~:: ~E-i eIl't:l ::~ J-j...:l~ ~
38BR531-17G Unk GPG No 0 52 - 19 58 14.1 Yes38BR531-17D Flk. Gore TAG No 15 - - 19 60 31.1 Yes38BR531-17G Preform TAG No 0 - 33 6 60 12.4 Yes38BR532-5E Preform GPG No 0 52 30 17 60 28.0 No38Br535-6D Unk I TAG No 75 - - 7 75 2.9 Yes
38BR535-6D Unk TAG No 0 - 26 6 85 3.7 Yes38BR539-5B Preform TAC 1\T,... n no 25 13 55 15.1 Non", u 'to38BR539-5B Preform TAG No 0 - 31 10 60 10.5 Yes~ 38BR540-1X '. Unk 0 20GPG No - - 50 26.2 Yeso 38BR540-5X Preform TAG No 40 63 32 14 45 25.9 No
38BR541-4F Unk GPG Yes 0 - - 8 55 39.5 Yes38BR542-7D Unk TAG No 0 - - 13 90 9.7 Yes38BR542-7E Preform TAG No 0 41 26 11 40 14.4 Yes38BR542-7E Preform TAG No 0 62 - 15 45 26.0 Yes38BR544-10 Preform TAG No 0 - 33 10 45 20.4 Yes
O-QTZ = Ortho-Quartzite
APPENDIX H
OTHER BIFACE ATTRIBUTES
Four Mile Creek
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OTHER BIFACE ATTRIBUTES
Four Mile Greek
---ac
--- aa
---
~.
a a
....... Q)
'0 a a a ~ .......... bOell Q) ..... =....... =a =Q) .....s:: ~......
..... ---
Site Q) .... ell s:: x a:S a;; a s:: ell~ s::.... ,Q enU Q) s:2 s:: Q) Q) .... bO .... ..!z:l .... Q) bOa Q)u ..... .........
..!z:land ~o.. .... x s:: X '0 X U 2bOell ell ..... .... ....
ell;E
.... ell 0.... :>- ell I Q) 0 ell Q) ell .... ell '0 Q) .... ....Provenience l:QE-c 1=l:::E ~ ~c.:> :E~ :E~ :EE-c ~J:il ~~ l:Q
38BR54 -20 Flk Core CPC no 5 134 75 70 - 697.5 no38BR59 -30 Unk S.Stone no - - - 36 80 248.7 yes38BR62 -10 Unk CPC yes - - - 17 40 17.6 yes38BR62 -5X Pre. CPC no - 46 - 6 60 5.8 yes38BR299-10 Unk ) CPC no 10 58 32 13 60 24.1 no
38BR299-10 Unk CPC no 3 - - 38 55 56.0 yes38BR299-10 Unk TAC no - - - 12 55 8.7 yes38BR299-10 Unk CPC no - -
- 23 60 28.2 yes::: 38BR299-2A' Unk CPC no - - - 19 50 15.0 yesN 38BR299-12A Ovoid CPC no - -
- 17 55 26.5 yes
38BR299-12A Unk CPC no - - - 12 55 14.5 yes38BR299-14A Unk CPC no -
- - 9 45 7.0 yes38BR545-6A Flk Core TAC no -
- - 24 85 27.0 yes
APPENDIX I
HAFTED BIFACE ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Pen Branch
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HAFTED BIFACE ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Pen Branch
~
'"S
~
m
~
m
~
N':::
i i -.. '-' ,,:; <; "tl~ ..... 00 ~ ~ ... Q)S~ I:: ... m m '" 00 I:: ....~ ~ '-' Q) '" ~ Q) 00Ol..:l Q)~ ~ S Q) l>- I::
.::: .::: ::l "tl ::l I:: '-' ... ....
'-' Q) '-' S'::: .::: Q) .... .::: .... .::: So>: .::: Ol .... "tl .... .... Q)00 "tl 00 .... '-' '-'"tl ::l '-' Ol '-' .... <) 00 .::: Ol s:: Ol Q) Ol l>-
s:: Ol s:: X"tl "tl Ol O"tl "'"tl x·... ....
'"
'" ....
'" I>- '" OlQ) .... Q) Ol .... ........ .::: .... Ol .... Ol'::: Q) Q) '" ... '" >, "'.:::
..:I "'..:I :>::~ ~'" "'~ "'~ :>::1-1 ~ a::
"''''
"'1-1
"''''
33 24 24 18 24 12 8 5.1 No - - Convex
52 40 32 25 32 11 11 11.4 No No Stemmed Straight
65 52 30 26 30 20 10 18.8 No No Stemmed Straight
23 - 23 18 - 5.7 No No Stemmed Concave
8 2.6 No
35 35 - 13 - - 4 2.5 No No Trio Straight
2.0 Yes
13 8 13 13 8 1.8 No No Trio Straight
3 .9
15 - - 4 .8 No
10 3.2
7 6.7
7 1.3
34 34 - 9 - - 4 1.5 No No Trio Straight
28 20 28 28 8 7.6 No No Eared Concave
9 8.4 Yes
70 58 32 23 32 20 13 23.3 Yes No Stemmed Straight
59 59 - 25 - - 8 16.9 - - Unk. Concave
5 .9
32 32 11 11 11 11 7 2.5 Yes No Stemmed Convex
2.6
3.7
29 - 29 29 10 8.5 No No Trio Concave
10 8.7 Yes
15.2
!
....
x
'":>::
....tLL' "tl0 ..... Q).... Ol '-'OJ '-' .... OlSite I <) .... ... I::Ol Q) "tl Q) ....and .... I>- I:: ) '-' '-'..... >. 0 Ol Ol OlProvenience "'1-1 u a:::>:: Po.
38BR7l -20 NN Tip TAC No
38BR7l -20 Kirk Whole CPC No
38BR7l -20 Kirk Whole TAC No
38BR71 -20 Kirk Base TAC No
38BR77 -20 Unk Tip TAC No
38BR282-30 Sm. Tri. Whole CPC No
38BR282-4X Unk Tip TAC No
N 38BR3l0-40 Sm. Trio i Whole TAC No
.....
..,. 38BR310-6x Unk Tip CPC No
38BR318-11A Unk Tip TAC No
38BR318-11A S.R. Mid. TAC
38BR3l8-11B Unk Frag. TAC No
38BR318-1,1B Unk Frag TAC No
38BR318-11B Sm.Tri. Whole TAC No
38BR318-11B Yadkin Whole TAC No
38BR318-11B Unk Frag TAC No
38BR318-11B S.R. Whole CPC No
38BR345-20 Yadkin Whole CPC No
38BR345-20 Unk Frag CPC No
38BR353-10 Dri 11 Whole TAC Yes
38BR355-10 S .R. Tip TAC No
38BR35S-10 S.R. Nid. CPC No
38BR355-10 Yadkin Base CPC No
38BR355-20 Lg. Trio Tip TAC
38BR357-10 S.R. Mid. CPC No
7..$5-- - -".,.. _ ..~.- -,""-'- _e_'" ~"'$-' ;'{""C"1lf'Aftt=iJi ')Y:lilit@&eXMfI'Wt&ti'f#%";,,:, ''.''tt.it,,,\,,'i':;'~i{j;)t' v"h':lt"M\ .;",,~,"".1IP?fi'"'''' ""YW'Y' \,;,~",y ;."!i." H' jV';;:";::';';~'b,4;;':,,:~'. ·,;;Pirt4ki;;:",;:,P, i"fr'" ,;,,/-.£4;~ ,;'" ::'::/:';:;ijt~ "'··'Ae
HAFTED BIFACE ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Pen Branch
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38BR357-10 Kirk Tip TAC No - - - - - - - 2.8
38BR531-40 Unk Mid TAC No - - 27 - - - 6 3.9 No
38BR531-40 Drill Base TAC No - - 20 9 20 15 8 3.8 Yes No Stemmed Straight
38BR531-9X M!'l WHole TAC No - - 27 15 27 - 8 6.4 Yes - Stemmed
38BR531-9X Unk Mid TAC No - - - - - - - .4
38BR531-10X Unk Frag TAC No - - - - - - 5 1.9
38BR531-11X Unk Frag CPC No - - - - - - - .3
N 38BR531-14C Unk Tip CPC No - - - - - - 2 .4
......
en 38BR531-14D Sm.Tri. Whole TAC No 32 32 16 7 16 16 2 1.2 Yes NO Trio Concave
38BR531-14D Sm. Tri. Base TAC No - - 17 9 17 17 2 .8 - No Trio Straight
38BR531-17B Sm. Tri. Base TAC No 11 15 15 5 1.4 No No Straight Straight
38BR531-17C Unk Mid. CPC No - - 15 14 - - 6 3.3 Yes
38BR531-17C Drill Whole CPC No 44 44 16 8 13 16 7 4.1 No No Trio Straight
38BR531-17D Dri 11 Tip TAC No - - - - - - - 3.1 No
38BR531-17D S. R. Whole Slate No 45 36 34 33 33 15 9 14.4 Yes No C.N. Convex
38BR531-17D S.R. Mid. TAC No - - 35 25 35 - 10 11.4
38BR531-17D S.R. !'lid. TAC No - - - 32 - - 10 11.5
38BR531-17E S.R. Base TAC No - - 43 - 43 22 8 13.5 Yes No C.N. Straight
38BR531-17E Unk Whole TAC No - - - - - - - 2.7
38BR531-17E S.R. Base TAC No - - - - - 20 - 1.7
38BR531-17G S.R. Whole CPC No 62 53 34 27 34 12 8 16.8 No No Stemmed Straight
38BR531-17G Drill Base TAC No - - 19 10 19 17 6 4.6 No No Stemmed Convex
38BR531-17I Unk Tip TAC No - - - 32 - - 6 7.9 Yes
38BR531-17I Drill Tip TAC No - - - 8 - - 5 1.5 Yes
38BR535-2X Unk Frag TAC No - - - - - - - .4
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38BRS3S-6B Sm.Tri. Whole TAC No 21 21 17 10 17 - 5 1.2 No No Trio Straight
388RS3S-6B Yadkin Base TAC No 46 46 - - - - 8 4.9 No No Eared Straight
388RS3S-68 Unk Frag TAC No - - - - - - - .4
38BRS3S-6D Unk Base TAC No - - - - - 16 5 2.3 - No Stemmed Straight
38BRS3S-6D Unk Base CPC No - - - - - - 5 1.0 - No Stemmed Straight
388RS3S-8C Unk Hid TAC No - - - - - - 6 2.3
388RS39-SC Unk Tip TAC No - - - - - - 5 2.7
'"
38BRS39-SD Unk l Hid. TAC No - - - - - - 8 1.7
.....
0- 38BRS39-6D Unk Tip TAC No
- - - - - - 4 1.1
388RS40-lX S.R. Hid. TAC No - - - - - - 10 8.6
388RS40-4X Unk Frag. TAC No - - - - - - .5
388R540-6D S.R. Base TAC No - - 37 - 37 19 9 7.4 Yes No Stemmed Straight
388RS40-6i> Unk Frag. TAC No - - - - - - - .3
38BRS40-6D Unk Frag. TAC No - - - - - - - .5
38BR54l-SI1 Palmer Base CPC Yes - - - - - - 3 .7 - Yes
38BRS42-7D S.R. Tip TAC No - - - 40 - - 12 21.8 Yes
38BRS42-7E Unk Base TAC No - - - - - 24 - 6.2 - No Stemmed Convex
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HAFTED BIFACE ATTRIBUTE SUMMARY
Four Mile Creek
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yes no stem
no no stem
- - -
yes - c.n.
no stem
- -
yes no stem
- - -
- - -
no no TrL
no no stem
yes
no
yes no stem
no no stem
no stem
no TrL
no stem
no no stem
38HH59 -20 whole TAC no 20 - - - 25 13 7 2.4
38HR59 -40 MM whole Qtz. no 60 50 31 24 31 17 11 18.3
38BR59 -411 Unk Frag TAC no - - - - - - 9 2.2
38BR62 -211 Pal/Tay Tip CPC yes - 36 29 20 29 - 7 5.3
38BR62 -211 Unk Base CPC no - - - - - - 8 2.2
38BR62 -2(l Unk Frag CPC no - - - - - 7 1.9
38BR62 -311 MM Base TAC no - - - - 17 - 3.9
::: 38HH62 -311 Unk Frag CPC yes - - - - - - .3
00 38HR62 -311 Unk Frag CPC yes - - - - - - - 1.2
38BH299-10 Sm. TrL Base TAC no - - 21 2] 21 3 1.5
38BH299-](l S.H. Hase CPC no - - 46 - 46 17 9 7.1
38BH299-10 S.R. Tip CPC yes - - - - - - 9 4.3
38HH,299-1(l Kirk Tip CPC no - - - - - - 6 3.4
38HH299-2A S.R. Base CPC no - - 27 - 27 22 11 15.5
38BH299-2A Thelma Base CPC no - - 18 - 18 10 7 3.9
38BH299-9A Unk Base CPC no - - 19 - 19 12 7 2.9
38BR299-9A Unk Base Qtz. no - - - - - - 10 3.5
38BH,299-9A Unk Mid Sect TAC no - - - - - - 5 .6
38HR299-11A Unk Base CPC no - - - - 13 7 1.0
38HR299-12A Thelma whole CPC no 28 21 16 13 16 6 7 2.5
38BH,545-1 (l Unk Frag TAC no - - - - - - 10 6.7
38BH,545-50 Unk Tip CPC no - - - - - - - .4
38BH555-1 (l Unk Frag TAC no - - - - - - 3 .2
38A K lli3-1 (l Kirk whole CPC no 49 44 29 22 29 20 7 6.1
38AK417-5(l Sm Tri Base CPC no - - 19 - 19 - 5 2.3
38AI(417-511 Unk Tip TAC no - - - 1.5
yes
no
no
slight
no
c.n.
eared
conc.
conc.
cony.
conc.
conc.
conc.
conc.
cony.
conc.
cony.
cony.
cony.
conc.
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38BR71 -20 Ut.Flk. TAC - Yoe~ 23 17 5 l CUIIVf;:X 3u - - - - 2.0
38BR71 -20 Ut.Flk. TAC - No - - 4 1 Convex 25 - - - - 1.8
38BR71 -20 Ut. Flk. TAC 10 No - - 9 1 Concave 35 - - - - 7.9
38BR71 -40 Ut.Flk. CPC - Yes 22 11 6 2 Irreg. 55 Straight 65 - - .9
38BR71 -100 Ut.Flk. CPC - No - - 4 2 Straight 60 Straight 45 - - 1.3
38BR71 -100 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 18 27 4 1 Straight 30 - - - - 2.3
38BR71 -100 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 31 22 5 1 Straight 40 - - - - 3.1
N 38BR71 -100 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 32 40 11 2 Straight 50 Concave 70 - - 12.4N
0 38BR71 -100 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 24 21 6 2 Convex 45 Straight 20 - - 2.0
38BR71 -110 Ut. Flk. CPC - No 20 18 3 2 Straight 85 Straight 40 - - 1.7
38BR96 -20 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 38 25 8 1 Convex 20 - - - - 6.5
38BR96 -30 Ut. Flk. CPC - No 31 18 4 2 Straight 40 Convex 25 - - 2.0
381lR97 -20 Ut. Flk TAC - No 30 17 5 1 Convex 25 - - - - 2.5
38BR97 -20 Ut .Flk. TAC - No 44 25 10 2 Straight 35 Convex 15 - - 7.0
38BR97 -30 Ut. Flk. TAC 10 No 35 37 16 1 Convex 50 - - - - 15.7
38BR97 -30 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 34 24 8 1 Straight 30 - - - - 6.4
38BR99 -10 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 23 24 2 1 Concave 40 - - - - 1.0
38BRI00-20 Ut. Flk. TAC - No - - 8 1 Convex 20 - - - - 4.2
38BR282-6X Un '/Ut. TAC 10 No 25 46 19 2 Straight 40 Convex 45 - - 13.1
38BR310-40 Uniface TAC - No 29 19 4 1 Straight 50 - - - - 2.5
38BR310-40 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 17 28 4 1 Straight 85 - - - - 2.1
38BR318-11B Ut.Flk. TAC - No 24 14 3 1 Convex 20 - - - - 1.4
38BR322-20 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 15 27 4 1 Convex 75 - - - - 2.0
38BR322-20 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 20 31 5 1 Convex 50 - - - - 2.7
38BR323-10 Ut. Flk. CPC
-
No 44 30 10 1 Convex 25 - - - - 14.2
_____,._'. ._,_. • _N
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Site L....
and 0
Provenience ~
38BR323-20
38BR345-20
38BR352-30
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
~ 38BR531-10
..... 38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-10
38BR531-2X
38BR531-2X
38BR531-40
38BR531-40
38BR531-40
38BR531-40
38BR531-40
Uniface CPC 20 No 41 6'; 17 3 Straight 20 St!"aight 30 CQ~'..1ex 75 35 J,
Ut. Flk. CPC - No 12 25 3 1 Straight 25 - - - - 1.1
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 33 21 6 1 Convex 55 - - - - 4.5
Un. jUt. CPC - No 116 78 18 2 Straight 45 Convex 45 - - 170.0
Ut .Graver CPC 45 No 48 42 18 2 Concave 70 Straight 50 - - 37.6
Ut. Flk. CPC - No 26 20 4 2 Straight 25 Convex 25 - - 3.0
Ut .Flk. CPC - Yes 53 25 4 2 Straight 30 Straight 30 - - 6.6
Ut.Flk. CPC 5 No 59 33 20 2 Concave 40 Straight 25 - - 29.8
Ut. Flk. CPC 2 No 62 46 9 1 Straight 20 - - - - 18.2
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 43 29 5 1 Straight 25 - - - - 8.0
Ut.Flk. TAC - No 30 27 9 1 Straight 25 - - - - 6.4
Ut. Flk. TAC 20 No 22 35 8 1 Straight 20 - - - - 5.1
Ut.Flk. TAC - No 27 23 5 1 Straight 30 - - - - 2.4
Ut. Flk. TAC 2 No 30 40 15 I Convex 30 - - - - 15.8
Ut.Flk. TAC No 30 25 5 2 Straight 30 Straight 20 - - 3.9
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 17 12 2 1 Convex 20 - - - - .6
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 20 24 2 1 Straight 40 - - - - 1.6
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 44 20 6 1 Concave 10 - - - - 6.5
Ut. Flk. TAC - No 53 26 6 2 Straight 25 Straight 25 - - 5.8
Uniface TAC 25 No 37 31 16 2 Convex 60 Convex 60 - - 20.3
Uniface CPC - No 27 16 5 1 Straight 70 - - - - 2.6
Ut.Flk. Slate - No 30 14 3 1 Straight 35 - - - - 2.8
Ut. Flk. TAC 2 No 16 16 3 2 Straight 30 Straight 20
- - 1.3
Ut.Flk. TAC - No 14 @@ @ I Straight 50 - - - - 1.0
Ut.Flk. TAC 35 No 30 13 5 1 Convex 75 - - - - 1.8
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38BR531-40 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 16 23 4 2 Straight 60 Straight 35 - - 1.7
38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. TAC No 42 23 5 3 Straight 90 Straight 45 Concave 75 5.6
38BR531-40' Ut.Flk. TAC 5 No 48 41 5 ;1 Straight 65 Concave 70 - - 9.2
38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 32 30 3 1 Straight 90 -
- - - 4.1
38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 35 23 3 2 Straight 60 Straight 55 - - 2.8
38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. TAC 50 No 32 24 7 1 Straight 55 - - - - 5.3
38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 32 16 5 2 Straight 70 Straight 85 - - 3.0
N 3811R531-40 Ut. Flk. CPC - No 23 10 2 1 Straight 25 - - - - .6N
N 38BR531-40 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 15 20 2 2 Straight 60 Straight 60 - - 1.1
38BR531-50 Uniface CPC - No - - 8 2 Straight 80 Convex 90 - - 4.3
3811R531-50 Uniface CPC - No - - 10 2 Straight 50 Straight 90 - - 11. 8
3811R531-50 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 41 26 8 3 Concave 90 Straight 75 Straight 90 7.2
3811R531-50 Ut. Flk. CPC - No 33 31 5 2 Straight 70 Straight 25 -
- 6.23811R531-50 Ut.Flk. CPC 30 No 28 42 6 1 Straight 35 - - - - 8.3
38BR531-50 Ut.Flk. CPC - No 50 30 10 3 Convex 80 Straight 40 Straight 40 12.7
38BR531-50 Ut. Flk. CPC - No 21 32 6 1 Straight 55 - - - - 3.5
3811R531-50 Ut.Flk. TAC - No 15 14 2 1 Straight 35 - - - - .5
3811R531-50 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 32 36 4 1 Straight 30 - - - - 5.6
3811R531-50 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 20 17 2 1 Concave 90 - - - - 1.2
38BR531-50 Ut. Flk. TAC - No 20 12 2 1 Straight 70 - - - - 1.0
3811R531-50 Ut.Flk. CPC - No - - 2 1 Straight 75 - - -
- .23811R531-6X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 25 20 3 1 Concave 25 - - - - 2.1
3811R531-6X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 23 17 2 1 Straight 50 - - - - 1.43811R531-6X llt.f·lk. CPC - No 20 15 3 1 Concave 40 - - - - 1.5
3811R531-11X Ut.Flk. CPC 45 No 36 24 5 2 Convex 65 Convex 90 - - 5.5
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Provenience !-<!-< l>:;:E: ""'U ""'
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38BR531-11X Ut. F1k. CPC 10 No 33 20 10 1 Straight 60 - - - -
9.6
38BR531-11X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 22 20 6 1 Straight 55 - - - -
2.6
38BR531-11X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 14 17 1 1 Straight 90 - - - -
.4
38BR531-11X Ut. Flk. TAC 20 No 42 27 13 2 Concave 45 Straight 55 - -
14.2
38BR531-11X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 39 20 5 3 Straight 85 Straight 70
Straight 80 6.4
38BR531-11X Ut. Flk. TAC 15 No 19 29 10 2 Convex 60 Straight 50 -
- 5.1
38BR531-11X Ut.Flk. TAC 10 No 20 20 8 1 Straight 45 - - -
- 2.9
N 38BR531-12X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 23 24 5 1 Straight 25 - - -
- 2.2
N
w 38BR531-12X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 13 10 2 1 Convex 10 - - -
- .3
38BR531-12X Ut. Flk. TAC - No - - - 1 Straight 40 - - -
- .5
38BR531-14A Uniface TAC - No - - - 1 Straight 55 - - -
- .7
38BR531-14A Ut.Flk. TAC - No 16 12 1 2 Convex 90 Convex 70 -
- .4
38BR531-14C Ut. F1k. TAC - No 25 31 1 2 Concave 10 Straight 10 -
- 1.5
38BR531-14D Uniface TAC 15 No .. - - 1 Straight 55
..
- -
.. 1.1
38BR531-14D Uniface QTZ 45 No 22 36 II 2 Straight 50 Straight 65
..
- 7.3
38BR531-14F Uniface TAC - No 29 40 9 3 Convex 30 Convex 50 Dent.
45 12.6
38BR531-15A Un.JUt. TAC - No 21 51 10 3 Convex 25 Convex 40 Convex
50 8.7
38BR531-15A Ut. Flk. TAC 30 No 20 11 3 1 Straight 70 - -
.. ..
.7
38BR531-15B Ut. Flk. CPC 2 No 19 12 4 1 Straight 40
..
- -
- 1.3
38BR531-15B Ut.Flk. CPC - No 26 23 3 1 Convex 80
..
- -
- 1.7
38BR531-15C Ut.Flk. TAC 10 No 16 16 5 1 Convex 20 -
..
- -
1.1
38BR531-15E Uniface TAC .. No 22 22 4 2 Straight 80 Concave 75 - -
3.0
38BR531-17B Ut. Flk. TAC - No .. 17 6 2 Convex 45 Convex 40
..
- 2.8
38BR531-17B Ut. Flk. CPC - No - - - 1 Convex 30
..
-
.. ..
.9
38BR531-17C Ut. Flk. CPC .. No - .. - 1 Straight 80
..
-
.. ..
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38BR531-17C Ut. F1k. CPC - No 17 17 1 1 Straight 65 - - - - .7
38BR531-17C Ut.F1k. CPC - No 25 33 4 1 Straight 25 - - - - 3.5
38BR531-17C' Ut. F1k. TAC - No 37 21 6 2 Straight 70 Convex 40 - - 5.1
38BR531-17C Ut.F1k. TAC 2 No 26 23 7 1 Straight 75 - - - - 4.7
38BR531-17C Ut.F1k. TAC - No 30 23 10 1 Convex 80 - - - - 7.2
38BR531-17C Ut. Flk. TAC 2 No 26 27 4 3 Straight 30 Concave 15 Convex 25 2.9
38BR531-17D Ut.F1k. CPC - No 32 23 6 1 Straight 30 - - - - 3.6
N 38BR531-17D Ut.F1k. TAC - No 39 27 6 2 Straight 90 Convex 90 - - 5.4N
~ 38BR531-17D Ut.F1k. TAC - No 35 40 9 2 Straight 20 Convex 30 - - 9.6
38BR531-17D Ut. F1k. CPC - No 21 19 4 1 Straight 20 - - - - 1.3
38BR531-17E Uniface TAC - No - - - 1 Convex 35 - - - - 2.2
38BR531-17E Uniface TAC
-
No - - - 1 Straight 30 - - - - .6
38BR531-17E Ut.F1k. TAC 10 No 46 20 3 1 Convex 20 - - - - 3.1
38BR531-17E Ut.Flk. TAC - No 33 31 4 2 Straight 25 Convex 50 - - 4.2
38BR531-17E Ut.F1k. TAC - No 30 22 5 1 Convex 80 - - - - 3.3
38BR531-17G Ut. F1k. TAC - No 22 21 3 1 Concave 65 - - - - 1.5
38BR531-17G Ut.Flk. CPC - No 38 21 2 1 Concave 30 - - - - 2.7
38BR531-17G Ut. Flk. CPC - No 34 20 3 2 Straight 25 Straight 55 - - 2.7
38BR531-17I Ut. F1k. TAC - No - - - 1 Concave 35 - - - - .5
38BR531-17I Ut. F1k. CPC - No 42 25 6 1 Convex 40 - - - - 5.2
38BR535-6B Ut. F1k. TAC 20 No 26 35 7 1 Convex 30 - - - - 5.5
38BR535-6B Ut. F1k. TAC - No 40 19 6 2 Straight 20 Straight 25 - - 3.9
38BR535-6B Ut.F1k. TAC - No - - 8 1 Concave 35 - - - - 3.1
38BR535-6B Ut. F1k. TAC - No - 14 4 1 Convex 70 - - - - 1.1
38BR535-6C Uniface TAC - No - - 9 1 Concave 35 - - - - 4.2.
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38BR535-6E Ut. Flk. TAC - No - - 6 1 Straight 35 - - - - 6.0
38BR539-3X Uniface CPC - No - - 2 2 Convex 90 Concave 45 - - .7
38BR539-5C Ut.Flk. TAC - No 18 21 6 2 Convex 20 Concave 25 - - 1.9
38BR539-5D Ut. Flk. TAC - No 31 41 6 2 Straight 60 Straight 45 - - 8.9
38BR539-5E Uniface TAC - No - - - 1 Straight 70 - - - - . 1
38BR540-1X Uniface CPC - No 65 30 13 2 Straight 55 Straight 60 - - 24.0
38BR540-1X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 28 20 2 1 Straight 90 - - - - 2.1
N 38BR540-2X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 20 18 6 2 Straight 40 Straight 80 - - 2.2N
VI 38BR540-4X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 37 - 15 1 Straight 45 - - - - 28.3
38BR540-5X Ut. Flk. TAC - No 49 17 4 1 Convex 15 - - - - 2.8
38BR540-5X Ut.Flk. TAC - No 34 27 10 2 Convex 25 Convex 45 - - 6.4
38BR540-6A Ut.Flk. TAC - No 16 18 5 1 Straight 20 - - - - 1.3
38BR540-6B Ut. Flk. TAC - No 32 17 4 1 Convex 80 - - - - 1.3
38BR540-6B Ut. Flk. TAC 25 No 19 17 4 1 Straight 85 - - - - 1.1
38BR540-6D Ut. Flk. TAC - No 13 20 4 1 Convex. 35 - - - - .8
38BR541-1X Ut. Flk. CPC - Yes 17 10 3 1 Straight 65 - - - - .3
38BR541-4F Ut. Flk. CPC - Yes 36 19 6 1 Dent. 85 - - - - 3.4
38BR541-4F Ut.Flk. CPC - Yes 37 27 7 2 Straight 90 Concave 90 - - 7.5
38BR541-4F Ut. Flk. CPC 20 Yes - - 16 1 Convex 55 - - - - 19.4
38BR541-4H Ut.Flk. CPC - Yes 35 42 9 1 Straight 35 - - - - 12.1
38BR541-5C Ut.Flk. CPC 15 No 23 25 11 2 Straight 90 Straight 30 - - 5.2
38BR541-5I Ut.Flk. CPC - Yes 38 26 6 3 Straight 45 Convex 75 Concave 75 6.4
38BR542-7A Ut. Flk. TAC 40 No 22 - 4 1 Straight 20 - - - 1.2
38BR542-7D Ut. Flk. CPC - No 27 20 7 1 Convex 40 - - - - 4.5
38BR542-7D Ut.Flk. CPC - No 22 23 4 1 Straight 90 - - - - 2."2
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38BR542-7D Ut. Flk. TAC - No 32 19 15 1 Straight 55 -
- - - 4.53811R542-7E Ut. Flk. TAC - No 20 15 4 1 Convex 25 - - - - 1.138BR542-8C' Ut.Flk. CPC 10 No 16 11 4 1 Straight 50 - - - - .938BR543-10 Ut .Flk. TAC - No 21 17 3 1 Straight 20 - - -
- 1.238BR544-10 Ut.Flk. TAC 1 No 17 19 2 1 Concave 90 -
- - - .7
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FLAKE TOOL ATTRIBUTES
Four Mile Creek
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38BR58 -Ill Uniface CPC - no 28 32 7 1 convex 65 - -
-
- 4.538BR 59 -311 ULFlk. CPC - no - - 5 1 convex 65 - -
-
- 1.338BR59 -411 Uniface CPC - no - - 5 1 straight 80 - -
-
- .538BR62 -20 Uniface CPC - no - - 6 2 concave 65 convex 70 0 0 2.138BR62 -211 ULFlk. CPC 5 no - 20 4 1 convex 60 - - - - 1.2
38BR62 -211 ULFlk. CPC - yes 23 28 8 I convex 60 -
- -
- 3.23111lH62 -211 lJLFlk. cpe no 36 16 6 2 convex 60 convex 65 -
- 3.238BR62 -211 ULFlk. CPC 30 no - 24 12 2 convex 60 convex 65 - - 14.5N 38BR62 -211 ULFlk. CPC - no 18 12 3 1 concave 45 - - - - .5N 38BR62 -311 Uniface TAC - no - - 4 1 straight 70 - - -
- 1.7
00
38BR62 -311 ULFlk. epc - yes 20 17 2 1 straight 70 -
-
-
- .838BR62 -311 ULFlk. epc
- no 34 37 6 2 straight 65 concave 45 - - 6.538BR62 -311 ULFlk. CPC 5 no 30 30 6 1 straight 90 - - -
- 5.038BH62 -311 ULFlk. epc no 29 40 10 2 straight 85 straight 90 - - 7.638BR62 -311 ULFlk. CPC no 18 28 5 1 straight 90 - - - - 2.3
38BR62 -311 ULFlk. TAC 10 no 23 21 4 1 straight 45
- - - 2.238BR62 -311 ULFlk. TAC - no 27 33 4 3 concave 40 straight 65 straight 65 2.538BR62 -311 ULFlk. TAC 10 no 52 22 8 1 convex 80 -
- -
- 12.638BR62 -5X ULFlk. TAC - no 10 12 1 1 straight 90 - - - -
.338BR63 -211 UL F lk. epe
- no 31 18 11 1 concave 70 -
- -
- 4.9
38BR297-5X ULFlk. TAe - no 20 18 4 1 straight 90 - - -
- 2.038BR299-10 Uniface epc 40 no 46 37 12 1 convex 65 -
- - - 14.538BR299-10 ULFlk. epe
- no 29 24 3 1 convex 60 - - -
- 2.338BR 299-2A ULFlk. cpe - no - - 8 1 convex 60 - - - - . 5.538BR299-9A ULFlk. TAe - no -
- 4 2 convex 70 convex 50 - - 1.2
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FLAKE TOOL ATTRIBUTES (Continued)
Four Mile Crflek
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38BR299-10A ULFlk. CPC - no 37 30 7 1 convex 60 - - - - 8.4
38BR299-10A Uniface CPC - no 48 33 11 1 concave 75 - - - - 9.7
38BR299-16A ULFlk. QTZ - no - - 3 1 convex 65 - - - - .7
38BR299-20A Uniface CPC - no - - 7 2 denL 75 convex 45 - - 1.9
38BR299-22A ULFlk. CPC - no 33 22 6 1 convex 70 - - - - 2.8
38BR545-111 Uniface CPC - no 35 - 11 2 straight 45 straight 50 - - 3.5
38BR545-111 Uniface CPC - no - - 15 2 straight 90 straight 90 - - 11.0
38BR545-111 ULFlk. TAC - no - - 4 1 convex 90 - - - - .9
N 38BR545-111 ULFlk. CPC - no 21 18 2 1 straight 90 - - - - 1.5N
'"
38BR545-111 ULFlk. CPC 20 no 15 24 6 1 straight 80 - - - - 2.4
38BR545-111 ULFlk. TAC - no 37 20 7 1 concave 25 - - - 3.6
38BR545-511 ULFlk. CPC 5 no 34 25 7 1 straight 45 - - - 4.5
38BR545-6A Ut.Flk. TAC yes - 20 3 1 convex 85 - - 1.2
38BR550-11l ULFlk. CPC - no 17 24 2 1 concave 85 - - - .5
38BR550-10 ULFlk. TAC - no 20 21 3 1 straight 30 - - - 1.6
38AK163-11l ULFlk. CPC - no - 27 9 1 convex 45 - - - - 4.3
38AK163-20 ULFlk. CPC - no 31 21 10 1 convex 15 - - - 3.9
38AK417-4X ULFlk. CPC - no 12 26 5 1 straight 75 - - - - 1.8
38AK417-6X Ut.Flk. TAC - no 43 31 8 1 straight 55 - - - 9.0
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HISTORIC ASSEMBLAGE
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38BR96 -211 2 - 7
38BR96 -311 2 - 1 - - - - 391
38BR280-111 - - 2 - 1 15 - - - - - 1 3
38BR280-3X - 6 - - 3
38BR280-4X - 1 14 - - - 1 - - 5
38BR280-5X - - 3 1
38BR282-111 - 9 - - - - - - - - - 2
N 38BR282-4X - 3 - - 6w
..... 38BR282-5X - 6
38BR282-6X
3BI:lR310-3A - - 1
38BR310-411 1 - 3 - - - 10
38BR310-5X - 13 13 - 5 4 3
38BR357-111
38BR531-17G - - - - - 95
38BR536-1 X
381:lR538-11l - - 2
381:lR539-1X - 1
38BR539-5C - - - - - - - 2
3BBR539-6C - - - - - - - - 1
3BBR539-71l - 1 3 - - 1344
381:lR541-5B -
- - - - - - - 1
381:lR542-7H - - - - - - - - - 1
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HISTORIC CERAMICS
Pen Branch
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38BR71 -20
38BR96 -20 5 4 14 3
38BR96 -30 4 - 11
38BR96 -4A - - 1
38BR280-10
38BR280-20 - 1
38BR280-4X - - 1
N 38BR282-10 - - 1w 38BR282-4X 1V1 - -
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